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Preface 

The First International Conference on Big Data Analytics and Intelligent Technologies held during March 
1& 2, 2018, at the Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai, Tamil Nadu, India. 

Madurai Kamaraj University is on its persistent journey for the past 51 years and  is accorded with the 
status of  "University with Potential for Excellence" - A status conferred by the University Grants 
Commission .  

In this world of digital era we all know that the Data are being generated every moment at a phenomenal 
and ever growing rate. Social media plays a vital role in generating volume of images and text 
documents. This has created an avalanche effect in the digital media and we all know that these data 
need to be stored and analyzed effectively and efficiently.  

Big data analytics is the process of examining large and varied data sets -- i.e., data with properties of  
Volume, Variety, Velocity and Veracity- to uncover hidden patterns, unknown correlations, market 
trends, customer preferences and other useful information that can help organizations make more-
informed business decisions. Big data analytics applications enable data scientists, predictive modelers, 
statisticians and other analytics professionals to analyze growing volumes of structured transaction data, 
plus other forms of data that are often left untapped by conventional business intelligence (BI) and 
analytics programs.  

Research in the area of Big Data Analytics focus on the theory development, novel and innovative 
techniques and suitable solutions of big data analytics in broad domains as the traditional approaches 
are not powerful  enough to handle the issues. Research in the area of Intelligent Techniques focus on the 
theories and t techniques of building computer systems, which capture the intelligent behaviors in 
complex environments.   

The papers in this proceeding address challenges  and best practices related to Big data Analytics and 
Intelligent Technologies. All the papers published in the proceedings have undergone a plagiarism check 
and a blind review process .  

The papers are organized as :  

 Session 1 - Big Data Analytics 
 Session 2 - Internet of Things 
 Session 3 - Image Processing and Biometrics 
 Session 4 - Smart Systems 

We would like to thank our Resource Persons, Reviewers, Committee Members for their contribution for 
organizing the Conference. Our special thanks to the authors and participants of the conference. We 
would like to extend our thanks to Dr. Marjan Hericko and Dr. Muhamed Turkanovic, University of 
Maribor, Slovenia for their support. The relentless work of editorial team members is highly appreciated 
and acknowledged. The hard work contributed by the research scholars of the Department of Computer 
Science P. Aruna Saraswathy and M.Sivakami made the papers worthy of publication. 

The Proceedings will be beneficial for the researchers in the domain of Big Data Analytics and Intelligent 
Technologies.                                                                                                                                                                                            

 
G. Arumugam 

                     M. Thangaraj 
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Novel Comparative Analysis of Performance Metric in OSPF and EIGRP in a Real
Secured Network Environment

1Prasanya Devi .P, 2Ravindran.M
1,2Department of Computer Science, Government Arts College,Melur,Tamil Nadu State,India.

ABSTRACT — In today’s world, with increasing usage of computer networks and internet, the importance of Network,
computers, information security and data security is obvious. Usual intrusion detection and prevention systems are hasty in the sense
that they use a set of signatures, which lift at the same rate as new techniques are exposed, to identify malicious traffic patterns.
Wireshark is chosen as a tool for traffic analysis in our local network real-time environment. We Find that TCP control and data
traffic have high correlation levels during benign normal application. We find entropy calculation, port probability, flow distribution
for our real-time network datasets and compare OSPF routing protocol and EIGRP routing protocol for achieving performance
metrics in the Network environment. Data centers are experiencing an increase in network security threats resulting in the loss of
revenue, productivity, and business opportunity. Comprehensive security policies and architectures that include network-based
intrusion detection systems (NIDS) are a means to combat this expanding threat. NIDS perform analysis of all traffic passing on a
network segment or subnet.
Keywords: — OSPF, EIGRP, Network Intrusion Detection (NID), Network Vulnerability (NV).

IntroductionThe world is becoming more inter connected with the advent of the Internet and new working Technology,Network Security (NS) is becoming a great importance because of intellectual property that can be easily acquiredthrough the internet. An effective network security plan is developed with the understanding of security issues.Potential attackers, needed level of security, and factors that make a network vulnerable to attack. To lessen thevulnerability of the computer and the network there are many products available. These tools are encryption,authentication mechanisms, intrusion detection, security management and firewalls Information security is the processof protecting information. It protects its availability, privacy and integrity. Access to stored information on computerdatabases has increased greatly. More and More computers get connected to both private and public networks whethermost of traffic is generated by traditional data transfer applications such as HTTP, NNTP or FTP. This consequently madeTCP/IP the most widely used protocol for computer network and accounts for vast majority of the Traffic over wide areanetwork particularly the Internet.1EIGRP and OSPF are dynamic routing protocols used in practical networks to disseminate network topology tothe adjacent routers. There are various numbers of static and dynamic routing protocols available but the selection ofappropriate routing protocol is most important for routing performance. The right choice of routing protocol isdependent on several parameters. In this paper, we implement two routing protocols, namely EIGRP and OSPF, andfurther do performance evaluation for real-time applications.The emergence of high speed internet access and government plans to push the broadband to homes anduniversities has increased the importance of IP networks. The type of traffic on networks changes rapidly with thedevelopment of new technologies such as network APPS and pear-to-peer Network setups etc. Such new applicationshave caused rapidly increased the traffic burden on core Internet routers and the need to monitor the traffic types,which had not been fully considered in development of protocols, has play an important role of network architecturedesign. The network intrusion detection system(IDS) can be placed at a choke point such as the company’s connectionto a trunk line, or it should be placed on each of the hosts that are being monitored to protect from intrusion. Intrusion,incident and attack are three terms that we frequently come across while discussing Intrusion Detection System
Aims and ObjectivesThe performance of each routing protocol is different from each other. Among all routing protocols, wechoose EIGRP and OSPF routing protocols for doing performance evaluation for real-time traffics. The main aim ofthis work is to evaluate which protocol, EIGRP or OSPF, is most suitable to route in real-time traffic:

 To discuss about different features of the routing protocols.
 To implement the proposed routing protocols in IP networks.
 To select the quantitative metrics such as convergence activity, end-to-end delay, packet delay variation,flow size distribution.
 To analyze the protocol performance theoretically and by simulation

Packets Information
A. Packet Filtering (Pf)When a packet is received, it is first decoded to extract the information list used for filtering [1]. At each node ofthe search tree, the packet is checked against the Boolean expression of the children of this node. The packet is directedto the node whose Boolean expression is satisfied .This process goes on till a leaf is reached. The action associated withthis segment is updated as well.
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B. Packets Information LogConsider a queue Q. The neighbor routers rb, rc feed data in queue Q. Each Q has the order by which the packetsshould enter along with its associated information. Each router maintains a log record. Let Qin be the traffic beforeentering the queue and Qout be the traffic after leaving the queue. At any instant time, the traffic is represented asR(Q,qp(t),I,F)where1. qp(t) is the predicted state of queue at any time‘t’.2. I is the traffic before entering the queue by the information collected from neighbouring routers(rb, rc).3. D is the traffic after leaving the queue, collected at router rd.If R(Q,qp(t),I,F) is false and the routers are not protocol faulty, then the packets are dropped maliciously at time‘t’. Each packet forwarded maintains a log record which includes:
 Header name P
 IP address (from where it was forwarded)
 Packet size(no. of routers it should traverse) ps
 Time at which it arrived at the routerThree criteria could be used for predicting the state of the Packet P:
 If P came from F, then the packet is leaving Q
 If P came from I (P traversed D), the packet is entering the Q and will exit at qp+ps
 If P came from I (P hasn’t traversed D), the packet is entering the final Queue and is received at thedestination.To detect how the attack occurred, two conditions have to be satisfied :
 Buffer limit(B) is maintained at each router. If B<qp+ps, then the packet P is dropped due to congestion.
 Otherwise, the packet P is dropped due to malicious access.

C.Confidence Value (Cv) TestWe introduce a term Cv which is the probability of an attack to occur. If a packet P is dropped at time t at queuelength qp, then Cv is raised. This is suitable only for a single packet is lost.We use the following terms :qs(t) – size of the queue for packet Pps – size of the packet Pqlim – max size of queueX – new malicious packet inserted
Cv is calculated as below:Cv = Prob(Packet P to be dropped)= Prob( more space in the queue)= Prob(qs(t)+ps ≤ qlim)= Prob(X+qp(t)+ps ≤ qlim)= Prob(X ≤ qlim-qp(t)-ps)= Prob(Y ≤ (qlim-qp(t)-ps-μ)/σ)
Random variable Y= (X- μ)/σ=Prob(Y ≤ y)y = (qlim-qp(t)-ps- μ)/ σ= (1+erf(y/√2))/2

Intrusion Detection System (IDS)Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are established based on the types of attack [2] that are mostcommonly used. Network intrusions consist of packets that are introduced cause problems for the followingreasons.* To consume resources uselessly* To gain system knowledge that can be exploited in later attacks.* To interfere with any system resources   intended function.
A. Classification Of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)Intrusion Detection System briefly classified into two main categories:1. Host Based Intrusion Detection: HIDSs evaluate information found on a single ormultiple host systems, including contents of operating systems, system and application files.2. Network Based Intrusion Detection: NIDSs evaluate information captured from networkcommunications, analysing the stream of packets which travel across thenetwork .
B. Vulnerability-Assessment (IDS)There are two basic models used to analyze the events and discover attacks:

 Misuse detection model – Intrusion Detection System detect intrusions by looking for similaractivitiessuch as vulnerabilities or known intrusion signatures.
 Anomaly detection model - IDS detect intrusions by searching « abnormal » network traffic.
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The misuse detection model is commonly referred as IDS commercial tool; always Vendors must updateintrusion signatures. Anomaly detection based IDS model have the capability to detect attack symptoms withoutspecifying attack models, but these models are very sensitive to false alarms. In the present study we haveutilized the proposed IDS approach’s based on the anomaly detection model.
Network Vulnerablity (NV)An attack has connectivity with will have  some level of vulnerability in network. Network Vulnerability (NV) [3]is impossible to eliminate entirely. One of the faction is, an attacker who knows about  a security flow in the softwarethat the network relies on that is unknown to the network administration. On being the network s are secured, in themean time vulnerability occurs because of many hosts are administer by primary users of the system, who may lack theproper training to configure a secure computer system.For the question-How the hosts are damaged by the network attacker, This gives the answer as Networkattackers normally start their work by searching for vulnerability on the host they can communicate with on the target’snetwork. When they use to increase the vulnerability on level of the host vulnerability in discovered. Thus the attackercan damage the communication channel those are in secure.
INTERIOR VERSES EXTERIOR ROUTING PROTOCOLSSome routing protocols are designed to be used within an organization, while other routing protocols aredesigned for use between organizations. The current lead Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) is OSPF. Other InteriorGateway Protocols include IS-IS, RIP, and EIGRP.

FIG 1: Interior Vs. Exterior Routing Protocols
A.DISTANCE VECTOR PROTOCOLDistance vector protocols are based on two algorithms that are Bellman-Ford or Ford Fulkerson. The distancevector protocols choose the best path to a remote network by judge the distance. To be the best route each time leastnumber of hops (routers) is determined.

FIG 2: Distance vector routing protocol
B. Link State Routing ProtocolsLink State protocols are also called shortest path first (SPF) or distributed database protocols, are buildapproximately a well-known algorithm of graph theory, E.W. Dijkstra's shortest path first algorithm. In the form of LinkState Advertisement (LSA) each router shares its link information. Link state information is used by a link state router togenerate a topology map and in the topology to choose the finest path to the destination. SPF tree is then applied to theLSDB to reach the destination to find the best path and the best path is then added to the routing table.
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FIG 3: Example of SPF within Link State Protocols
C.Difference Between Distance Vector Protocol (DVP) And Link State Protocol(LSP)In Table 1 we differentiate DVP and LSP as follows

DISTANCE VECTOR PROTOCOL(DVP) LINK STATE PROTOCOL(LSP)DSP is used in small networks, and it has alimited number of hops LSP is used in larger networks, and it hasunlimited number of hops.DSP has a high convergence time In LSP convergence time is low.In DSP periodically advertise updates In LSP advertises only new changes in a network.advertises only the directly connected routersand full routing tables Advertise the updates, and flood theadvertisement.Loop is a problem, and it uses split horizon, routepoisoning and hold down as loop preventingtechniques, Link state has no loop problems.
TABLE1: Difference between Distance Vector Protocol And Link State Protocol

D.Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)Open shortest path first [4]is a routing protocol that was developed try the  interior Gatewayprotocol(IGP)working group of the Internet Engineering task firce for Internet protocol(IP)networks.OSPF is a link staterouting protocol that is used to distribute information within a Single Autonomous System(AS).
 Area(A)-is a collection of networks ,hosts and routers all contained within an autonomous system.
 Border Router(BR)-At the border of an autonomous system special routers summarize the informationabout the area and send  it to other ares.
 BackBone(BB)-Among the areas inside an autonomous system is a special area called BackBone; all theareas inside an autonomous system must be connected to the backbone.
 Backbone Router(BBR)-The router inside the backbone.Each OSPF router stores the local network connection state with Link State Advertisement (LSA) and advertisesto the entire AS. LSA is a packet that contains all relevant information regarding a router's links and the state of thoselinks. Each router receives the LSA generated by all routers within the AS. The LSA collection then forms Link StateDatabase (LSDB). Each LSA is the description of the surrounding network topology of a router. Hence, the LSDB reflectsthe AS network topology.Based on the link-state database, each router or system calculates a shortest-path spanningtree, with itself as the root, using the SPF algorithm. OSPF has five different packet types. Each packet has a specificpurpose in OSPF route.1. Hello packet.2. Database description.3. Link state request packet.4. Link state update.5. Link state acknowledgment packet.

E. Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol ( EIGRP)EIGRP [5]is a CISCO proprietary protocol, which is an improved version of the interior gateway routing protocol(IGRP).EIGRP is being used as a more scalable protocol in both medium and large scale network. EIGRP is said to be anextensively used IGRP where route computation is done through Diffusion update Algorithm (DUAL)[6]. However,EIGRP can also be considered as hybrid protocol because of having link state protocol propertiesEIGRP uses the following four key technologies that combine to differentiate it from other routing technologies:1) Neighbour discovery/recovery mechanism: Enables routers to dynamically learn about other routers on theirdirectly attached networks2) Reliable transport Protocol: It is responsible for guaranteed, ordered delivery of EIGRP packets to all neighbours
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3) DUAL Finite State Machine: DUAL embodies the decision process for all route computations4) Protocol Dependent Modules: EIGRP’s protocol-dependent modules are responsible for network layer protocol-specific requirements
Implementation
A. Transmission Time (Tt)In fig 4. We illustrate the transmission time(Tt) difference between EIGRP and OSPF

FIG 4: Transmission Time (Tt)

B. Variable Bit Rate(VBR) For Source To DestinationIn fig 5, We illustrate the Variable Bit Rate (VBR) for source to destination packet transfer with time duration inmicroseconds(ms) .

FIG 5: Variable Bit Rate(VBR)
C. Bandwidth (BW) for OSPF&EIGRPOSPF sends partial updates when a link-state change occurs. The updates are flooded to all routers in the area.In a quiet network, OSPF is a quiet protocol. In a network with substantial topology changes, OSPF minimizes theamount of bandwidth used..Enhanced IGRP uses partial updates. Partial updates are generated only when a changeoccurs; only the changed information is sent, and this changed information is sent only to the routers affected. Thefollowing fig 6.Shows the comparison of Bandwidth (BW) [7]calculation in OSPF and Bandwidth (BW) calculation inEIGRP for our given experimental setup real time Network environment. This shows the end result as Enhanced IGRP isvery efficient in its usage of bandwidth.
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The following fig. 6 shows the delay time for our given experimental setup real time Network environment

FIG7:Latency(Delay)

F. Flow Size Distribution(fs)The following fig 7.Shows the Flow Size Distribution (fs) for our given experimental setup real time Networkenvironment

FIG 8: Flow Size Distribution(FS)

G. Entropy CalculationThe following fig 8.Shows the Entropy calculation for our given experimental setup real time Networkenvironment.

FIG 9: ENTROPY CALCULATION
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The following Table 2we calculate the Entropy for the dataset in our real time network environment andachieve the probability result 0.993453 and normalization factor results 2.7007 on large data of about 1,250,322 .Address A Address B Entropycalculation Latency(ms)192.168.xx.149 192.168.xx.253 0.000873 0.05192.168.xx.4 192.168.xx.253 0.003055 0.72192.168.xx.124 192.168.xx.978 0.000873 0.05192.168.xx.149 192.168.xx.253 0.003055 0.74192.168.xx.149 192.168.xx.12 0.000873 0.05192.168.xx.12 192.168.xx.189 0.003055 0.72192.168.xx.149 192.168.xx.103 0.000873 0.03192.168.xx.4 192.168.xx.217 0.003055 0.69
probability
entropy 0.993453TABLE 2: Entropy Table Based On Autonomous System (AS) Network

Future Work and ConclusionThe performance of packet delay variation for EIGRP is better than for OSPF. We observed that the packet delayvariation of OSPF network is high while the one of EIGRP network is low with available network load. In future Securityanalysis for both OSPF and EIGRP is also done.We have implemented a compromised router detection protocol that dynamically infers, based on measuredtraffic rates and buffer sizes, the number of congestive packet losses that will occur. Subsequent packet losses can beattributed to malicious actions. Our protocol maintains log record and helps the user to know where the packet losshappened in the topology of the network. It also tells us whether it is due to malicious access or traffic congestion.Many continuous-time and discrete-time traffic models have been developed based on traffic measurementdata. The choice of traffic models involves at least two major considerations. The first consideration is accuracy.Accurate traffic models should include not only source behavior but also possible policing or congestion avoidance. Thesecond consideration is ease of queuing analysis. Traffic models are useful only if network performance can beevaluated. It is always possible to evaluate network performance via computer simulations, but analysis is preferredwhenever analysis is tractableOur analysis on the packet capture and filter (Pf) is the initial attempt on various routing protocol to enhancebandwidth, to reduce delay and throughput analysis. Our study may be enhanced to different graph models for easyanalysis of network vulnerability and security within a human – computer community using the idea of association andconnectedness.
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Detection of Gait Abnormality with EELM

1M.Pushpa Rani, 2S.A.Vajiha Begum
1,2Department of Computer Science, Mother Teresa Women’s University, TamilNadu, Kodaikanal

ABSTRACTB rain diseases are characterized by progressive nervous system dysfunction which create severe gait abnormalities.
Improper diagnosis of brain disorder can lead to inappropriate treatment and serious consequence on patient health. Diagnosis of
diseases is presently based on neurologist observation is tough for early detection. Hence Gait analysis is an effectual tool for the
early analysis and identification of brain disorder by computational techniques. Hence for the effective identification of neurological
disorder, machine intelligence-based gait analysis technique is proposed in this work to gain the advantages of fast and accurate
identification of the gait bound diseases.
Keywords: Gait Analysis; Enhanced Extreme Learning Machine; Brain Disorder.

I. INTRODUCTIONGait is basically the pattern of movement, means how we walk and the studies stating that every person hasa unique gait pattern[14]. Examination of human gait patterns can afford useful information related to the physical andneural functions, and it may pay way for the analysis of brain disorders in extreme conditions [10,11]. Thus, the analysisof human gait patterns is essential to recognize and classify the type of brain disorder of the patients.Alzheimer’s Disease(AD), Huntington's Disease(HD), Parkinson’s Disease(PD), Amyotrophic LateralSclerosis(ALS), stroke, paraneoplastic disorders and multiple sclerosis are some of the neurological disorders [1,15]. Thenervous system controls the process of walking. If a portion of neural network that controls this process is damaged, cancause to produce abnormal movement in the person, is the primary feature of neurodegenerative disease [2].Accurate diagnosis of these diseases in fast way help the patient to receive the appropriate care as soon aspossible. Additionally, identifying the disorder in a more simplified way will help the doctors in the early analysis andtreatment process. To achieve this objective machine intelligence-based gait analysis technique is proposed, shows howthe human gait is related to neurological disorder classification. The proposed work is divided into Feature extractionphase, Classification phase and Identification phase.Initially the gait video is preprocessed and the gait features are extracted with suitable feature selectiontechnique. Then the extracted features are ranked to avoid redundant features. The ranked features are used for thetraining and testing process with the Enhanced Extreme Learning Machine (EELM) technique for the classification of thebrain disorders. Then intelligent based gait analysis technique is used for the perfect identification of particularneurological disorders by comparing with the standard gait patterns in the database. For comparison of the gait patternof patients suffering from brain disorder, a healthy control group is taken. The stride intervals of the foot areanalyzedand compared for identification of disease, using machine learning based techniques.
II. LITERATURE SURVEYPushpa Rani et al.,[12] presents, a fast and effectual classification method called the Extreme LearningMachine(ELM) algorithm to classify the abnormal gait patterns. The t-test ranking algorithm is used for the classificationof gait patterns.  The study shows that when the number of categories for the classification task is large, ELM attainsbetter and stable classification accuracy with less training time comparative to SVM. This system shows the result ofELM with PCA gives accuracy of 97.98% and T-Test gives the maximum accuracy of 99.21%.Huang et al.[6] presents the kernelized version of ELM (KELM), which shows no randomness in providingconnection weights between input and hidden layers. The Comparative result shows that KELM can achieve betterperformance with easier implementation and faster training speed in different classification tasks compared to SVM.Hui-LingChen et al.,[8] proposed an efficient hybrid method, mRMR-KELM for early diagnosis of Parkinson’sdisease (PD). ELM and KELM used best possible parameters to train the ideal models for PD diagnosis with the help ofmRMR filter for feature selection. It is noted that mRMR-KELM achieves the very optimistic classification accuracy of96.47% via 10-fold cross-validation (CV) analysis can distinguish well enough between patients with PD and healthypersons. Pushpa Rani [5] proposed a method Hybrid Extreme Learning Machine (HELM) which chooses the inputweights and biases for the hidden nodes were constructed with the use of Analytical Network Process (ANP) algorithm.Experimental results prove that the Hybrid Extreme Learning Machine (HELM) technique for human gait patternclassification results in higher accuracy compared to the existing ELM and SVM techniques.Yunfeng Wu et al. [13] presents a statistical study on the gait stride interval in ALS. The two statisticalparameters such as the mean of the left foot step interval and the improved method of Kullback-Leibler divergence, fromthe probability density functions (PDF) of stride interval is estimated. This study got result of 82.8% accuracy bydifferentiating the gait patterns of the ALS patients and healthy control groups with the support of least-squares supportvector machine (LS-SVM).The studies show the possibility of gait being used in the classification and identification of neurologicaldisorders, involving high computational cost, increased time with less accuracy rate. To overcome the above limitations,it is proposed to design and implement machine learning based gait analysis techniques targeting improvedperformance with minimum cost.
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III. IDENTIFICATION OF GAIT ABNORMALITYThe gait analysis method is proposed to identify the neurological disorders consists of three phases namelyfeature extraction phase, classification phase and identification phase. The feature extraction phase deals withpreprocessing of gait video, silhouette feature extraction and ranking of gait features. The classification andidentification phase deals with the training and testing of collected ranked gait features and finally identify the type ofbrain disorders.The block diagram of proposed system for Analysis of Gait abnormality is shown in Figure 1.

Fig1. Block Diagram of proposed system for Analysis of Gait abnormality
A. Feature Extraction Phase:First step of the proposed method comprises of preprocessing of gait video, silhouette features extractionand ranking of gait features.1) Preprocessing:Initially gait video is taken and the adaptive gait silhouette extraction technique [4] is used to obtain the walkingfigure from the gait video. The median based background elimination method is applied and then some morphologicaloperations are used to correct the noises and extracting the particular regions of silhouette image. The silhouette imagesare normalized to original size to do the feature extraction simpler and in slighter time.2) Silhouette Feature Extraction:The outermost Contour technique is applied here for the improved extraction of silhouette feature whichcollects the pixel from the contour region [9]. The right end pixel and the left end pixel on the outline region in every rowof a silhouette image is measured as Outermost Contour. The centroid of the Outermost Contour is considered and thenumber of pixel on the outermost contour is noted. The desired silhouette features are detected and extracted bycalculating the distance between each outermost contour pixel and the centroid.3) Ranking of Gait Features:Then ranking of gait features is performed by mRMRalgorithm to select and rank the essential features andavoid selecting redundant features for improved performance.Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR):The mRMR is a feature selection filter technique implemented to select features which are associated to thetarget class (maximum relevance) and non-redundant subset features (minimum redundancy) [3]. The correlationsbetween selected features and target class is discovered by using the collected common information. This mRMRtechnique is implemented to choose features based on maximizing the joint dependency of top ranking unique featureson the target class and avoids choosing redundant features. The optimization standard of mRMR is as follows:

where X is the complete set of gait features, c is the target class feature, xjis the jth feature, Sk-1 is the set oftop k-1 features designated in the previous iterations, I is the mutual information, I (xj, c) and I (xi , xj) show commoninformation between distinct features xjwith class c and common information between features xj and xj,correspondingly.
(1)
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B. Classification Phase:The classification of neurological disorders is done with the training and testing of collected ranked gaitfeatures. The Enhanced Extreme Learning Machine (EELM) technique is implemented for the classification purposeswhich combines the concept of ELM and SRC techniques. This technique avoids random input and provides choosingsuitable inputs and hidden biases for gaining better result.The learning speed of the Extreme Learning Machine(ELM) is extremely fast while it cannot handle noisewell, whereas Sparse Representation based Classification(SRC) method illustrates eminent robustness to noise while itsuffers high computational cost. In order to overcome their drawbacks and include their particular advantages, thiswork proposes an approach of combining ELM and SRC technique for classification of normal and abnormal gait patternswith minimum time.
C. Identification Phase:The identification phase deals with particular recognition of the type of neurological diseases based on the gaitpatterns. For the accurate identification of brain disorders, intelligence-based gait analysis technique is implemented.For comparison of the gait pattern of patients suffering from neurological disorder, a healthy control group is taken. Thestride intervals of the foot are compared for identification of particular brain disorder. The particular identification ofthe type of brain diseases based on the gait patterns is done by Sparse Representation based Classification(SRC)technique.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONThe proposed work deals with the classification and identification of neurological disorder using gaitanalysis techniques. The data used in this study are gained from the CGA normative gait database. The Figure 2 showsthe stride times of the healthy persons and persons with brain disorders [7]. It shows that the stride times associatedwith brain disorders are more flexible and have maximum deviation.The table I illustrates the comparison of classifiers based on classification accuracy of movement disorders.This illustrates that the proposed EELM algorithm gives improved accuracy rate than the other methods. This studyshows that the EELM has a higher accuracy rate of 99.3%, while that of other classifiers. The Figure 3 shows thegraphical representation of classification accuracy of brain disorders for each classifier.

Fig. 2. Stride Time for each type of diseases
TABLE I:

COMPARISION OF CLASSIFIERS BASED ON CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY

CLASSIFIERS ACCURACY (%)SVM 94.5ELM 95.8HELM 99.2EELM 99.3
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Fig. 2. Stride Time for each type of diseases
TABLE I:

COMPARISION OF CLASSIFIERS BASED ON CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY

CLASSIFIERS ACCURACY (%)SVM 94.5ELM 95.8HELM 99.2EELM 99.3
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Fig 3. Histogram of classification accuracy for each classifier.The table II shows the comparison of classifiers based on the time of classification of the gait bounddisease. The result shows that the EELM algorithm have minimum time for classification of brain disorders but otherclassifiers show more time for classification. These analysis reveals that the EELM classified the disease at 0.36 sec,while that of other classifiers.  The Figure 4 gives the histogram representation of time of classification of braindisorders by each classifier.
TABLE II:

COMPARISION OF CLASSIFIERS BASED ON CLASSIFICATION TIME

CLASSIFIERS TIME (sec)SVM 0.87ELM 0.69HELM 0.38EELM 0.36

Fig 4. Histogram of classification time for each classifier.
V. CONCLUSIONAn automatic diagnosis method for the classification and identification of brain disorders using gait analysistechnique is proposed. This will result in the early diagnosis and treatment process for the neurological disorder. Theproposed method deals with feature extraction, classification and identification phases for the detection of gaitabnormality. The Enhanced Extreme Learning Machine (EELM) technique is implemented by the combination ofExtreme Learning Machine (ELM) and Sparse Representation based Classification (SRC) for the training and testing ofgait features and for the identification of brain diseases in particular. The EELM technique achieves higher classificationaccuracy with minimum time and less computational cost than the other algorithms for improved identification of gaitdiseases. In future some advanced machine learning algorithms can be implemented to enhance the classificationaccuracy added with reduced training time.
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ABSTRACT Text Mining and Natural Language Processing form the core concepts of the emerging area - Sentiment Analysis.

The increase in the use of Internet and Web have made its users rely on online for all their essential services like healthcare, products,
fashion, education etc. They also express their opinions, feelings or attitudes towards a particular concept, service or brand new
products as reviews, ratings, YouTube comments, debates, social network sharing etc. Sentiment Analysis is used to find the polarity
of the opinions of the users in those sources. The choice of suitable approach of analysis and algorithms for sentiment analysis,
classification and polarity detection makes its application more effective. This paper discusses on the available Sentiment Analysis
approaches, algorithms  and research areas emerging in this field. The dataset for sentiment analysis is normally stored in
traditional databases but this paper introduces an emerging concept of  NoSQL database MongoDB which handles real time data like
user reviews and comments in an efficient and effective manner .  It also proposes a hybrid architectural model of sentiment analysis
to extract the advantages of its component approaches.
Keywords: sentiment analysis, feature selection, sentiment classification, lexicon approach, MongoDB

I. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment Analysis also known as Opinion mining or Emotion AI refers to the use of natural language processing,text analysis, computational linguistics and biometrics to systematically identify, extract, quantify and study afftectivestates and subjective information  from social media, blogs, ratings and reviews. It is an emerging field of research in textmining.The increase in the use of web and internet drives the need for Sentiment Analysis because users most oftenexpress their opinions or feelings  as textual data. It aims to determine the attitude of a speaker, writer or other subjectwith respect to some topic or the overall contextual polarity or emotional reaction to a document, interaction or event.The attitude may be a judgement, evaluation, affective state or intended emotional communication.Sentiment Analysis is a classification task that detects the sentiment of a text based on its polarity as Positive orNegative or Neutral, Good or Bad, Subjective or Objective. Based on the level of text selected for analysis SentimentAnalysis is mainly classified as – Document level, Sentence Level or Aspect Level. Document level classifies the wholedocument about a single topic  as expressing positive or negative or neutral sentiment. Sentence Level analysis isperformed on each sentence of a document to find whether it is objective or subjective. Aspect level analysis identifiesthe individual entities and their aspects in a document and then finds the polarity of each aspect of the entities. A singleentity may have different polarities for different aspects. For example a user review may express a positive opinion onone aspect of a hotel but a negative opinion of another aspect of the same hotel. So aspect level analysis is used  inapplications where a detailed study of the opinions are essential.Sentiment Analysis is largely performed on text but recent focus is on multimedia content with audio, video andimages.  The main sources of data for sentiment analysis are from the Internet like product reviews, ratings, tweets,debates, stock market information, news articles, youtube comments, amazon, social networking sites and somebenchmark datasets. Sentiment Analysis is used in Business Intelligence, Bias identification of new sources, identifyingappropriate advertisement content, politics, law, sociology, psychology, beauty, fashion, sports, health, traveller’sexperiences with hotels, tourist spots, airlines[1] etc.  Sentiment Analysis faces certain challenges in analyzing dynamicevents due to fast paced data, domain dependent classification techniques, use of contents like hashtags, emoticons,links, sarcasm etc., location oriented analysis, trustworthiness of user or robot reviews etc. [2]Research Areas on Sentiment Analysis are mainly focused on Feature Selection, Sentiment Classification, Cross-Domain analysis, Emotion Detection, Resource Development etc. [3][4]. In this paper we discuss on the first threetechniques of sentiment analysis mentioned above. This paper is organized as follows, Section 2 describes about FeatureSelection, section 3 discusses about Sentiment Classification, section 4 explains Cross-Domain Analysis,section 5discusses on MongoDb database,  section 6  reviews the existing literature on sentiment analysis, section 7 presents theproposed architecture and section 8 presents the conclusion.II. FEATURE SELECTION

A. PreprocessingThe preliminary step of Feature Selection is preprocessing of input text. The preprocessing methods used are[5][6]:
 Handling Negations like won’t, can’t etc.
 Deletion of URL links.
 Removing repeated letters in words Ex. Cooool to cool.
 Expanding acronyms.
 Removing stop words like the, is, at etc.
 Removing numbers.
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 Upper case to lower case conversion.
B. FeaturesThe features extracted from an input text can be categorized as – Sentiment Features, Punctuation Features, SyntacticFeatures, Semantic Features, Unigrams, Pattern-Related Features, Top words etc.[7]a) Sentiment Features: Features that decide the sentiment polarity of the text like positive or negative words,emoticons, hashtags etc.b) Punctuation Features: Features related to the use of punctuation mark like comma, fullstop, semicolon, colon,exclamation marks, parenthesis, apostrophe, double quotes etc.c) Syntactic Features: Features like particles, interjections, pronouns, nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs etc.d) Semantic Features: Features that reveal the meaning  of words and the logic behind it like highly sentimentalwords, uncertainty words, opinion words or expressions etc.e) Unigrams: Words that are used to represent the similar meanings, words that are given in a broader or specificsense etc.f) Stemming  Features: Parts of Speech words that have the same root word.g) Top Words: Words that appear frequently in the training set.
C. Feature Selection and Weighting MethodsThe features selected using feature selection methods are weighted using Feature Presence(FP) or FeatureFrequency(FF) methods. FP method calculates feature value by considering only their presence or absence. FF methodcounts the number of features in the input text.1) Mutual Information (MI) : Mutual Information method  selects features that are informative of their classesand are  not unevenly distributed among the sentiment classes. It concentrates on terms that appear less frequently inthe input data. It is given by eqn (1). asMI(f,c) = ∑   ∑   P(f,c)   log P(f,c) (1)cϵC   f P(f)P(c)where P(f,c) indicates the joint probability distribution function, P(f) and P(c) denotes the marginal probabilitydistributions of f and c, and C is the classes: POSITIVE and NEGATIVE.2) Information gain(IG):Information gain calculates whether a feature is relevant for sentiment analysis byanalyzing its  presence or absence in the text . It is calculated using eqn(2) asIG(f,c)   = - ∑  P(c)   log   P(c)   +   ∑   P(f)   ∑   P(c|f)   log   P(c|f) (2)c,c f,f           c,cP(c|f) is the joint probability where class C and feature f is occur together. P(c) denotes the marginal probability.3) Chi-square (χ2 ): Chi-square is a measure of the deviation of the observed count of a frequency from theexpected counts[3].  It is measured using eqn(3) asχ2 (f,c)      = N(WZ-YX)2 (3)(W+Y)(X+Z)(W+X)(Y+Z)W, X, Y, Z denotes the frequencies, indicates the presence or absence of feature in the sample. W is the count ofsamples in which feature f and c occurred together. f is the feature and c is the class. The following table shows whateach symbol W, X, Y, Z indicates TABLE: I2×2 CONTINGENCY TABLE OF FEATURE (F) AND CLASS(C)c ĉf W Xf Y Z4) TF-idf(Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) :TF-idf  is a weighting scheme that measures a wordrelevance in the dataset based on the frequency of appearance of word in the sample. It is calculated using eqn(4) asTF-idfi =   ti,j x log   ( N ) (4)dfiTF-idfi is the weight of a term i,ti,j is the frequency of term i  in sample j. N is the total number of samples in the corpus. dfiis the number of samples containing term i.
III. SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATIONSentiment Classification techniques can be broadly classified into Machine Learning Approach, LexiconBased Approach and Hybrid Approach.
A. Machine Learning Approach
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This approach makes use of syntactic and/or linguistic features for classification. It consists of a training set and a testset of data. Based on the training set classification the test data is classified. This approach  is classified as:SupervisedLearning, Unsupervised Learning and  Semi-supervised Learning. A hybrid of the above learning methods can also beperformed.1) Supervised Learning : The sample data is classified into known class labels. The commonly used classifiers areDecision Tree Classifiers, Linear Classifiers, Rule Based Classifiers and Probabilistic Classifiers. Decision TreeClassifiers builds by continuously splitting the data based on a certain parameter to form a tree structure. The tree hastwo components - decision nodes and leaves. The decision nodes denote data split and decision leaves are the decisionsor final outcomes.  An example of Decision Tree Algorithm is ID3 – Iterative Dichotomiser.  Linear Classifiers classifiesbased on the value of a linear combination of the characteristics .It is the fastest and most commonly used type ofclassifier. The two popular algorithms in this are Support Vector Machine(SVM) and Neural Network(NN) Algorithms.SVM determines linear separators in the search space which best separates the different classes. Text data is ideallysuited for SVM classification because of its sparse nature and they tend to correlate to one another and get organizedinto linearly separable categories. It is best suited for classifying reviews according to their quality. NN takes realvectors as inputs. Words in input text should be represented in the form of real vectors which is a function of the wordfrequencies in the document. This is well suited for identifying non-linear patterns where there is no one-to-onerelationship between input and output. It is a model of artificial neurons built across two or three layers. A set of weightsare associated with each neuron to compute a function of its input.  Rule Based Classifier models the data space with aset of rules. Based on the criteria to generate rules the training set constructs all the rules. The two criteria that governthe rule construction process are support and confidence. Support is the number of instances of the training set whichare relevant to the rule. Confidence is the conditional probability of the rule that is satisfied.  Probabilistic Classifieroutputs a probability distribution of input over a set of classes. Popular algorithms in this classifier are Naïve BayesClassification, Bayesian Network, Maximum Entropy classifer. Naïve Bayes Classifier computes posterior probability of aclass based on the word distribution in the document. It makes use of Bayes theorem to predict the probability of a classand Naïve’s assumption that all features are independent. Bayesian Network model is a directed acyclic graph whosenodes are random variables and edges represent conditional dependencies. This model assumes that all the features arefully related. This is less frequently used because of its computation complexity. Maximum Entropy Classifier is based onPrinciple of Maximum Entropy which selects the model with maximum entropy value from all the models that fits thecurrent state of knowledge of the training data.2) Unsupervised Learning:This approach of machine learning also has training set and test set but classifies datainto unknown class labels. This method reveals the structure or relationship between different inputs. Clustering is themost common  method of unsupervised learning which groups  the input data into different clusters and puts the  newinput into the appropriate cluster. This method  is more challenging because same data may be placed in differentclusters depending upon the clustering process. Algorithms that can be used are Expectation Maximization, k- Meansetc. 3) Semi-supervised Learning: In this approach some data is classified with known labels and a part of data isclassified with unknown labels. A majority of the real life applications  are representatives of this type of learning.  Someof methods used are Generative models, Discriminative models like Smoothness, Graph/Manifold regularization methodetc. Both Supervised and Unsupervised algorithms can be used.
B. Lexicon Based ApproachThis approach is based on the idea that the polarity of a sentence is calculated from the polarity of the words in the text.This may be Dictionary Based Approach or Corpus Based Approach.1) Dictionary Based Approach : The word of a text are matched with a lexicon. The lexica is constructed with a fewseed words with positive and negative sentiments. The construction continues by searching synonyms, antonyms, n-grams from online dictionaries. The process continues until no more words are found. Now the lexica is built completely.This method fails to give domain or context specific meanings.2) Corpus Based Approach : This approach finds context specific opinion words. It makes use of seed list of opinionwords to find more words from a large corpus. It also considers connective words AND, OR, BUT, HOWEVER etc todetermine two adjectives are of same or different orientations. Statistical or semantic approach are the two concepts ofthis approach. Statistical approach[8] makes use of statistical techniques to find the polarity of words by determining thefrequency of occurrence of words, co-occurrence of words etc. Semantic approach[9] depends on differentprinciples for computing similarity between words and assign similar sentiment values to semantically close words.Both semantic and statistical methods can be used in combination as a hybrid method.
IV. CROSS-DOMAIN ANALYSISCross-domain analysis is the process of  adapting a classifier which is trained  using class labels of one domain(source domain) to classify the test data of another domain(target domain). For example trained data from a bookreview may be used to test the data extracted from a  movie review. The trained source domain data  can be used aloneor in combination with some trained target domain data to handle test data of the target domain. For example traineddata from one product review can be used to analyse untrained data of another product review. Cross-domain analysisposes many technical challenges because sentiment analysis is highly domain-specific. Moreover  words or phrases thatfrequently in one domain might not appear or less frequently appear in another domain. The interpretation of a word in
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one domain might give a different meaning in another domain. A classifier whose performance is excellent in onedomain might be very poor when applied to another domain. The polarity of words might differ from source domain totarget domain. For example the word ‘Cheap’ has positive polarity in the case of a hotel or product but it representsnegative polarity in movie reviews where the user may comment the story line of the movie shows the cheap mentalityof the writer. There are a variety of techniques used for Cross-Domain Analysis- Spectral Feature Alignment(SFA)Algorithm, Structured Correspondence Learning(SCL)  Algorithm, Joint Sentiment Topic Model, Deep Learning, TopicModeling, Thesaurus Based Approaches, Case Based Reasoning Approach, Feature Based Approach, Graph BasedApproach, Distance Based Modeling, Domain Similarity and Complexity Approach, Knowledge-Enhanced Meta- ClassifierModel etc.[4].
V. MONGODBTraditional relational databases were initially used for handling data. But big data deals with an enormousamount of data with key features as velocity, veracity, volume and variety. Data may be of different formats and oftensemi structured or unstructured. These factors challenges the traditional databases and they failed to provide adequatesolutions . This lead to the concept of NoSQL database which is a non-relational databases that eliminates the concepts ofthe normal tables, rows, columns etc. NoSQL databases is designed to handle huge amount of data and variety of datawith proper time and cost constraints. Some of  the usecase where the NoSQL databases used are social network graphs,search and retrieval etc.  MongoDB, a NoSQL database,  is a cross-platform, document oriented, open source database. Itstores data in collections made of individual documents.  Documents in this database are in schemaless binaryrepresentation of JSON format called BSON. It best suits to big data analytics because it proves effective in handlingunstructured data and extracts full cloud computing and storage benefit by providing automatic sharding facility to storelarge amount of data in cloud.  It also enables location based data analytics and operations, get real time data reportingand analytics, Capitalize on sensor data and connected devices, Powering content management systems (CMS),
Push out new versions of mobile apps fast, Personalize data to tailor user’s experiences .  It also supports theregular database features like adhoc queries, indexing, aggregation, scaling, replication, load balancing, programminglanguages support especially Java etc. MongoDB has official drivers for major programming languages and developmentenvironments. MongoDB is well apt for real time analysis from user reviews, comments, browsing history, youtubecomments, social networking site information  etc. To summarise MongoDB is able to meet the data challenges of todaywhich cannot be accomplished well with relational databases.
VI. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A. RESOURCE BUILDINGLorenzo Gatti et al.[10] derived SentiWords lexicon based on the prior polarity computation. The lexica was trainedusing Warr data set. The performance of the lexica was tested using classification and regression in SemEval andTreeBank data sets. The lexica experimentally proved of having high precision and high coverage than manuallyannotated sentiment lexicas with a precision accuracy of 0.602. Supervised Learning algorithm SVM is the process ofbuilding the lexica.
B. Sentiment PreprocessingWanxiang Che et al. [11] proposed a framework Sent_Comp as a preprocessing tool to compress the sentences  used forAspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. This tool classifies lexicons in each sentence based on nine rules for Chinese languageand decides ‘delete’ or ‘reserve’ of lexicons and thus compresses sentence making it shorter and easier to parse. Corporadatabase is used for evaluating the tool and it proved to be domain independent and effective for Aspect Based Analysiswith a good performance indicator values for precision, recall, F-score etc.
C. Sentiment AnalysisXiaojiang Lei et al.[12] proposed a Sentiment Based Rating Prediction Method(RPS) for user reviews on products basedon three factors user sentiment similarity, interpersonal sentimental influence and item’s reputation similarity. CorpusBased Statistical based LDA algorithm. The dataset used is Yelp.  This method was experimentally proved to improverecommendation performances and proves that these three factors make great contribution to rating prediction.Yoonjung Choi et al.[13] investigated a knowledge based coarse-grained +/- effect Word Sense Disambiguation(WSD)approach to recognize whether word instances in a corpus are used with + effect, -effect or Null senses. This is done byconstructing a coarse grained sense inventory by grouping senses and developing selectional preferences for sensegroup. This disambiguates the sense of a word in different contexts. The LDA algorithm is used which is a Corpus BasedStatistical Approach. The performance was tested in Senseval-3 dataset and experimentally proved to disambiguatewords with an accuracy of 0.83.Wei Zhao et al.[14] proposed a novel deep learning framework for product review sentiment classification using weaksupervision signals. This paper focussed on developing two deep learning frameworks- WDE-CNN and WDE-LSTM usingSupervised Learning approach. The data for study as Amazon user reviews. WDE-LSTM proved to be capable ofmodelling long term dependencies in sentences and WDE-CNN was more efficient.Rui Xia et al.[15] devised a distantly supervised learning framework for continuous sentimental analysis of social mediasites. This method uses emoticons to label data and extracts four different types of knowledges. The algorithms used areNaive Bayes, Logistic Regression and PMI-SO in Twitter and the Chinese blog Weibo. The results showed the method wasfeasible and efficient for distant learning.
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Mauro Dragoni et al.[16] presented a novel  neural word embedding approach   to exploit linguistic overlap betweendomains and build models for extracting polarity inference for documents of multiple domains. This paper summarisesthe whole review as a single distributed vector and identifies domain as a parallel task using a Supervised Learningapproach. The approach is experimentally evaluated using Dranziera dataset and has shown an efficient precision, recalland f1 indicator.Wei Wang et al.[17] studied the impact of the text content at various levels like title, blurb, first 100 words, detaileddescriptions of crowdfunding projects using Lexical Based Approach and Supervised Learning algorithms likeAssociation Rule mining, Conditional Random Field(CRF) and Support Vector Machine(SVM).The result showed thatpositive sentiment in the blurb and detailed description plays a vital role in promoting the crowdfunding campaigns.Ngot Bui et al.[18] analysed the reasons of sentiment polarity change in user discussion threads  in a Cancer SurvivorNetwork. A Probabilistic Kripke Structure representation was used to represent and reason about prime causes ofsentimental change. Support Vector Machine and Logistic Regression Classifiers of Supervised Learning Approach wereused. The choice of classification threshold and classifier used decides the validity of this classification method.Zhen Hai et al. [19] proposed a Supervised Joint Aspect and Sentiment Modeling Approach to model reviews and ratings,identify aspect level sentiments and predict overall sentiment of reviews. The dataset for study was taken as userreviews from Amazon CD and Game Reviews and Hotel Reviews from Trip Advisor. The model predicted sentiments athigher accuracy value.Lanshan Zhan et al. [20]  proposed a Dynamic Sentiment- Topic(DST) model which detects dynamic topics and alsoanalyses the shift of public sentiment towards a specific topic by depiction using Probability Graph Model. The datasettaken for study was Chinese blog Weibo and algorithm Expectation Maximization was used. DST performance better interms of perplexity which is the measure of the model’s prediction ability.Yonggan Li et al. [21] devised multiple algorithms to perform emotion sentence identification and classification, emotiontendency classification and emotion expression extraction of Weibo Sentiment Analysis. It proposed an unsupervisedtopic sentiment mixture algorithm for emotion detection Weibo Blog. The emotion factor extraction accuracy was on anaverage 70%.Si Shi et al.[22] proposed  a hierarchical framework  for realtime tracking of Chinese Blog using complex eventprocessing. It converts the microblog text to emotional microblog, classifies it and summarises mood using Online BatchWindow Technique periodically. Naive Bayes and SVM algorithms were used. The average latency per event was stableat 2000ns which proves the effectivenss of the framework proposed.Farman Ali et al. [23] developed a ontology based and SVM based information extraction  and recommendation systemfor social robots to recommend for disabled user queries by considering the items polarity.Mondher Bouazizi et al. [7] proposed a novel approach of classification of Twitter data into multiple sentiment classesand developed a tool SENTA for performing the classification. OpenNLP was used for feature extraction and RandomForest Classifier as used for classification. The performance indicators like accuracy, precision, recall, F-Measure showedimproved results in the classification process.Rita Georgina Guimaraes et al.[24]  suggested age group as the most relevant parameter to sentimentally analyse userwritings in Social Networks. A model based on Deep Learning  was proposed for this. The proposed model wascompared with the other popular algorithms like Multilayer Perceptron, Decision Trees, Random Forest, SVM and DCNNwas able to classify better with a F-Measure value of 0.940.Mondher Bouazizi et al. [25] proposed a pattern- based approach to classify sarcastic and non-sarcastic text of Twitterdata. Feature Extraction was done using OpenNLP  and  Classification using SVM. The experimental results showed goodperformance indicator values.
D. Sentiment ClassificationZhang Yangsen et al. [26] studied a Recurrent Neural Network  Sentiment Classification for Chinese MicroBlogs whichhelps to learn the deep structure of a sentence in blog reviews.Yanghui Rao [27] proposed a Multi-labeled sentiment topic model- CSTM for adaptive social emotion classification bydistinguishing context independent background theme and contextual theme of the input data.Fangzhao Wu et al.[29] proposed a multi-domain sentiment classification approach which collaboratively decomposesthe sentiment classifier into general sentiment knowledge and domain specific sentiment knowledge. It exploitssentiment relatedness between different domains to handle insufficiently labelled data. It extracts general sentimentknowledge using global model and specific sentiment using domain specific model. It proposed an Accelerated algorithmbased on FISTA and a paralled algorithm to train dataset. Amazon dataset was taken for study. The parallel algorithmwas effective in training the dataset. This models classification as a convex optimization problem. The time complexitywas found to be less.E. Cross Domain AnalysisDanushka Bollegala et al.[28] constructs a model for cross-domain sentiment classification. It constructs a cross domainclassifier based on three objective functions that capture distributional properties of pivots of both domains , labelconstraints of source domain and geometric properties of unlabeled documents in source and target domains.
VII. PROPOSED ARCHITECTUREBased on the analysis performed on the above papers a novel Hybrid model for sentiment analysis is proposedwhich combines the benefits of two popularly used approaches – Lexicon Based Approach and Supervised Machine
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Learning Approach. A lexicon based analysis is performed by splitting up the input data into sentences which is furthertokenized and cleaned to form a bag of words. These words are then compared with any standard lexicons like Sentinetto assign sentiment score. Based on the score assigned the polarity of the word is determined as negative, positive orneutral. In machine learning approach the various types of features are extracted from the input data. The featuresundergo a preprocessing phase of feature reduction, feature selection, assigning weight to features according to itssignificance in the input and feature clustering to group related features. The input data is then divided into training dataand test data. The training data undergoes a classification process. Depending on the classifier chosen using a rule orfunction a score is assigned to features. The highest score assigned decides the sentiment class to which the featurebelongs. The trained model is used to assign class to the test data. The results of the two approaches are combined todevelop the hybrid model that reveals the overall sentiment of the document and also highlights the polarity of specificwords in different aspects. The dataset of the analysis will be stored in the recently developing MongoDB database. Thisdatabase stores data as collections and documents which are non-schema based. This is well suited for storingunstructured user comments and reviews. This is a NoSQL database so the data retrieval process will be easier andefficient than the regular databases which uses a strict SQL format for retrieval. The model devised will be implementedand experimentally evaluated for its performance in the near future.
ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM FOR THE PROPOSED MODEL
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VIII. CONCLUSIONThe detailed study of  literature performed  in  this  paper  shows the significance of  the various approaches invarious contexts and their performance levels in different experimental environments.  This review has also introducedto the recently emerging NoSQL database concept with reference to MongoDB database. This database is efficient in realtime data analytics of user reviews and comments which are unstructured. The data for the implementation is to bestored in cross-platform, document oriented, open source MongoDB database. This review has enabled to propose ahybrid approach of sentimental analysis which utilizes the positive aspects of both Lexicon Based and Machine LearningApproaches of Sentiment Analysis. From the study, the proposed work uses the most successfully proven OpenNLP forfeature extraction and SVM classifier or Naïve Bayes classifier for Machine Learning. Various lexicon based approacheswill be comparatively studied to identify the best method and standard lexicon to achieve higher performance. Whatfeatures to be selected and what weightage should be given to it will be analysed and identified in further study. Theillustrated framework is under implementation applying different features and weights for the considered algorithmsfor achieving higher performance and accuracy.
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ABSTRACT Now a day’s use of internet has been increased tremendously.  Every day   internet users generate 2.5 quintillion

bytes of data from various sources, and thus leads to Big data analytics. Web usage mining is the type of web mining activity that
involves discovering user access pattern from web log data.  Web usage mining has three phases such as Data Preprocessing, Data
Discovery and Data Evaluation. In this paper we have mainly focused on Data preprocessing.  Data preprocessing is an important
phase of Web usage mining phase, which is required to handle unstructured, heterogeneous and unwanted (noisy) nature of log
data. Preprocessing consists of four phases namely, Data Extraction, Data Cleaning, User identification, Session Identification and
Path completion. Identification of user session circumference and to extract travel path set in path completion processes are most
important  in the web mining for predictive prefetchning of user next request  based on their navigational behaviour and
recommended overall user interested pages. This paper presents techniques to identify the user sessions and also includes the work
to extract entire travel path set for every users through session times.  Learning graph is also constructed based on user maximal
access sequence for predictive prefetching without searching the server page. The result shows the overall user interest pages and
which pages are accessed by more than user, those prediction used to web administrator  for improving their performance as well
as    economic. The analysis with Vizhamurasu News site server logs shows that the proposed approach provides better results in
terms of time complexity and accuracy for hit rate prediction. The existing preprocessing and prediction algorithms are efficient
but that are not scalable because when we increasing size of log file and also take much more computation time compared to
proposed parallel computing techniques.
Keywords: Web Mining, Preprocessing, Session Identification, Path Completion, Learning Graph and Recommendation

IntroductionToday internet is playing important role in our daily life, because millions of data generated in various ways.Those amounts of data on WWW are huge therefore it is very critical to store and manage, that leads to big data. It alsoproduces problem in data accessing [1]. Web site is a group of web pages. Web pages may be text, images audio andvideos.  Whenever user accesses any website, log files are generated. Log file have information about each user access.Data stored in web log files in various formats like NCSAs Common log file format, W3C Extended log file or IIs log fileformats. These log files are different types such as Error logs, Referrer logs and Access logs. Log files are located indifferent places like web server, proxy server and client browser. Analysis of these log files helps to extract knowledgeabout navigation behaviors of web user, increasing performance of web site, by improving web site design. Web miningis the applications of data mining techniques to discover data from web documents and services.  The internet businessmodel, which provides efficient way to accessibility of customer with less resources with minimum expenses [2]. So Webusage mining is to take hold of analyzes behavior patterns of web user.  Web users are extracted by access patterns. Theabove processes are done by web logs, those loges are noisy and uncertain, so log files are needed to be cleaned.Preprocessing is an important and complex of the web architecture because which takes 80% of works. It includes theprocess of Data Cleaning, User identification, Session Identification and Path completion construction of usertransactions. Data Cleaning is the process of removing irrelevant and duplication records.  User Identification is the taskof associating pages with same IP address, User agent and Operating system.    User Identification is defined as asequence of actions made by one user for a single navigation. A user made one or more sessions during a period of time.Path completion task is to identify missing pages and used to fill missing reference pages in a session.  We analyzedvarious methods of user session Identification and Path completion process. We construct a learning graph based onuser session sequences, which helps to predicting the user access patterns.The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section III, architecture for preprocessing process is proposed.  In sectionIV, description of methodologies and an algorithm is proposed for different phases of preprocessing and learning graphconstruction.  Section V shows the experimental results of proposed algorithm for Viahz Murasu web server logs. Thesection VI deals with comparative analysis of existing and proposed methods.  Finally, concluded the paper in section VII.
Related WorksIn general, user session identification processes are analysed by the most common methods such as timeout,maximal forward reference and reference length.  Shanta H Biradar  proposed [3]  Maximal forward reference methodbased on  reference length, time window and content pages for analyzing users sessions and travel path transactions arealso constructed. In [4] proposed an algorithm for every user travel path using referrer information.  Nirali Honest, AntiPatel, Ban kim and Patel [5] proposed path completion technique for University website through navigational behaviourand discovering patterns of user activities.  In [6] proposed a new algorithm for User Session Identification (USIDALG)for the activities related to the User, and Session Identification based on Access history list. They constructed learninggraph to predictive perfecting user next request without searching the whole web server. Mingming Zhou [7] describes
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the preprocessing techniques on e-learning logs for educators who are investigating student online reading behaviourusing sequential pattern analysis.  Priyanka Verma et al. Murat Ali Bayir et al. [8] analyzed mobile operators in Turkeyserver logs for prediction of user session.  They measure the success of next page prediction through comparison of C-SRA, S-SRA, Navigation oriented and Time oriented methods. The experiments show that C-SRA is better in predictionamong other three methods. Neelima et al. [9] presents algorithm for data cleaning, user identification and sessionidentification and analyzed the performance in terms of web logs.  Vikram Singh Chauhan et al. [10] discussed about theexisting methods for pre-processing and applied navigation and time based techniques for session identification throughparallel computing. They proved least time for completion compared with other methods.  Mingming Zhou [11]describes the preprocessing techniques on e-learning logs for educators who are investigating student online readingbehaviour using sequential pattern analysis.  Priyanka Verma et al. [12] analyses the problems in existing techniques ofcleaning and user identification. They also proposed possibility of improving performance of cleaning and useridentification with experiments.  The experiment shows that the quality is improved for user identification with the helpof reduced unwanted log size. In paper [13] online reading behaviour are predicted based on events along with timedimension such as opening a window, closing window and clicking hyperlink. In paper [14] improved K-meansclustering algorithm is used for identifying internet user behavior based on IP address, user-agent and time taken.Sessions are clustered according to their co-occurrence parameters in paper [15].   Recommender system is one amongthe essential applications of Web usage mining. The main objectives of Recommendation system are to present astructure with the feature of automatic recommendation on the basis of user’s navigation patterns on the web. Paper[16] proposed product based Recommendation system for both registered and unregistered user, based on burst timevisited. Paper [17]  evaluate different websites in order to provide good recommendation by availability of informationusing personalized resource genitor extended algorithm. Paper [18] proposed hybrid page ranking model based on userhistoric accessed page. Paper [19] proposed weighted K-means clustering for MovieLens data set.  Paper [20] focuses onproviding real time dynamic recommendation to all registered and unregistered visitors of websites.
Proposed SystemThe above survey indicates the following issues in the existing Preprocessing techniques:

 The existing methods are only sufficient to static pages for user sessions identification.
 User sessions are made by unvisited pages also.
 More Computation time for large data set.
 More memory space needed.
 To generate recommendation pages.In this work, system is proposed to solve the above issues. The Proposed system is based on Viahz Murasu server sidelogs. The server site structure is shown in figure 1.

In general, log file is automatically created and maintained by web server whenever user access the web site withrequest for documents   (HTML, PHP), images, text and other objects.  This contains information about the user clickstream on the website.  Web logs are represented in any one of the available formats. In this work, extended common logformat is used to represent the web logs. There are various attributes in web server raw log such as IP address, date andtime of request, authentication details, Referrer URL, URL requested, browsing agent, status code, number of bytestransferred, access method, operating system and so on. Table 1 shows the sample web server log in extended commonlog format.
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Table 1: Sample log entry from Vizhamurasu web serverData preprocessing is an important phase,  it can be done by the processes such as Data Extraction, Data Cleaning, UserIdentification, Session Identification and Path Completion. In data extraction phase, log files are gathered from variousweb servers based on time duration for analysis.  In data cleaning process only needed entries are extracted from rawserver logs. User Identification phase is used to identify unique user through IP Address, browsing agent, operatingsystem, and query string. Session identification annex set of request crated by unique user during his/her sessions.  Inpath completion phase, missing user requests that are not logged into a log file (cached in client / proxy server side) areidentified and complete navigation path for all these sessions are framed. The proposed architecture for preprocessingthe server side web logs is depicted in fig. 1.

Fig: 2   Preprocessing model for web data

Proposed Preprocessing MethodologiesThe raw vizhamurasu news website server logs are experimented in this stage. The web usage mining data areusually taken from three parts: server level, client level, and proxy level. Among them, the server level is the mostconvenient to predict user browsing behaviour in web usage mining. In general, the data preprocessing task involvesdata extraction, data cleaning, user identification, session identification and path completion.
Phase:  I Data Extraction and Fusion Algorithm:Data Extraction includes the merging of log files because the data size is too big, access data stored in differentserver those logs are collected from different sources. In this work, we have collected access log data in a variety of logfiles named as access _log1, access_log2…..access log N from different Web servers. After that data are extractedaccording to specified time interval. In this work, six months logs from 16-05-2017to 16-12-2017 are gathered.

Phase 2: Data Cleaning AlgorithmData cleaning is the second step in our proposed methodology to remove all unwanted data. This method is usedin data mining analysis more efficiently. The cleaned data include removal of unsuccessful requests, request withirrelevant HTTP methods like 404, 300, etc., removal of multimedia  records such as video, graphics , image etc thus fileextension is .js, .mp3, .jpeg etc. Robot or spider and uninterested session from log file are removed.
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Phase 3: User Identification AlgorithmCleaned log files are further processed for user identification process. The aim of this process is to recognizing everyuser‘s access characteristics. Different users are identified by different IP addresses. User Identification based on IPaddress provides poor result because different users use same IP address, and same IP address can be used by differentBrowsers. So some more entries such as user query string, Url, operating system, number of time accessed particular urlis also considered for user identification.

Phase 4:  Session Identification AlgorithmA sequence of pages seen by a user during one visit is called session. Session is called as grouping the differentactions of a single user in the web log files. When a new user starts page browsing, a new session is created. In usersession identification methods, the most of the researchers are used Timeout, Reference Length and Maximal ForwardReference methods. Many researchers assume 30 minutes time duration between two pages requests. If predefines timeexceeded then new session is started mechanically. In Reference Length method the amount of time a user spends on apage is based on whether the page is an auxiliary or content page. In Maximal Forward Reference, each session is the setof page sequences from the first page to final page before a backward reference is made.

Phase 5: Path completion AlgorithmIn Path completion Phase, missing user requests that are not logged into a log file due to proxy / client sidecaching or use of back button to retrieve a page etc, are analyzed and complete user navigation path is framed for eachand every session.We have analyzed and complete user navigation path is framed for each and every session. The aim of path completiontask is to provide better result of data preprocessing and improve mined pattern’s quality. In this work missing pagesare included in the user access path, duplicate pages are removed in successive access session and name of the pages aremapped with page number. Consider a path sequence P={p1,p2....pn}, here n is the last page in a single session travel set.
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Experimental ResultsWe have collected one lakh access logs from Vizhamurasu Web server. In the first step, log files are merged intoa single log file. We have used Regular expression (Rex) for log field extraction. All implementations are done onUBUNTU 12.04, 64 bit operating system with 8GB Ram and Intel core 13 processor. The table 2 depicts sample raw webserver logs.

Table: 2 Raw sample logs from vizhamurasu web serverThese logs contain unwanted details like multimedia and robotic files. After the completion of data cleaning process, thecleaned web server log file is prepared to load into Hbase server. The cleaned logs are shown in fig. 3

Fig: 3   Cleaned log fileThen individual user is identified based on the IP Address, Browsing Agent, OS, Date, time and User query string.  Theresults are depicted in fig. 4
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Fig  : 4  User IdentificationThe each user sessions are identified based on date, query sting, url, content and the time spent on each page. The fig. 5shows the number of sessions for each user.

Fig; 5 Session IdentificationThe user sessions are identified based on their spending time in particular page, date and time.  If a user can spent morethan 30 seconds, it’s considered next session for the same user shown in fig.6 as an example.

Fig; 6 User Session for all IP AddressThe table 3 shows the result path of one user session before path completion.for access
IP Address Date Time Access Content/URL/ Query String Referrer page

number106.77.172.107 08/10/2018 9:14 http://vithya.vizhamurasu.com/economics.php 408/10/2018 9:44 http://vithya.vizhamurasu.com/category.php| 223/09/2017 10:20 http://vithya.vizhamurasu.com/bank.php| 623/09/2017 10:27 http://vithya.vizhamurasu.com/realestate.php 8
Table: 3 Access path of one user session
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Table 4 shows the result of the complete access path of corresponding user session. Our proposed path completionalgorithm, appends the missing path using referrer number available in the web access log to each user session togenerate complete path. User’s access path 106.77.172.107Page sequence 4-2-6-8Combination 2-3-4, 1-2,1-2-3-4-6, 4-6-8Path completion 2-3-4-6-8
Table: 4   Complete Access Path of User SessionsIn fig.7 shows the result of user complete access   for every user sessions.

Fig: 7 Complete Access Path of User Sessions

Recommendation SystemThe aim of transaction identification is to identify user access frequency for predictive prefetching of user next request.Here two types of transactions are considered, i.e, travel path and content path .The figure 8 shows the number of timesthe particular path is accessed by a user.  The learning graph is constructed from these accessed sequences and shown infigure 9 and figure 10.  Figure 9 shows the learning graph for IP address 117.222.157.35 and the overall recommendedlearning graph is shown in figure 10. This learning graph is used for predicting the user next request, while the user iswith the current page.

Fig: 8 User session sequences for IP Address 117.22.157.35

Fig: 9 learning for IP address 117.222.157.35
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Fig: 10 learning graph for overall recommended Access pages

Comparative studyFor assessing the performance of proposed method, two metrics are considered. One is time and another is hitrate accuracy. The proposed methods shows better performance because of the parallel computing techniques used andHbase for storing unimaginable data set over MYSQL by existing methods. The analysis of comparison of overallexecution time taken by   existing Preprocessing algorithms and our proposed algorithm is depicted in figure 11.

Fig:11 Comparison of execution time for overall Preprocessing phasesThe figure 12 depicts the analysis of prediction accuracy comparison between our proposed algorithm and existingmethods.

Fig: 12 Comparison of Prediction Accuracy level between Existing and proposed algorithms
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Fig:11 Comparison of execution time for overall Preprocessing phasesThe figure 12 depicts the analysis of prediction accuracy comparison between our proposed algorithm and existingmethods.

Fig: 12 Comparison of Prediction Accuracy level between Existing and proposed algorithms
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In figure 13 depicts the performance metrics analysis of prediction accuracy comparison between our Proposed andexisting algorithms.
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ConclusionWeb site is considered the most important tool for advertisement in web areas. One can identify user navigationbehavior by the log records which is stored whenever user access the website.  Log file includes heterogeneous,unstructured and large amount of data. It is necessary to perform Preprocessing before applying mining algorithm. Themain goal of the Preprocessing is to cleaning and extraction of only needed data. We have proposed algorithm for DataExtraction, Data Cleaning, User identification and Session identification and path completion. Construction of learninggraph is used to predict the user most interested pages. The existing methods deal with the static pages for user sessionsidentification and unvisited pages also predicted. In existing methods used only time metrics for prediction of userinteresting pages it’s not predict with high accuracy. In proposed method used more accuracy metrics such as time,navigation pattern, page weight and frequency of access. So high accuracy is achieved compared with existing methods.We proved that existing algorithms are not scalable because when we increasing size of log file and also take much morecomputation time compared to proposed parallel computing techniques and also get good accuracy level of prediction touser next requested pages.
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Semantic Web based Recommender System in E-learning System
1B.Gomathi, 2M.Thangaraj, 3S. Suguna1Research Scholar, Madurai Kamaraj University2Professor, Department of Computer Science, Madurai Kamaraj University3Assistant Professor, Sri Meenakshi Govt. Arts College for Women (A), Madurai-2, kt.suguna@gmail.com

ABSTRACT E-learning is one of the distance learning methods via World Wide Web (WWW). The learner and instructor
interact via learning content through the web. There are many of search techniques available today but retrieving meaningful
information is difficult. However to retrieve accuracy and meaningful information intelligently, semantic web technologies are
playing a major role. Also, semantically implemented e-learning system with Recommendations will effectively suggest and guide the
learner for choosing the course as their need. After the preprocessing and filtering methods, list of recommendations are generated
by using recommendation engine. In this work, a survey and different approaches of recommendation system for semantic web-based
model in E-learning system is discussed.  Collaborative Recommender System (CRS) for E-learning with the heuristic information
retrieval technique is introduced to choose the right course for the right time. Based on different metrics CR System works with
different indexing methods and clustering process to semantically group and retrieve the related materials of the course effectively.
An experimental evaluation showed that the recommendation accuracy of the proposed system(CRS) was much higher than that of
the other (non-CF) method in all four evaluation criteria (recall, precision, and half-life utility).
Keywords - Domain Ontology, E-learning, Recommendation, Semantic Web, OWL, RDF

I. INTRODUCTIONInformation Retrieval with semantic approach [31], [32] is the main issue nowadays. E-learning is a new-typeeducation form characterized mainly of online interactive learning by taking the learners as the subject and utilization ofthe network technology, multimedia technology and other modern information technical means [37], [38]. E-learningprovides abundant learning resources for students, who can receive the education as they need convenientlyovercoming the limitations of time and space, presenting great flexibility and convenience.  E-Learning recommendationsystem helps learners to make choices without sufficient personal experience of the alternatives [59].CollaborativeRecommendation is suitable for learners in E-learning forum based on its performance metrics[65].The basic architecture for e-learning process is shown in fig. 1. In this architecture, the academia interactsdirectly with the E-Learning main page. The Tutor manages the curriculum with E-Learning. Ontology construction ismade for courses in E-learning. Adaptivity and assessments are updated through indexing. Knowledge base is in therepository and the ontology editor is used for the ontology construction for the elearning courses. Personalization isdone for the elearning courses based on ontology creation. The main phases of elearning system is given below,

Fig.1 Basic E-Learning Architecture
II. SURVEY OF SEMANTIC E-LEARNINGOntology Based Text Mining (OBTM) method is used to cluster the data according to their similarities. This methodis efficient and effective for clustering the courses [1], [2]. Information Retrieval [3] with OBTM method not only used fortext documents, it is also used to extract the posts on Social Networking Websites (SNW) [4]. In Social Network Analysis,OBTM method is used to analyze the unstructured data. In SNW, E-Learning [5] is the emerging technology nowadays.The importance of clustering process in E-Learning system is discussed in [6]. Text mining goal is to derive high qualityinformation from text. The Weighted Text Graph based Text Mining Ontology make the effective Statistical Report inText [7]. The preprocessing steps such as stop word removal, stemming, TF-IDF, clustering are discussed in [9], [20]. Inorder to save both space and time, the stop words are dropped at indexing time and then ignored at search time.
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Stemming reduces the dictionary size, that is, the number of distinct terms needed for representing a set of documents[10], [21]. From the preprocessed text data the term-frequency was identified. But for the concept weight basedcalculation the k-Means clustering algorithms is used to comparing with other. Concept Based indexing technique withdynamic weight is used to effectively identify the document [11].There are many ontology extraction tools available, for example TETDM [16] provide the Text Mining Skills forthe Beginners. Text-To-Onto and On-To-Gen tools, which are fulfill the functional specifications. The Text-to-onto mineruses OWL as the container to hold the relationships [9]. Querying Text Based Documents in Ontology Repositories is animportant task. The process of Clean, populate, enrich a knowledge base repository exploited to answer a complexqueries [10].The Ontology Based Information Extraction (OBIE) is the application of automatic text grading system toidentify the correct and incorrect statements [11], [12]. The OBIE retrieved the data in relational databases using queryprocess [22]. The variability of correct and incorrect statements can be reduced through the use of a hybridconfiguration. Selection of research projects is an important research topic in research and development (R&D) projectmanagement [13]. Ontology Based Information Retrieval(OBIR) is capable of handling the numerous variations in sameidentity[17], and the keyword matching domain ontology are discussed in [18], [19]. The common Indexing includesTerm frequency (TF) and Inverse document frequency (IDF). TF means repeated words are strongly related to content;IDF means uncommon term, which is more important in the documents. Indexing of the fetched web contents using RDF,OWL languages for effective information retrieval is the key issue of research nowadays. In deploying full text indexationtechnique for web contents, it is better to index the pages using ontology. Ontology based indexing will have small size[14]. In the OBTM method, ranking the results is also analyzed [23]. There are many ranking algorithms available.First, querying and keyword matching and the page-rank method is implemented [27]-[29]. After analyzing the basicconcepts of OBTM the E-Learning with Semantic concepts are discussed. E-Learning architecture provides semantic-based services to students and tutors, in particular ways to browse and obtain information through web services.Ontology is commonly encoded [8], [18] using Web Ontology Language (OWL) and Resource Description Format(RDF) with ontology Editor. There are more than 50 kinds of ontology editor, such as Protégé [88], Ontolingua, Apollo,Onto Studio, Swoop and Top Braid Composer. Among all Protégé is the free, open source ontology editor based onrelationship, data properties, concepts and annotation property.  Word Net [30] is a lexical database [31] for thecommon English dictionary. It is used to improve the quality of clustering. Word Net covers polysemy and synonymy fortext representation. Word Net semantic similarity measured the word sense disambiguation.Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 shows the survey of few existing clustering algorithms, Indexing algorithms andRecommendation approaches.
TABLE 1

ANALYSIS OF CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
Clustering Algorithms Merits DemeritsK-Means[8] High cluster Speed Non-hierarchicalSelf Organized Map[9] Large, complex data sets Always requires nearbysimilar pointsH-Agglomerative [23] Easy to implement, qualityof clusters Difficult to identify thenumber of clustersParticle Swarm Optimization[84] Low computational cost Too slow while clustering

TABLE 2
ANALYSIS OF INDEXING ALGORITHMS

Indexing Strategy Description LimitationsTriple store[38] (S,P,O) stored in Triples form Slow execution, requiresmany self joinsVertical Partitioning[50] Different table for all triples Stored the data in differenttableProperty Table[16] Data is stored in relational table Unable to handle multivalued attributesThe paper is organized as follows.  Section 3 deals with the proposed methodology for E-learning process.  Insection 4 performances of our proposed methodology is analyzed.  Finally, concluded the paper in section 5.
II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGYThe main aim of this work is learning the courses systematically with the help of indexing and recommendationtechniques. The resultant Collaborative  Recommender System (CRS) is shown in fig. 2.
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Preprocessing

`
Fig.1 CRS SystemThe phases involved in our Semantic based educational system PCRS is:

o Preprocessing
o Clustering
o Indexing
o Recommendation

o Collaborative Recommendation(CR)
o Content Based Recommendation(CBR)
o Demographic Recommendation(DR)
o Utility Based Recommendation(UBR)
o knowledge Based Recommendation(KBR)

o Ontology creation
o Ontology Tools
o Word net Ontology

A. PreprocessingIn this phase, the different document preprocessing methods are analyzed and applied for e-Learningprocess. 1) Format conversion: The documents are converted from the original to the desired one (like doc, img,pdf and so on).2) Stop word Removal: In this phase, we remove the terms which are not useful for our content (i.e., is,by, under, that, etc.).  Figure 3 shows the sample stop word removal process.3) Stemming: We reduce the prefix and suffix terms of the word (i.e., running->run).  Figure 4 shows thesample stemming process.4) White Space Removal: We reduce the white spaces to save our memory storage.5) Part-of-Speech tagging (POST): The terms of the document compared with the dictionaries (i.e.,names, verbs, adjectives, etc.,)6) User Intervention: After all the preprocessing, the human intervention can be useful to improve theprocessing steps.
B. ClusteringAfter preprocessing process, the courses are clustered using K_Means Algorithm.
C. IndexingIndexing parses and stores data to facilitate fast and accurate information retrieval. Tf - Idf can use a term-document matrix which describes the occurrences of terms in documents; it is a sparse matrix whose rowscorrespond to terms and whose columns correspond to documents. A typical example of the weighting of theelements of the matrix is tf-idf (term frequency–inverse document frequency): the weight of an element of thematrix is proportional to the number of times the terms appear in each document, where rare terms are upweighted to reflect their relative importance.
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D. RecommendationThis section mainly focused on different Recommendation methods such as Collaborative, Content based,Demographic, Utility based and knowledge based algorithms and finally proposed which one is best.
1) Collaborative RecommendationThe weight given to a Learning Object(LO) is determined by the correlation between that LO  and theLO for whom to make a prediction. As a measure of correlation the Pearson correlation coefficient can be used.In this example a positive rating has the value 1 while a negative rating has the value –1, but in other cases arating could also be a continuous number. The ratings of LO X and Y of the item k are written as and ,while and are the mean values of their ratings. The correlation between X and Y is then given by:

In this formula k is an element of all the items that both X and Y have rated.
2) Content based RecommendationThe content-based filtering systems are mostly used with the text documents. A standard approach forterm parsing selects single words from documents. The vector space model and latent semantic indexing aretwo methods that use these terms to represent documents as vectors in a multi dimensional space.
3) Demographic RecommendationA demographic recommender provides recommendations based on a demographic profile of the user.Recommended products can be produced for different demographic niches, by combining the ratings of users inthose niches.
4) Utility based RecommendationUtility-based recommender systems provide recommendations based on the computation of the utilityof each item for the user. Some utility-elicitation methods have been developed on the basis of multi-attributeutility theory (MAUT) to represent a decision maker’s complete preference
5) Knowledge based RecommendationKnowledge-based recommender systems (knowledge based recommenders) [1][2] are a specific typeof recommender system that are based on explicit knowledge about the item assortment, user preferences,and recommendation criteria (i.e., which item should be recommended in which context)

E. Ontology creationOntology is created with the use of Word Net English dictionary. Ontology is created with the conceptlike” is-a”, ”part-of”, ”sub-of” relations. It shows the relationship between the concepts that are holynym,hypernym, hyponym, synonym, etc. Ontology creation with different methods are focused in this paper[90].
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSThe experimental results of preprocessing, clustering, indexing and ontology creation processes areshown in the following figures:

Fig. 1 Stopword Removal
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In this formula k is an element of all the items that both X and Y have rated.
2) Content based RecommendationThe content-based filtering systems are mostly used with the text documents. A standard approach forterm parsing selects single words from documents. The vector space model and latent semantic indexing aretwo methods that use these terms to represent documents as vectors in a multi dimensional space.
3) Demographic RecommendationA demographic recommender provides recommendations based on a demographic profile of the user.Recommended products can be produced for different demographic niches, by combining the ratings of users inthose niches.
4) Utility based RecommendationUtility-based recommender systems provide recommendations based on the computation of the utilityof each item for the user. Some utility-elicitation methods have been developed on the basis of multi-attributeutility theory (MAUT) to represent a decision maker’s complete preference
5) Knowledge based RecommendationKnowledge-based recommender systems (knowledge based recommenders) [1][2] are a specific typeof recommender system that are based on explicit knowledge about the item assortment, user preferences,and recommendation criteria (i.e., which item should be recommended in which context)

E. Ontology creationOntology is created with the use of Word Net English dictionary. Ontology is created with the conceptlike” is-a”, ”part-of”, ”sub-of” relations. It shows the relationship between the concepts that are holynym,hypernym, hyponym, synonym, etc. Ontology creation with different methods are focused in this paper[90].
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSThe experimental results of preprocessing, clustering, indexing and ontology creation processes areshown in the following figures:

Fig. 1 Stopword Removal
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Fig. 2 Stemming Process

Fig. 3 Ontology Creation
IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSISIn this section, the performances of our system CR is compared with other Recommendations systems.

A. DatasetFor an experimental dataset, we extracted classes from RDF and OWL class library of J2SE (Java 2 PlatformStandard Edition) Software Development Kit with the use of Protégé. We selected 150 commonly used learningobject as programs P={p1, p2, ..., pm,} and 120 classes as library class files L={l1, l2, ..., ln}, which is a subset of P. Thenumber of library class files n is smaller than that of programs m because we excluded 40 library class files (from L)that were not used by any program in P, Consequently, we made 150x120 size dataset from them.Based on 150 commonly used learning objects the recommendation algorithms are classified under accuracy,instance used, user based, material based, link analysis with the rank 1 to 10.Algorithms CR CBR DR UBR KBRAccuracy 1 2 2 4 5Instance Based 2 4 6 4 7User Based 2 1 4 6 3Material Based 2 3 4 5 6Link analysis 1 1 3 4 5Table.1 Ranking for Recommendation Algorithms
B. Precision of each method

Based on rank the precision value of different recommendations is analyzed for learning objects.
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Fig. 1 Precision of each method
C. Half-life utility of each methodThe half-life utility metric attempts to evaluate the utility of a recommendation list to a user. It is basedon the assumption that the likelihood that a user examines a recommended object decays exponentially with theobject's ranking. There is a 50% chance that the user will eventually examine it. This utility can be furthernormalized by the maximum utility (which is achieved when the user's all known ratings appear at the top ofthe recommendation list).

Fig.2 Half Life Utility
D. Recall of each method

Fig.4 Recall of each method

E. The relation between recall and precisionPrecision and recall are the most popular metrics based on this. For a target user i, precision and recallof recommendation, Pi(L) and Ri(L), are defined asPi(L) = di(L)/ L , Ri(L) = di(L) /Di
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Where di(L) indicates the number of relevant objects (objects collected by i that are present in theprobe set) in the top-L places of the recommendation list, and Di is the total number of i’s relevant objects.Averaging the individual precision and recall over all users with at least one relevant object, we obtain the meanprecision and recall, P(L) and R(L), respectively

Fig.5 Comparison of Precision and Recall
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKResearch works in the field of E-Learning is represented by a broad spectrum of applications, rangedfrom virtual classrooms to remote courses or distance learning. Web-based courses offer obvious advantagesfor learners by making access to educational resource very fast, just-in-time and relevance, at any time or place.In this paper, based on our previous work, we present the Semantic Web-Based model for our e-learningsystem. In addition we present an approach for developing a Semantic Web-based e-learning system, whichfocus on the RDF data model and OWL ontology language. Compared with other Recommendation  systems, CRSgives the better performance based on the Precision and Recall. In future, Recommendation process in CRS is tobe incorporated.
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ABSTRACT Seed is the most basic entity of agriculture, which governs the quality and yield of its production. Without  good
seeds  the  investment  on  fertilizers, water,  pesticides,  and  other  inputs  will  not  be  worth. It  is  necessary  to improve  the
quality  of  seed  for ensuring  the high  efficiency, quality and productivity of agriculture production.  The four basic parameters for
the seed quality is Physical qualities of the seed within the specific seed variety, Physiological qualities which refers to the aspects of
performance of the seed, Genetic quality which relates to specific genetic characteristics of seed variety and Seed Health which refers
to the presence of diseases and pests within a seed variety. The traditional method for quality determination of the seeds in
industries is human-intensive and time-consuming while analyzing the quality parameters like Vigorness, Germination level, foreign
particles, trueness of the seed, etc. In existing, the color trueness of the seed is evaluated by Histogram Color Pixel Intensity,
Vigorness of the seed is estimated using textural pattern analysis and binarization method is used to determine the Germination
level of the seed. Thus in this paper, Seed Color Purity Analysis, Vigorness Analysis, Germination Emergence Analysis are considered
for determining the quality aspects of the pulse seeds. The above stated quality aspects are analyzed through four processing
components such as Image Acquisition, Pre-processing, Quality Analysis and Quality Results. Our proposed method outperforms in
94% than existing method in terms of performance accuracy ratio, recognition rate and reliability rate.
Keywords: Indian pulse seed, image processing techniques, quality analysis, vigorness, thermal image, germination emergence.

IntroductionThe seed is the first determinant of the future plant development and it is the master key to success with thegood crop productivity with increase in the economical profits. Benefits from the breeding can only be transferred to thefarmer if good quality seed is released, and farmers expected outcome is achieved through only by quality trueness ofseed varieties. Presently, the seed quality determined by involving the seed into various stress tests and immerses theseed into various chemical solutions that could distort the originality of seed. To overcome these disputes, our seedquality determination method involving an image analysis techniques to avoid distortion of a pulse seed. The varietytesting of pulse seed may be aimed to identify variety, to discriminate different varieties, to check the genetic purity or toprovide a characterization of the variety. Germination capability and seed vigor are the key objective to achieve goodcropping. To  measure  the  seed  quality  assessment,  many factors are considered in the germination test, for instance,seed quality  additives,  species  purity,  physical  purity,  pests and infection, seed germination and seed vigor. Though, itis extremely complex to recognize which kind of seeds should be superior used in seed germinations.  Thus,  this  studyis  applied  the image  processing  and  computer  vision  method  instead  of using  only  human  visualization.  Thetraditional  way  to  behavior  the germination test, vigor test and purity test is based on human capability, it takes timesand high  labor  to  conduct  the  quality  test  in  the  seed  quality control process. Thus this context introduces a framefor determining the quality aspects of the Pulse seed in more accurate and efficient manner. The image analysistechniques are included to reduce the manual process for the analysis of quality pulse seed for good cropping. Thissystem employed with various form of image set like true color Image, Thermal image and Gray-scale images for thebetter quality determination that would guarantee for the high-quality harvesting. The morphological features areextracted and evaluated to analyze the aspects of the quality would satisfy an assured quality of the pulse. The remainingconcepts of this context are described in the following chapters. In section 2, the related work is discussed. The section 3declared the proposed methodology. In section 4, the results and discussion is illustrated.
RelatedWorkThe paper [1], provides the quality of rice grains based on its size and use the different varieties of rice grains for testing.The scheme is developed using set of images and are categorized using decision-tree based classification technique. Theconsequences are established to be expectant. In paper [2], proposed a technique that distinct with the assist ofautomated image processing mechanism on MATLAB. In these paper three parameters; types of wheat, Foreign Particleand Admixture of Agmark values are distorted over to computerized structure for advanced quality examination ofwheat. The paper [3], discussed and suggested another method in rice grading for Malaysia’s type of rice using imageprocessing method based on several features like is length, color and shape. In paper [4], analysis is performed onbasmati rice granules to evaluate the performance using image processing and Support vector machine (SVM) is
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implemented based on the features extracted from rice granules for classification grades of granules. The paper [5] dealswith the quality assessment of rice grains based on its size. Based on the size the grains are graded as (grade 1, grade 2and grade3). Here they considered different varieties of rice grains for testing like Basmati, sona masuri, boiled rice, eggrice etc and classified using decision tree based classification.The paper [6] represents an approach to determine the quality of rice seed by identified the impurities in the rice seedwith texture analysis and linear binary pattern. The paper [7] presented evaluation of moisture content of cereals bytexture analysis in image processing. The paper [8] represented an approach for quality determination by evaluatinggermination emergence by color and morphological measurement. In paper [9], proposed method for qualityassessment of Indian Basmati rice grains using Top-hat Transformation which attained high quantity of accuracy inprospering the effects of the Non-uniform Illumination than Computer revelation Inspection. Paper [10] proposes amodel that uses color and geometrical features as characteristics for categorization. The rating of rice illustration iscompleted according to the dimension of the grain kernel and presence of impurities. The paper [11], developed asystem for automated seed vigor assessment. This system contains a flatbed scanner  which  is  used  to  capture  theimages  of seedlings;  this  scanner  is  interfaced  with  computer. The  images  obtained  were  processed  by  computerto calculate  the  vigor  index  based  on  sample  mean  of various  statistics  acquired  from morphological features  ofthe  image  seedlings.  The  system  was tested  for  lettuce  seedlings  grown  in  dark  for  three days. In paper [12]proposed  an  image processing  computer  application  to  automatically assess  the  vigor  of  three-day-old  soybeanseedlings. The  soybean  seedlings  were segmented  from  the  background  and  converted  into various  digital  formats.These representations were used to segment the seedlings into normal and abnormal categories. The normal seedlingsare further processed to perform length measurement. The paper [13] developed a system for computer-aided  imageanalysis  of  digital  images  to  evaluate seedling  growth  as  a  measure  of  seed  vigor. The paper [14] proposed imageprocessing techniques for grading of rice samples based on their sizes. Image thus acquired is then converted to binaryimage to which they apply morphological functions and by finding the possessions of the associated mechanism in theimage the things features were removed. Based on the  substance  features,  stem  graphs  were  designed  and  the  grainseeds  which have  smaller  values  than  a  threshold  were redundant. At last they compute the percentage of full time-span grains in the sample image to status the quality. In paper [15] proposed  image  processing techniques  foridentifying  two  varieties  of  rice  based  on  their  shape  and size.  Image  of  a  sample  grains  spread  on  the  black  orbutter  paper  were  arrested  using  a  digital  camera,  the  edge recognition function were achieved to compute theGeometric parameters. Based on these constraints they classified rice seeds into three parts namely normal, long andsmall rice seeds and exhibited the count of normal, long and small rice seeds on screen.
Proposed MethodologyThe proposed method considered ten varieties of Indian Pulse Seed namely COBLK6, RG7, COGR8, CO5, CORG6 andCOCP7. Each of these seeds are pre-processed and deployed for quality analysis. In the manual process an expertsinspect the individual pulse seed,  based  on  the  features  like  major  axis  length, minor  axis  length and  its  area andthen  grade  the pulse seed. The same features are used in automated method for grading of the pulse. In addition to this,the features of the varieties of the seed is extracted from the image set and included for the quality determinationanalysis. Traditionally, the quality of pulse seed is analyzing using manual process which leads to much time-consumingand more labor-intensive, but the computer aided vision system is established to reduce the time consumption indetermining the quality aspects of the pulse seed.Farmer’s expected outcome is achieved through only by quality trueness of seed varieties. Presently, the seedquality determined by involving the seed into various stress tests and immerses the seed into various chemical solutionsthat could distort the originality of seed. To overcome these disputes, the seed varietal identification involving imageanalysis techniques is proposed to avoid distortion of a pulse seed. The variety testing of pulse seed may be aimed toidentify variety, to discriminate different varieties, to check the genetic transparency or to afford a classification of thevariety. Germination capability and seed vigor are the key objective to achieve good cropping.Thus in this paper, a novel frame for determining the quality aspects of the pulse seed is recognized which includes:

 Seed Color Purity Analysis
 Vigorness Analysis
 Germination Emergence AnalysisFig 1 shows the framework for Quality Determination procedure for Indian Pulse Seed,. The steps involved here areImage Acquisition, Pre-processing, Quality analysis and Quality results.
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Fig 1. Framework  for Quality Determination of Indian Pulse Seed

Seed Color Purity AnalysisThe seed color purity analysis of the pulse seed is analyzed to classify and grade the seed by its quality using its color.The manual process of color purity would lead to decrease in test accuracy, expensive, human errors and time-consuming, but this system of quality determination would provide accurate and error-less purity results of the pulseseed. Fig 2 shows components of seed color purity analysis.

Fig.2.Process Flow of Seed Color Purity Analysis
Image AcquisitionIn this module, the images of the pulse seed was capture using high-quality camera and stored as the image set. This unitconsists of digital CCD camera and illumination unit consisting of two lamps adjusted at angle with respect to a seedposition for correct field view of camera and a base covered with black cloth for placing seed samples. All images are300dpi resolution and 240 x 218 pixels in PNG format. The resulted images show relatively bright with darkbackground. Fig.3 shows a sample data set for healthy and unhealthy seeds for further processing.

Healthy pulse seed sample set Unhealthy pulse seed sample set

Fig.3.Indian Pulse Sample Dataset of healthy and unhealthy seeds

Pre-processingThe image pre-processing step is used to enhance the representation and to improve the quality of the image forthe quality analysis. The input image for this color purity analysis would be RGB color image and it is pre-processed toobtain the color pixel intensity for the analysis of color purity. The Median Filter is pertained to improve the quality ofthe pulse seed image. It is often desirable to perform noise reduction on the image. Such noise reduction is the step usedto enhance the image for the later processing. Then the images are rescaled to 128 x128 pixels using Bi-cubic
Interpolation technique. At last the resized image is processed to remove the effect of color variations using
Normalization. The normalization that changes the range of pixel intensity values which normalizes the poor contrastdue to glare. Fig.4 shows the result set for our proposed seed color purity method.
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Fig.4. Image Result for Pre-processing in color purity determination
Quality AnalysisThe applications of computer image processing in the fields of pulse seed clarity test efficiently advance thetechnical level of the seed purity recognition. In this processing component, the quality of the seed is evaluated based onthe color pixel intensity for various seed varieties. Color pixel intensity for RGB is extracted from the sample healthy andunhealthy sample seed images. Then the color pixel intensity is classified as Healthy Seed-color purity and UnhealthySeed-color purity and framed seed color palette for various seed. It decides that the extracted color intensity of thepreprocessed test seed images is  matched with healthy seed color palette classified color intensity would define theseed as good for cultivation and the case doesn’t satisfy the color intensity would reject the pulse seed.
Quality ResultsThe evaluated color pixel intensity for sample seed varities is  classified as a Color Palette and  shown in Fig.5.This representation of color palette (a) and (b) depicts the color shade for the Healthy Seed and Defeated Seeds. Thisclassified color shade is compared with the color intensity value of the test sample pulse seed image. This moduleobtains accurate color purity of the healthy pulse seed when compared with the existing technique and decline theunhealthy seeds that don’t satisfy the range of the strong color-shade.

(a) (b)
Fig. 5 Color palette representation of pulse seed: (a)  Healthy Seed   (b) Dameged Seed

Vigorness AnalysisVigor  analysis  is  a  significant  module  of  seed testing  because  it‘s  more  sensitive  test  than germination,and  because  loss  of vigor may be noted much  earlier  than  loss  of  germination and also essential  for  seed productioncompanies and commercial growers  to  evaluate  and  develop production  and  post-harvest  techniques,  to  makeinventory management and sales decisions and to justify premium  prices to have confidence in the performance of theircrops . The components of the vigorness analysis as shown in Fig.6.

Fig 6. Process Flow of Vigorness Analysis of Pulse Seed
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Moisture content is the most essential aspect manipulating objective and automatic possessions of pulse crop seeds.Seeds may lose or attract water during and after grinding. In this work, the vigorness test is performed using RGBcolor image and thermal image. The roundness factor is employed in RGB image to analyze the vigorness ratio andthe blue pixel intensity value is evaluated from the thermal image, then the blue pixel intensity is processed to findout the water uptake or moisture content ratio from the pulse seed.
Image AcquisitionMoisture pulse seed Image acquisition of this unit is processed like previous acquisition procedure as stated insection 3.1.1 for various time intervals like 0hr, 6hrs, 12hrs, 18hrs and 24hrs. Thermal images of seed samples weretaken with the IR camera (SC7600; FLIR Systems) that had a resolution of 320x240 pixels. Thermal image systemcan record the temperature. Thermal images have hot and cold spots which are used to predict the moisture contentlevel of the pulse seed image easily. A sample set used for seed roundness factor analysis is   same as Fig.3 in section3.1.1. And sample set for thermal image processing is shown in Fig.8.
Pre-ProcessingThe input image might be either RGB color Image or Thermal Image. The pre-processing is employed after the imageacquisition for further process of vigorness test.  In this component, pre-processing is the process used to enhancethe images which are increasing the chances for success of other processes. The pre-processing includes twodifferent processes for analyzing the vigorness of the seed using thermal image and RGB color image. The soakedPulse seed RGB image is pre-processed by smoothening and contrast enhancement. The thermal image is pre-processed to obtain the RGB color ranges from the RGB channels. From this color range, the blue color thresholdvalue is evaluated. This technique engaged to detect the blue color pixel values from the images contains RGB colorpixels, because the blue color portion of the thermal images of the pulse seed depicts the moisture content. The bluecolor pixel area of the pulse seed image is detected using color threshold value. The threshold value that selects theblue pixel section from the image by thresholding the blue pixel values and automatically situating other colors R, Gby zero would be eliminated.
Quality AnalysisMoisture content in the seed is required to be adequate for the seedling growth. If less than the range it doesn’tgerminate and also if it is superior to the moisture range then it may petrify. After the pre-processing of thermalimage of the pulse seed, evaluated the blue color mean intensity value. This mean intensity value would extract theblue pixel range of the image and depicts the water uptake level of the seed. Then the moisture content level isevaluated to find out the quality of seed that is further used for germination process and for the cultivation. Themoisture content ratio is evaluated by the equ.1:Moisture Ratio (M) = Total Image size (S)    x 100 ----- (1)Blue Pixel Ratio(R)The estimated moisture ratio is verified with moisture ratio range to qualify the seed and evaluate the water uptakeof the seed. If the moisture ratio is between 7% to 9 %  then the seed is determined as quality seed for healthycropping elsewhere, the seed is declined to be low-quality that is not good for cultivation and doesn’t met the levelof water uptake.In the second phase, the pre-processed RGB color pulse seed image is contributed as the input image. Seed can berepresented by its swelling and growth, which can be measured by means of ROI property in image analysistechniques. The morphology shape of the seed is elongated in corresponding dimensions. Swelling process could bemeasured the increase in size (area, perimeter, roundness, spericity, geometrical diameter) and shape. The seedgrowth is observed and analyzed the quality of the seed by its area. For evaluating the vigor assessment the

roundness factor is employed. The water uptake ratio or moisture content ratio determines the germination aspectof the pulse seed.
Quality ResultsThe Fig.7 depicts the analysis of seed roundness factor over time interval. This segmented image would illustratethat the roundness area and the diameter of the seed would increase for the good vigor assessment. This wouldcome to a decision with good quality seeds and decline the bad seeds.
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Fig.7.Pulse seed vignorness by roundness factor determinationIn Fig. 8, the sample thermal image set for vigorness analysis is shown. Fig 8, (a) (b) (c) (d) depicts the sample seedimage that defines the moisture content in term of blue color pixel over 0h ,6h , respectively

(a)                          (b) (c)                             (d)                                (e)

Fig. 8. Sample of Thermal image for wet and dry pulse seed (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) Moisture seed water uptake by 6h,
12h, 18h and 24h.The Fig 9 shows the detection of moisture region by thresholding the blue color pixel for wet seed.

(a) (b)                                 (c)                            (d)                                 (e)

Fig. 9 . (a)(b)(c)(d) detection of moisture region by blue pixel thresholding

(a)
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(b)

(c )

(d)
Fig.10. (a)(b)(c)(d) Seed Roundness Increase in Area observed in Time for every 4 hours
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The increase in roundness area for the set of sample in time is observed for every 6 hrs during water treatment asshown in Fig.10. The increase in roundness area depicts that the seed would uptake sufficient water in certain time forits further vigorness.
Germination Emergence AnalysisGermination is distinct as “the appearance and improvement of seedling to a phase where the features of its necessarystructures specify whether or not it is proficient to expand promote into a plant under constructive conditions in thesoil”. Germination is usually approved out in germination cabinet under prohibited surroundings.Seed  vigor has  been  determined  by  both germination  rate  and  seedling  increase  time. Germination  rate  eventsthe  rapidity  of  germination which  is  generally  signified  by  time  to  50% germination,  while  seedling  growth  rateis  evaluated on a  real  time  basis  by  measuring  rate  of  elongation of the radical per unit time. A vigor test cannotreplace a germination test but rather supplements it with more information about seed quality.  Naturally,  thegermination  test  will  approximately  forever have  the  superior  result  because  the  assessment constraints  are  morepardoning  than  those  used  in the vigor test; so the germination analysis notifies producers how their seed will executein optimal conditions.

Image AcquisitionIn this module, the images of the pulse seed was capture using high-quality camera and stored as the image set isdepicted in the section 3.1.1. Fig.11 shows a component for evaluation of germination emergence.

Fig 11. Process Flow of Germination Emergence

Pre-processingThe RGB color image of the pulse seed is input for this process component. The RGB image is pre-processed by Gray-scale Conversion for the noise removal of the original image. The gray-scale conversion is undergone for the processof enhance the image to situate the germination emergence rate. Then the binary conversion is handled with thisimage. The binary conversion of the image leads to identify the complex edges from the image. Typically the colorsused for the binary image are black and white. The color used for the objects in the image is white (foreground) andthe rest of the image will be filled by the color black (background). This would assist in find out the elongationlength and analyze the quality of germination of the pulse seed using imaging techniques.
Quality AnalysisA  digital  image  of  a  pulse  seed  can  be regarded  as  a  two-dimensional  object  which  can  be measured  in  size,shape  and  color  density  during  the progress  stage  of  germination  by  computer  image examination  skill.  Seedtransforms  its  organic structure passing from a quiescent stage to a proliferating one,  and  any  morphologicaldissimilarity  can  be  connected with  the  equivalent  distinction  of  seed  geometry  and color  space  mechanism.The germination emergence test that includes the identification of seeds such as Normal Germinants, AbnormalGerminants and Ungerminated seeds. The  cumulative  number of  seeds  which  have  developed  into seedlings  ofnormal  and  healthy  appearance with  all  essential  structures  of  a  seedling is referred to as Normal Germinants.The  cumulative number  of  seeds  which  have  germinated during  test  period  but  in  which  seedlings showabnormal or unhealthy appearance is known as Abnormal Germinants. Ungerminated Seed which  have  notgerminated  by  the  end  of  test  period which contains dead seeds, hard seeds and empty seeds.After the pre-processing completion the binary image is employed with imaging technique of roundness factor toextract the elongation portion from the image. The roundness factor eliminates the seed part from the image andextracts the elongation radicle from the image. Finally the elongation radicle area is evaluated to find the elongationrate for the pulse seed using this elongated image. The elongation length of the seed is evaluated for the elongationrate which congregates the sufficient range of the elongation rate. The radicle length of the seed must be between
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20% and 80% approximately. If the length leads to less than  20% of its rate then the seed doesn’t germinated andthe seed is declined for the cultivation.
Quality ResultsThe germination rate for the pulse seed area is illustrated in this section. The elongation rate for the subclasses ofthe germination seed is defined in the fig 12. This Fig 12 illustrates the Gray-scale and binary image for thegerminated seed image. Here the roundness is detected for the germinated seed to evaluate elongation rate. Thenthe elongation length of the seed is extracted by the roundness factor to evaluate the elongation rate. Vigornessindex is also important factor for quality determination. Vigor index is obtained by geometrical parameter like seedlength and germination rate in %. Germination rate and vigor is obtained by the following formula (2) and (3)Germination rate % = (Number of seedling seeds/Number of total seeds) X 100   ______ (2)Vigor index (VI)  =   [seedling length (cm) × germination percentage]             ______(3)

(a) (b)    (c)         (d)
Fig.12 Germination emergence determination

(a) Gray-scale Image (b) binary Image (c) Roundness detection (d) Elongation length

Performance EvaluationThe performance of our proposed quality analysis technique on the India Pulse seed would be analyzed in thissection. The seed area of set of samples is observed for the vigorness assessment is evaluated in time using theparameters roundness, sphericity and geometrical diameter which might increase or stable in certain time periodand listed in the Table 1.

Table.1 Vigorness assessment geometrical parameterThe Table 2 shows the RGB color range for the thermal image of the pulse seed. This table illustrates that the colorregion in the thermal image would be within the range of this table to determine the vigorness. From this Table, the bluecolor threshold value is obtained to evaluate the moisture ratio.
Color ColorRangeRed 0-124Green 3-218Blue 0-135

Table 2. RGB Color pixel range from thermal ImageThe Table 3 illustrates the moisture level in % for the quality seed and unquality seed. The high-quality seed mustacquire 7% to 9% of moisture content, but in low-quality seed the moisture content might be less than 7% will bedeclined.
Pulse Seed quality Moisture level in %Viable Seed 7%-9%Non-Viable Seed <7%

Table.3. Moisture level ratio for quality determination of pulse seedThe table 4 depicts that RGB pixel range in thermal image for the dry seed image samples to determine the water uptakelevel. The table shows the RGB pixel range for the thermal images for the dry seed and soaked seed is evaluated. TheRGB pixel range of the soaked seed would be evaluated for the specific time interval. This would depict the moisturecontent uptake of the seed samples. The blue pixel range for dry seed lays between 16 and 22 shows the moisture ratioof unqualified seed and also blue pixel range lies between 118 and 124 shows the moisture ratio of qualified seed .
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V-Viable Seed, NV – Non Viable Seed
Table.4.   RGB pixel range for dry and wet seed over time intervalThis table 5defines the final germination rate of the seed image. The variety of the sample images of the pulse seed isanalyzed and the germination growth rate is calculated in % .In this table table5 seed image in  lot D is the mostvigorness and seed image in lot E is the least vigorness as they have the high and low vigor index respectively.

Seed Lot Germination Rate%
Germination Rate
%

Seedling Length
Seedlength
in mm

Vigor Index Vigor status
Vigor

A 79 85 6715 High-vigor
B 48 56 2688 Low- vigor
C 86 74 6364 High- vigor
D 88 91 8008 High- vigor
E 55 45 2475 Low- vigor

Table.5.Germination emergence evaluation

V COMPARITIVE ANALYSISIn this section, our proposed IPSQD-2(Indian Pulse Seed Quality Determination-2) method is compared against existingmethod IPSQD-1(Indian Pulse Seed Quality Determination-1) in terms of Performance Accuracy ratio, Regocnition  Rateand Reliability Rate for quality analysis of Indian Pulse Seed.

.
Fig.13. Performance accuracy ratio for Quality seed analysisThe performance accuracy ratio is measured in the Fig 13. The quality parameters (Color Purity, Vigorness andGermination) of pulse seed is evaluated and compared with existing IPSQD-1 methodologies to measure thePerformance Accuracy Ratio. The quality parameters of the proposed IPSQD-2 methods provide accurate results withless-time consumption when compared with the existing methods. The HCT methods have some lack in detecting the
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quality seeds and unquality seeds in accurate manner. Thus this system, evaluates the quality parameters with high-quality approach to classify the defeated and healthy seeds.

Fig.14. Recognition rate for quality analysis methodsIn Fig 14 the recognition rate for the quality of the seed is shown. The recognition rate is based on the time and accurateratio. The proposed methods would provide high-recognition rate for both healthy and defeated seeds from the imageset when compared with the existing methods.

Fig.15 Reliability rate for quality analysis methodsThe reliability ratio for the quality aspects for the different image set type is shown in the Fig 15. The reliability ratio ismeasured based on the outcome of the quality aspects for both normal image set and defeated complex set. The existingmethods would lack in providing healthier outcome for the complex set. Thus these proposed methods would provideenhanced and reliable results based on both normal and complex image set.Figure 16 shows the quality recognition rate for various quality aspects such as color purity, vigorness and germinationemergence with the sample pulse seed varieties that gives sensibly high detection rate.
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Fig.16. Detection Rates of the Quality AspectsIn this phase results for Indian pulse seed quality determination is discussed. The results discussed for the qualityaspects color purity, germination rate and vigorness. The results indicate that the color purity analysis of proposedsystem can increase the determination of healthy and unhealthy seeds by more than 90%. The error rate fordetermination is decreased to 5% from the manual color and other existing techniques for color prediction.In the seed germination the precision rate various from varieties of seeds are 89%, 78%, 90%, 95% and 88% forCO3, CO5, COcp7, COrg6 and COgr7 respectively. The average access time was 3.41 seconds per Indian pulse seed image.The moisture characteristics of Indian pulse seed is observed through our proposed Method. The seed moisture contentfor moisture pulse varieties varies from 5.2% to 7%. In the second case moisture content for dry seed is varied from 2%and 3%. The observation of moisture ratio and seedling rate is increased from 70% to more than 90% through ouralgorithm.The overall result is observed that the quality ratio, reliability ratio increased from 80% to more than 93% fromexisting and manual identification and recognition system of Indian Pulse seeds.
ConclusionImage  analysis,  with  its  capability  to  imitate  individual intellect  in  behavior  visual  information, is  anessential technology  that  will  find  many  requests  in  contemporary varietal  recognition  and  seed  qualifications.This paper describes the method of different machine vision techniques for pulse seed quality evaluation.  It illustrateshow  the  imaging  technology  is  useful  in monitoring  seed  imbibitions,  germination  activities  and determination  ofseed  size,  shape  constraints.  Recently,  the furthermost  efforts  have  paying attention  on  constructing  non-destructive methods  with  ability  of  computer hardware  of  image  processing  and  its  combination  with prohibitedecological  situation  systems. The main advantage of this proposed method is faster, cheaper, and easier to beperformed and less labor-intensive and also offered good accuracy ratio, reliability rate about 94%. In addition, it is alsooperator-independent, for physical visual examination and organization were eradicated. So it is an ideal alternate forthe conventional manual quality determination method for the evaluation of pulse seed in technical research andpropagation programs.
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Role of Feedback Analytics Recommender in organising Workshop
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ABSTRACT Collecting Feedback from the participants is now a days common. Extensive analysis from the feedback, always
pave way to effective analytical report. Through the report, decisions are made precisely. The proposed work implements a feedback
suggester framework, by which some recommendations are suggested for future improvements in conducting workshop.
Keywords: Feedback, Analytics, Decision, Suggester, Workshop, Recommendations

IntroductionFeedback Analytics is an upcoming concept. It is becoming vital since, people always prefer improvement intheir work done in their workplace and learning environment. Feedback provides the ability to capture the satisfactionof the workshop participants or the users and in turn facilitate and improvise the existing system. Normally, the goal offeedback analytics is to find the assessment of the content, collect more suggestions and ideas for future improvement.This Feedback Analytics can be carried out effectively through Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA),an open source data mining tool.We have undergone our study  through five main parts, in which part 1 introduces the subject matter, while part2 discusses the various issues in feedback analytics and part 3 deals with the proposed framework. Part 4 presents theExperimental study and Results and finally Part 5 records the conclusion.
Related WorkIn [1] the better work place through the analysis of strengths and weaknesses of the employees were focusedand novel approaches to competency analytics based on event-driven, continuous peer feedback were devised. The workin [2], assess the feedback in student learning development. It discusses about drawback of the traditional technologywhich is used in universities, Gradebook which does not allow the tracking of student engagement with their feedbackand then digital foot printing data was applied to gather detailed information on students' access and engagement.In [3] lab sessions characterization has been carried out which integrated both qualitative and quantitativeparameters. A supporting tool was proposed which used the students' logs, learning analytics and visualizationtechniques for monitoring and awareness mechanisms that leverages the detected problems and thus improve thelearning and assessment processes.The characteristics of learning are shared by the combination of Learning Analytics (LA), Formative Assessment(FA) and immediacy are facilitated through the mobility of learners. This paper [4] discusses the analytical applicationcalled Quiz My Class Understanding (QMCU) investigated the significance of the combination between LA and FAtechniques. The conducted case study assures that the utilization of QMCU student’s centered mobile dashboardincreases the student’s engagement.In [5], presents a real example of application of learning analytics framework which supports a real case ofpractical learning in a 3D virtual environment by analyzing the in depth the problems that arises there from. As a result,the automatization of a learning process inside a virtual world with the subject of quality assurance in pharmacylaboratories were the outcome of the system.This paper [6] mainly deals with feedback analysis, sentiment analysis and word-count. The paper enforces thefeedback as an important criteria, it proposes that the feedback, not only when it highlights weaknesses but also forstrengths. It also suggests that analysis of feedback when done in wrong way, then the result of analysis will also bewrong. The feedback analysis system was done using Map-Reduce framework for processing large data set.In [7], an automated analytics system monitors the students attending online lectures from a remote locationand provides feedback to the teacher. The study conducted three different experiments with sessions from onlinecourses and observations concluded  that the automated system efficiently differentiates the attention level of studentsand helped the teachers to improve their style of instruction.In [8], Feedback Evaluation is necessary for any institute to maintain and monitor the academic quality of thesystem. An automatic evaluation system based on sentiment analysis, was proposed, in which feedback is collected inthe form of running text and sentiment analysis is performed with supervised and semi supervised machine learningtechniques.In [9], Feedback analysis is a valuable tool for analyzing multistage feedback amplifiers. Students, however,often find this topic confusing and difficult to learn. Reasons for this difficulty and confusion include applying feedbackanalysis to inappropriate circuits and failure  to explicitly state and check the basic assumptions of feedback analysis.Another source of confusion is failure to keep the source and the load separate from the basic amplifier making the
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feedback model less physical. In this paper, these pitfalls are discussed and a straightforward methodology for analyzingfeedback amplifiers is presented. Several examples of feedback analysis are presented.
Proposed WorkThe proposed framework is coined as Feedback suggester framework and is shown in the fig 1. The frameworkcontain four main phases namely, a) Input phaseb) Classification phasec)  Knowledge extraction phased ) Report generator phase

Fig 1: Feedback suggester frameworkThe details of the phases are,
a) Input phaseThe study was carried out after a state level workshop in a reputed educational institution. The workshop wasconducted in 2 sessions. Session I was technical lecture from an eminent person. Session II was Hands-on session in adata mining tool. Both the sessions were very much interactive.  The participants were given a feedback form. Feedbackwas collected after two sessions were completed.The feedback attributes taken into account were, i) Commendable ii) Presentable iii) Interesting andInformative iv)Class. These attributes are used to assess the information related to Content Delivery, Languageofcommunication and Hands – on Applicability of the sessions.
b) Classification phaseThis phase applies J48 classification algorithm in the feedback data for classifying the participants based ontheir comments. J48 is a decision tree based algorithm which is a WEKA implementation of C4.5 algorithm[10]. Theparticipant’s comments were aggregated as Outstanding, Excellent, Good and Satisfactory. Confusion matrix is generatedas the outcome of this phase and is shown in fig 2 and fig 4.
c) Knowledge extraction phaseFrom the classification results derived, this phase mainly identifies, which class label has scored well. Theresults are visualized as bar chart as shown in fig 3 and fig 5.
d) Report generator phaseFrom the Visualization of graphs, we can come to conclude that how many participants mainly focus ontechnical lecture and how many are more interested in Hands-on. Reports are generated as Data table as shown in TableII and Table III.Pseudo code for the proposed framework is depicted in Table I,Step1: Input collected from Pn with aiStep2: Apply J48 algorithm ∀ ai of PnStep3: for each ai, classification analysis made through Cm

Step 4: Kn derived from Cm
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The variables Pn denote the n number of participants feedback, ai denote the feedback attributes ranging from 1to 4, Cm represents the Confusion matrix and Kn derived through Cm .
Experimental ResultsThe feedback suggester framework has been implemented with WEKA 3.7.5. The set of experimental studyexplored the feedback form entries, collected from the workshop participants with several attributes on performance.Session I: Technical LectureThe outcome of the analysis for this session is got in the form of confusion matrix and the interpretation is givenbelow. Table II: Data table for Technical Lecture

Number of participants Comments20 Outstanding (O)2 Excellent (E)1 Good (G)4 Satisfactory (S)

Fig 2 Confusion Matrix for Session I: Technical Lecture.Confusion matrix is a powerful tool used by the classifier for analyzing the instances of different classes. For mclasses, confusion matrix is a table of size at least m×m. The correctly classified instances are represented in diagonals.This table is a comparison of positive instances versus negative instances. True positive rate is determined bythe number of instances that are correctly classified whereas false positives are represented by incorrectly classifiedinstances. These measures are used for analyzing the ability of the classifier.

Fig 3:  Interpretation of Technical Lecture
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The bar chart shows the data distribution of instances which is related to the technical lecture session. Thecolors in the chart are represented as blue for outstanding, red for excellent, green for good and gray for satisfactory.The chart concludes that the feedback analysis results more in outstanding category.Session II: Hands-onThe outcome of the analysis for this session is got in the form of confusion matrix and the interpretation is givenbelow. Table III: Data table for Hands-on
Number of participants Comments16 Outstanding5 Excellent4 Good2 Satisfactory

Fig 4: Confusion Matrix for Session II: Hands-On

Fig 5: Interpretation of Hands-on
ConclusionFeedback analytics is very much needed for future planning of organizing workshop. Thus the proposedframework suggests the organizers to have improvements in prepared plans. This system is also utilized by the
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Tutors/Trainers to improve their skills related to content delivery and language adaptation. In future the developedframework will be extended to analyze the behavior/perception of workshop participants.
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ABSTRACT The most valuable currency in idea economy is the huge amount of data that is made easily available around us.
The Success of the organization could be achieved if they use these huge data for predictive planning that brings big decision into
their market which helps them to reduce the risk. This lead to the evolution of Big data analytics. Big data refers not only to these
enormous amounts of data but also data with high velocity and variety, which is difficult to handle using traditional tools and
techniques. The possible solution to handle the large volume and velocity of data is to migrate to cloud for analytics. Cloud
computing is the service that is provided over internet from the data centres that is on the cloud to the consumers on demand basis.
One of the well known and popular cloud service providers is the Amazon Web Services. Big data analytics on cloud helps in
determining valuable decisions by considering the data patterns and the relationship between them. It plays a successful role in
performing meaningful real-time analysis on huge volume of data. This paper aims to analyze tools that can be applied to big data
on cloud which helps the organisation to afford minimum cost on compute and storage, as well as the success rate obtained due to
bringing this valuable decision fast into the market.
Keywords – Content Delivery Network, Domain Name System, Streaming Data, Glacier, Web Services.

I. IntroductionBig Data and Analytics is a combined hardware/software architecture that congregates vast quantities ofdistinct data for speedy analysis. With the increase in storage capabilities and methods of data collection, large amountsof data have become effortlessly available. Every second, more and more data is being produced and needs to be storedand analyzed in order to extract value. The analysis produces meaningful information. The result is that you can makeearlier and better-informed business decisions. The benefit is competitive advantage and (hopefully) increasedprofitability for required operation [1]. There are structural failures throughout history due to the traditional approach.So we are in need of an infrastructure that helps us in fast processing and storage. This need could be fulfilled with thehelp of cloud computing. Cloud Computing is virtualized compute power and storage delivered via platform-agnosticinfrastructures of abstracted hardware and software accessed over the Internet. These shared, on-demand IT resources,are created and disposed of efficiently, are dynamically scalable through a variety of programmatic interfaces and arebilled variably based on measurable usage [2]. The main power of cloud computing lies in the way data is stored, how itis transmitted and accessed. A virtualized platform with management capabilities like availability, automated loadbalancing and fault tolerance reduces infrastructure cost and maintenance cost [6]. There are lots of web servicesavailable today for data analytics. IBM, Microsoft, Amazon, Google and adobe. All provide their own services foranalytics.This paper focuses on AWS that provides on demand cloud computing capabilities to organization andcustomers on pay as you use basis. This technology is available to customers through internet to have full fledged virtualcluster of computers for their requirement. The customers can login and configure their virtual system just like theirown physical systems. Based on the needs of the customers the customer can use as many number of services from AWS.Services provided by them are managed services where the user need not worry about deploying and managing theinfrastructure, it also provides industry standard security to each user system. It operates globally among manygeographic regions.

Fig. 1. Traditional Vs AWS Infrastructure and ServicesWe are in need of right tool for big data analytics which helps the organization to stay on top in the market. Weneed some proper infrastructure with the hardware in place and this could be available with the emergence of AWSCloud Services which provides a lot of managed service. Fig. 1 shows the comparisons of the traditional and AWS
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infrastructure which helps to handle enormous amount of data with high performance, processing and storage power. Ithelps the organization to save upfront hardware cost with the cost associated on demand basis. It also helps theorganization by providing managed service where lot of care is taken by the provider itself. Let us look at thearchitecture that will be needed for the big data analytics on cloud.In this paper we focus on the factors that motivate us to move the analytics on cloud. We also explore varioustools and methods that the Amazon Web Services provide for the profit of the organization. The infrastructure of thecloud provides the organization with scalable, flexible and high resource utilization with low capital investment. Thecloud also provides them pay as you use which is much favourable for the organization. The rest of the paper isorganized as follows: Section II describes the infrastructure needed for big data, Section III explores the characteristicsof big data and the tools that support their usage, Section IV summarizes the steps in big data analytics, Section V saysthe tools for real time big data analytics, Section VI describes the benefits of the analytics on cloud, Section VII says thecase study of organization that uses cloud services for analytics, finally Section VIII concludes the paper

Fig. 2. Cloud Architecture for Big Data AnalyticsThe public network is injecting large volume and velocity of data that is needed for analytics to provide theknowledge behind it. The analysis of data for decision making is done on cloud. Edge service is the way by which the dataflows safely to the processing system. It is done with the help of Domain Name System, Content Delivery Network,Firewall and Load Balancer. The cloud provider is responsible for providing managed services for streaming, computing,storing and information governance. Transformation and Connectivity enables the enterprise with the secureconnection.AWS provide the organisation with the highly scalable, secure Big Data applications that is fast and do notrequire hardware to procure and no infrastructure to maintain. It provides the necessary services that we need for datacollection, storage, processing, analyzing, and visualizing big data on the cloud.
II. Importance of Infrastructure to Big DataWith the technology evolution and the augmented multitudes of data flowing in and out of organizations daily, therehas become a need for faster and more effective ways of analyzing such data. There are three major reasons for thecompanies to invest in Big Data, and those reasons correlate directly for the need of proper infrastructure [5].1. Access: The visibility of customers and their behaviours can create better interactions and emerge a need todevelop new products and services.2. Speed: There is a need to process huge data, as fast as possible, which have as many insights in real timeapplications.3. Availability: It is necessary to have 99.9 percent uptime (or better) so we can quickly make decisions or correcterrors when needed without any inconvenience to the customers.This leads us to make decision on how to handle all of our data with proper infrastructure. Once if the architecture isright with its hardware it is easy to handle the large volumes of data which moves us forward with our Big Data strategy.Today’s infrastructure has come remarkably far from the past, and we should look for a solution that’s designed tohandle high-performance loads.There arise a need for new tools and methods for an organization with terabytes of data, it has also presented anissue of managing this large volume of data. Analyzing these large volumes of data often becomes a difficult task as well.
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The solution in today’s fast revolving world is to use the cloud service. It was the emergence of cloud computing whichmade it easier to provide the best of technology in the most cost-effective packages. Cloud computing not only reducedcosts, but also made a wide array of applications available to the smaller organisations for their big data analytics.
III. Characteristics of Big Data & Tools on CloudThe main characteristic that makes data “big” is the sheer volume. It makes no sense to focus on minimum storageunits because the total amount of information is growing exponentially every year. In 2010, Thomson Reuters estimatedthat the world was “awash with over 800 exabytes of data and growing.” For that same year, EMC, a hardware companythat makes data storage devices, thought it was closer to 900 exabytes and would grow by 50 percent every year. No onereally knows how much new data is being generated, but the amount of information being collected is huge. Big datasizes are constantly increasing, currently ranging from a few dozen terabytes (TB) to many petabytes (PB) of data in asingle data set [3].There are data sets whose size is beyond the ability of commonly used software tools and storagesystems to capture, store, manage, as well as process the data within a tolerable elapsed time [4].This large enormousvolume of data could be easily managed in Cloud with the help of managed services of Amazon S3 Bucket, Amazon EBS,Streaming large volume of real time data is done with the help of Kinesis Firehose, Kinesis Stream. Amazon Kinesis [8] isa cloud-based service for real-time data processing over large, distributed data streams. It streams data in real time withthe ability to process thousands of data streams on a per-second basis. The service, designed for real-time apps, allowsdevelopers to pull any amount of data, from any number of sources, scaling up or down as needed.Object Lifecycle Management helps to maintain the large volume of data in an easy way. Lifecycle configurationenables you to specify the lifecycle management of objects in a bucket. The configuration is a set of one or more rules,where each rule defines an action for Amazon S3 to apply to a group of objects. These actions can be classified as follows[6]:

 Transition actions – In which objects transition is made to another storage class. For example, you may choosean object transition as STANDARD_IA (IA, for infrequent access) storage class 30 days after creation, or archiveobjects to the GLACIER storage class one year after creation. This helps to keep the long term historical archiveddata to be stored on the glacier.
 Expiration actions – In which you specify when the objects expire. Then Amazon S3 deletes the expired objectson your behalf.
Variety is one of the most interesting developments in technology as more and more data is digitized. Traditionaldata types are structured data which include data on a bank statement like date, amount, and time. These data fit neatlyin a relational database. Structured data is augmented by unstructured data, the data available on Twitter feeds, audiofiles, MRI images, web pages, web logs which can be captured and stored but doesn’t have a meta model (a set of rules toframe a concept or idea — it defines a class of information and how to express it) that neatly defines it. Unstructureddata is a fundamental concept in big data. The best way to understand unstructured data is by comparing it to structureddata. Think of structured data as data that is well defined with the set of rules. For example, money will always benumbers and have at least two decimal points, names are expressed as text, and dates follow a specific pattern. On theother hand, in unstructured data, there are no rules. A picture, a voice recording and a tweet all can be different butexpress ideas and thoughts based on human understanding. One of the goals of big data is to use technology to take thisunstructured data and make sense of it [5].
Velocity is the frequency of incoming data that needs to be processed. Think about the data on SMS messages, Facebook status updates, or credit card swipes that are being sent on a particular telecom carrier every minute of every day.These media’s are good examples that have a good appreciation of velocity. The data is massively and rapidly-expanding,but it’s also noisy, messy, constantly-changing, hundreds of formats and virtually worthless without analysis andvisualisation. Streaming application like Amazon Web Services, Amazon EMR, Elastic search Service, Kinesis & Lambdaare examples of applications that can handle these velocity of data.
Variability refers to constantly changing data. This is particularly the case when gathering data relies on languageprocessing. Words don’t have static definitions, and their meaning can vary widely in context which is the challenge forthe big data analytics. Companies have to develop sophisticated programmes which can understand the context anddecode the precise meaning of words from it.
Verasity refers to the widespread agreement about the potential value of Big Data; the data is virtually worthless ifit’s not accurate. This is particularly true in programmes that involve automated decision-making, or feeding the datainto an unsupervised machine learning algorithm. The results of such programmes are only as good as the data they’reworking with. Sean Owen, Senior Director of Data Science at CloudEra, expanded upon this: ‘Let’s say that, in theory, youhave customer behaviour data and want to predict purchase intent. In practice what you have are log files in fourformats from six systems, some incomplete, with noise and errors. These have to be copied, translated and unified. BigData is the messy, noisy nature of it, and the amount of work that goes in to producing an accurate dataset beforeanalysis can even begin.
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Visualization Once it’s been processed, you need a way of presenting the data in a manner that’s readable andaccessible this is where visualization comes in. Visualization can contain dozens of variables and parameter to presentthis information that makes the observation clear. It is one of the challenges of Big Data.Let us now have a quick look of the services that the Amazon provide to build a powerful services to process,analyze, visualize data easily and cost effectively. These services help to concentrate on the V’s of Big data Analytics withmuch care by providing much managed services.Table I. Analytics Services Provided By AWS
S.No Tool Name Description LOGO

I. Storage for Big Data

1. Amazon S3 Highly Reliable, Secure, AndScalable Object Storage For All YourData
2. Amazon Aurora

It is a relational Database enginethat combines the speed andreliability of high-end commercialdatabases with the simplicity andcost-effectiveness of open sourcedatabases.
II. Computing for Big Data

1. Amazon EMR Fully managed Hadoop frameworkin minutes. Scale your Hadoopcluster dynamically and pay onlyfor what you use.
2. Amazon Athena Easily analyze data in Amazon S3using SQL. We can start analyzingdata immediately with no need loadyour data into Athena, it worksdirectly with data stored in S3.
3. Elastic Search Service Makes it easy to deploy, operate,and scale Elasticsearch.
4. Kinesis Easiest way to work with streamingdata.

III. Datawarehousing

1. Amazon Redshift Configure and deploy a datawarehouse within minutes. Ithandles all the work needed tomanage, monitor and scale the datastore.
IV. Steps in Big Data Analytics
 Collect. Collecting the raw data like transactions, logs, mobile devices and more which is the first challenge thatmany organizations face when dealing with big data. A good big data platform makes these step easier, allowingdevelopers to ingest a wide variety of data that can vary from structured to unstructured that occurs at anyspeed and vary from real-time to batch.
 Store. Any big data platform needs a secure, scalable, and durable repository to store data prior or even afterprocessing tasks. Depending on your specific requirements, you may also need temporary stores for data in-transit.
 Process & Analyze. This is the step where data is transformed from its raw state into a consumable formatwhich usually by means of sorting, aggregating, joining and even performing more advanced functions andalgorithms. The resulting data sets are then stored for further processing or made available for consumption viabusiness intelligence and data visualization tools.
 Consume & Visualize. Big data is all about getting high value, actionable insights from our data assets. Ideally,data is made available to stakeholders through self-service business intelligence and agile data visualization
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tools that allow for fast and easy exploration of datasets. Depending on the type of analytics, end-users may alsoconsume the resulting data in the form of statistical predictions that in the case of predictive analytics orrecommended actions in the case of prescriptive analytics [5].

Fig. 3. Steps in Big Data Analytics

V. Real Time Big Data Analytics Tools on Cloud
Amazon Kinesis FirehoseFirehose is fully managed service for delivering real time streaming data to destination buckets. Easily load massivevolumes of streaming data into AWS. Firehose buffers incoming streaming data for certain size and certain period oftime before delivering to destination. Enable near real-time big data analytics with existing BI tools and dashboards [9].
Amazon Kinesis StreamsBuild your own custom applications that process or analyze streaming data. Continuously capture and store terabytes ofdata per hour. We can use Kinesis Stream for rapid and continuous data intake and aggregation. The type of data may belog data, application logs, social media, market data feeds, and web click stream data. The response time for the dataintake and processing is fast in real time. The quicker response is made possible because of the power of parallelprocessing. Data which is intake from the data stream ensures durability and elasticity. The data can be immediatelyconsumed on data arrival [9].
Amazon Kinesis AnalyticsEasily analyze streaming data with standard SQL without having any processing framework. Kinesis Analytics takes careof everything required to run your queries continuously and scales automatically to match our volume and throughputrate of incoming data. The kinesis analytics is capable of ingesting the data automatically and recognize the data formatand suggest the suitable schema then execute the stream data with SQL queries and sends the processed results toAmazon S3or Amazon Redshift or custom destination [8].
Process Flow for big data analytics

Fig 4. Capturing, Analysing & Visualising Real Time Big Data

VI. Benefits of Big Data Analytics on Cloud

 Powerful Real-time Processing – Enable to analyze and respond in real time with low processing latency.
 Fully managed – Do not require us to provision or manage any infrastructure.
 Automatic Elasticity – Scales up and down the infrastructure as and when needed.
 Easy to use – provides interactive tool to process structured and unstructured data.
 Standard SQL – No need for any complex processing frameworks.
 Pay only for what you use [6].

VII. Organization using Big Data on Cloud
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Thomson Reuters uses AWS as the platform for its Product Insight analytics solution, which can process morethan 4,000 events per second and scales automatically to accommodate increases in traffic during breaking news.Product Insight captures and processes data using Amazon Kinesis and AWS Lambda, stores it using Amazon S3, andsecures it using AWS Key Management Service [10].Toyota Tsusho uses AWS to quickly scale their data processing of traffic data from over 50 thousand vehicles,while reducing costs up to 35 percent. Toyota Tsusho uses AWS products such as Amazon EC2, Amazon Kinesis, andDynamoDB to process large amounts of data in a scalable and reliable way .CrowdChat aggregates conversations on the Internet and social media networks and then unifies themaccording to hash tags so that users can easily find topics of interest. The company uses AWS to run its web applicationand big data workloads as well as its development and testing environments. By using AWS, CrowdChat can scale itsplatform to handle traffic spikes during large events and store more than 250 million documents [11].
VIII. Conclusion

In today’s fast decision making process we believe that there is significant importance on Big Data Analytics. Itcould be most perfect to implement the system on cloud so that it provides more insight and benefits for theorganization. If the architecture with good compute system is properly exploited and applied on the cloud, it gives theorganization free from the burden of purchasing and maintaining the infrastructure. It also helps them with the properchannel of focussing their analytics with the managed services where the hardware, security and scaling of computing isdone with the great care by the service provider. The pay for what you use is also a most recognized criterion in whichall the organization is satisfied and also come forward to use the cloud services. Finally the Big Data Analytics on Cloudplay a major role in fast decision making by using their technical computing environment.
References[1] Barry schoenborn , Big Data Analytics Infrastructure, A Weiley Brand, IBM Edition.[2] Suruchee V.Nandgaonkar, Prof. A. B. Raut, A Comprehensive study on cloud computing, IJCSMC, Vol. 3, Issue. 4, April 2014,

pg.733 – 738[3] Nada Elgendy& Ahmed elragal , Big Data Analytics A Literature Review Paper, Advances in Data Mining. Applications and
Theoretical Aspects: 14th Industrial Conference, ICDM 2014, St. Petersburg, Russia, July 16-20, 2014. Proceedings (pp.214-227)[4] Kubick, W.R.: Big Data, Information and Meaning. In: Clinical Trial In sights, pp. 26–28(2012)[5] https://aws.amazon.com/big-data/what-is-big-data/[6] https://aws.amazon.com/what-is-cloud-computing/[7] T.Swathi, K.Srikanth, S. Raghunath Reddy, Virtualization in cloud computing, IJCSMC, Vol. 3, Issue. 5, May 2014, pg.540 – 546[8] https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis[9] https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/introduction.html[10] https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/case-studies/thomson-reuters/[11] https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/case-studies/big-data/
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ABSTRACT To forecast weather, we need to analyse large set of data in order to save lives, reducing risk, improving quality of
life, enhance the profitability and humanity. As nature of data and data source become more complex, voluminous, the ability to
explore, analyse and to provide robust decision making become critical but it is essential in many situations. Visual analytics help us
in such situations; Visual analytics is a powerful, interactive, automated technique to enhance the decision making ability, which is
powered by data model and data visualizations. This survey presents the various research work carried out by research community
on data visualization, data models developed and visual analytic techniques along with its merits and limitations.
Keywords:Visual Analytics, Data Visualization, SVM, Regression model, Forecasting algorithms, Machine Learning.

IntroductionWeather is everything that affects our lives on daily basis and has power to make a permanent change to humanlife, society, economy and environment. Weather Forecasting or Prediction may be long-term prediction or short-termprediction. Anyway, it need historical data to analyse the present state with empirical one. Based on the similarity, wecan come to the conclusion of weather forecast or prediction results. The model which transform the current weatherdata in to form in which comparison with empirical data decides the accuracy in weather prediction. Construction ofsuch model is not an easy job; we cannot say single model works well for all sort of data.A Picture worth thousand words; Representing data in visual form leads to easy exploration, discovery, andenable new findings, insights. Thus, make analytic process simple and fast. Data visualizations are broadly classified in tothe following. Table I :Classification Of Visualizations
Typeof visualization Data Requisite Suitable ApplicationsScientific Visualization Structured data Medial, seismic applicationsInformationVisualization No inherent structure Social media, financial sectorrelated applicationsVisual Analytics High dimensional, multi variatedata, spatio temporal data Geographical applications.Applications handles complex,multivariate, high velocity data.Visualizations support following types of chartsTable II :Types Of Visualizations
Name of the chart FunctionalityLine chart Shows comparison or changes of values of several variablesBar charti. Water fall chart orprogressive chart Shows comparison of quantities which are clusteredshows variation in data in par with previous dataScatter ploti. Bubble chart Shows joint variation of two attributes. Suitable for statistical analysislike correlation, dependency and regression.Suitable when values differ from several order of magnitude.Pie chart Used to compare a part in a whole. Suggested on limited componentsused for comparing and precise accuracy is not aimed.Box plots Suitable for visualizing structured data and converted into percentileformat. Extreme values are represented as whiskers. Box plots are alsoincorporate statistical measurements such as minimum, maximum,lower quartile, upper quartile and mode. Suitable for financial servicesand applications.Word cloud Applicable in visualizing structured and semi structured data. Wordclouds are formed with help of taxonomy and ontology. Associationbetween clouds can be constructed by identifying degree of associationbetween various word clouds.Network diagram Suitable for deriving counter intelligence and law in-forcement to mapclandestine of convert espionage ring.Correlation matrix Suitable for visualize high velocity data; identifies coupling betweenattributes.Histogram Provides visual distribution of data and shows how data will change onfiltering on particular measurement.
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Decision trees Group of values having strong relationship are transformed as bin;relationship between bins is represented as branch which refinesvarious elements influencing analytic process.Sankey diagram Tracks the path analysis to identify dynamics of how transaction movesthrough the system. Visualization consist of series link nodesattributing it frequency and isolated flow concludes the actions whichare failed to deliver.
Visual AnalyticsVisual analytics combines automated analysis techniques supported by interactive visualizations and datamodel for effective understanding, reasoning, decision making on large, complex and voluminous data set.Visual analytics acquires knowledge and analytical intelligence by two supportive as well as iterative processes.i. Data modelii. Data visualizationAs we have discussed on data visualizations in detail, visualizations strengthen the decision making ability.Visual analytics develops data model, which cope up with data visualization in interactive manner. This interactivity aidsvisual analytics not to deviate from analytic domain of concerned application. Data model can be implemented by usingdata mining, neural networks, machine learning, and statistical models. Machine learning models are popularly used togain new derived knowledge from empirical data. The strength of visual analytic is most promising in weather analysisand forecasting applications.
Survey of Related Works And Comparative AnalysisKrisanadejJaroensutasinee et al [1] have developed integrated online weather data analysis and visualizationtool called ‘Ecoinfows’. The weather data were collected from 18 automatic weather data servers and 8 loggers ofThailand. This application also provides near real time weather portal. Thus, the authors have collected data frommultiple sources representing various weather attributes such as temperature, humidity, temperature-humidity-windindex, radiation, UV index and pressure and wind direction with velocity. Weather data archive was explored, cleanedand converted in order to provide monthly data and yearly data. Ecoinfows have produced eight different visualizationsfocusing on various weather analysis. Table III :Visualizations Used And Functionality

Visualization Insight derivedTimeseries visualization Temperature variation in a city for a specific period of day-interval.Histogram Relative temperature frequency of city for a given period of days.Overlay histogram Compare temperature variations in two cities on same period3D moving histogram Average humidity recorded in 12-month for given a yearScatter plot Cluster analysisRegression Scatter plot Correlation of temperature with relative humidity on a given monthRegression between two city temperatures in a specific period.Data distribution analysis given as normal distribution and binomialdistributionEcoinfows have come up with overall temperature and rainfall summery frame, a visual representationcomprised of all 8 parameters recorded at various cities. The output of this entire work is shown in summarised visualrepresentation given as:

------------------------------a--------------------- ------b------ -- c ---Fig1. Visualizations of weather  data : a weather parameters, b overall temperature and rainfall in a summaryframe, and (c) wind rose visualization
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We have included the research work of Yu Zhang et al.[2] in our survey since it uses Bigdata and neural networkconcepts which also suitable in visual analytics. The authors have collected historical weather data from year 2000 andused it as ground truth (statistical model). They used big data to store historical weather data captured at every 10minutes interval by satellite. It is used to compare current scenario in order to analyse and forecast. Jet streams (curveshape formed in satellite image where warm and cold air met at high altitude) causing Coriolis effect – a atmosphericcirculation. The low pressured scenario is known as through; high pressured scenario is known as ridge. Cloudmovement are tracked as optical flow. Its estimation is computed by lucas – kannade algorithm. Vortex core are theidentified since it is the significant signature of storm. Vortex core are associated with geographical map. Ensemblelearning algorithm is used here to make predictions by combining results of multiple individual decision trees obtainedfrom random subset of training data.

Fig 2 .Vortex cores and their expansionsOur survey includes this work of Saroj Kr. Biswas et al [3] since neural network and machine learningalgorithms are used which are most promising data models in visual analytics. The authors implemented this work inMATHLAB. They developed NARX NN ( Non linear Auto Regressive with eXogenous Neural Network) which work withartificial intelligence learning and problem solving approach works on knowledge gained at past, known as Case BasedRecording (CBR). NARX NN predicts next value in time series by tracking time series value at past which influencescurrent one. CBR act as repository of historical experiences comprised of four cyclical process:1) Retrieval : retrieves similar cases; match the retrieved case with current one in terms of Euclidean distance; comparepast  by dissimilarity score. select the past one having least similarity score.2) Reuse : retrieve more cases which match with current one.3) Revise : integrates useful information about new caseNARX NN model was trained by eight possible seasons such as winter, spring, autumn, winter + spring, spring +summer, summer + autumn, autumn + winter. The number of hidden layer and number of neurons’ in each hidden layerare not fixed. Lavenberg – Marquardt back propagation algorithm was used as training algorithm and the learning ratewas 0.01; 1000 epochs are required in training the network. Mean Squared Error was used as stopping the trainingprocess. The model have concluded that NARX NN architecture have given optimal input-output delay. They suggestedthe inclusion of more number of weather attributes, incorporating historical data.Mahamad B Pathan [4] has contributed the statistical data model applicable to climate science. Authors havemade a building model of climate data using statistics in order to expose insights in climate data. He used numericalexample containing three variables describing climate data – minimum temperature, maximum temperature and rainfall. He fetched 100 year data from Indian Meteorological Department and transformed it as mean minimumtemperature, maximum mean temperature and mean rain fall. He exercised single and multiple regression models. Healso calculated correlation coefficient and variance; analysed the result in ANNOVA. The author has concluded thatcorrelation between rainfall and temperature range has shown stronger impact than minimum and maximumtemperature values. He also concluded that multiple regression model of rainfall on maximum temperature andminimum temperature have produced better result. He also suggested that the inclusion of climate influencing factorsuch as green house gases may give precise and better analysis.Md. Tanvir AlamAnik et al [5]have constructed the dataset from Bangladesh Agriculture Research Council whichhas provide year wise – monthly average rainfall at 32 different rainfall stations. The author have chosen datavisualization to plot rain fall data. And deliver to Bangladesh farmers, who are the backbone the country thru ICT.Farmers need only short-term forecasting to save their crops and the author did so. The yearly data was split into threeranges based on monsoon.i. Pre-monsoon – March to May ii. Monsoon – May to October    iii. Post monsoon – October to February
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and implemented using R tool. Moran’s I and Geary’s C methods are used to calculate the correlation and usedthe following visualizations to derive the insights.Table IV :Visualizations Used And Insight Derived
Visualization InsightBubble chart Average rainfall in a year station Vs average rainfallHistogram Average rainfall VS rainfall frequency3D scatter plot Log of monsoon rainfall at a stationLine chart Individual station rainfall – month Vs rainfall measureAuthor has suggested the inclusion of google map as future work. This work handles spatial data with shortterm forecasting.

Fig 3 . Bubble chart based representation of Monsoon season’s rainfall data. X and Y-axis show station positionand average Monsoon rainfall unit respectively

Fig 4 .3D visualization of average monsoon rainfall. X and Y-axis present annual rainfall and its frequencyrespectivelyA.Diehl  et al [6] have developed Visual Interactive Dash board ( VIDa) to provide interactive visualizationinterface and provided multiple views such as timeline with geo referential maps, integrated web map view, forecastoperational tool, curve pattern selector, spatial filters and linked meteogram. This work was passes thru four majorstages. They are1) GDA – Global Data Assimilation system, used to provide observational data for further phases.2) WT1 – model simulation convert the observation into every 12-hours numerical weather data.3) WT2 – predictions post–processing–simulation outputs are post processed to derive new atmosphericinformation from the results.4) WT3 – visualization pipeline – generates the post processed output into 2D plots and hosted in site.Minimaps are generated to show spatial information; whereas temporal information is done as curve patternanalysis. The authors have concluded that integrating the work with empirical data to handle ensemble, uncertaintiesand model errors. It is also suggested to include more, relevant parameters in minimaps to give robust, more accurateforecast results.
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Fig 5. Trend analysis: the largest temperature drops, just after the passage of the cold front, are indicated incyan tones. Orange tones in the south of the map indicate increasing temperature. Results are presented using twodifferent delta values: 6_ and 8_ Celsius.

Fig 6. Forecast verification using multiple runs. It shows the passage of a cold front. This is observed as errors inthe forecasted temperature shown in oranges tones.P.Samuel Quinan et al [7] have developed a open tool WeaVER, for visualizing weather forecasting. The objectiveof the work was to categorize weather related problems and isolating the data relating to weather forecasting. Theauthor have discussed about the following weather related problems1) Forecasting type –a. Deterministic forecastingb. Ensemble forecasting – forecasting done by two or more simulation results coupled on same time frames,different parameters, boundaries and initial values.2) Locating and relating specific feature – features such as 20% humidity, low pressure (not in numerals).The result of the work is plotted as following visualizations:1) Interactive spaghetti plots – colour coded one to differentiate and enable direct comparison among distributions ofmultiple isocontour features with in single plot.2) Interactive contour box plots – summarizes the distribution of isocontour based features across ensemble.The authors have concluded that formal valuation of interactive contour box plots and spaghetti plots needmultiple isocontour based features. They also suggest new research on comprising non – isocontour based features arealso to be developed.

Fig 7. interactive spaghetti plots Fig 8. interactive contour boxplotsWei-Ta chu  et al [8] have contributed researchers by developing image2weather dataset containing more than180,000 images to promote similar research in weather analysis. This work construct data set describing the weatherfeatures intelligently obtained from a photo image. The photos or images are acquired from various resources likegoogle map, pictures posted at flicker and weatherground.com portal. These images are processed and classified intoany one of five weather types (sunny, cloudy, snowy, rainy, and foggy). They used convolutional neural network to
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extract the feature and SVM for classification. Every image is attributed with related properties such as weather type,temperature and pressure. It is suggested weather estimation model development as future work.

Fig. 9. Relationships between various properties and weather properties. (a)–(d) The prob. of sharing the sameweather type vs. time/color/texture/intensity distances. (e)–(h) The prob. of temperature distance within a range vs.time/color/texture/intensity differences between photo pairs. (i)–(l) The prob. of humidity distance within a range vs.time/color/texture/intensity differences between photo pairs.T.R.V.Anatharajan et al [9] have developed a tool which takes inputs – maximum temperature, minimumtemperature and rainfall regarding certain sample period of days. Author claims that analysis of sample data andprediction based on linear regression model achieves more than 90% accuracy, based on sample data. They declare thatbranch of AI, Machine learning has been proved as robust method, in prediction and analysis of given dataset.Since weather prediction cannot be a supervised one; hypothesis functions aiming at predict a hypothesis closeto the output. Then cost function is used to compute minimum distance between hypothesis curve and output curve.Then differential equation, gradient decent is used to minimize cost function after repeated iteration. The entire workwas developed in MATHLAB. The authors have concluded that same work could be done using Neural Network andclassification models; but it cannot result in nearest value probability of how the day is going to be. They also stated that1/7 of their prediction is accurate.

Fig 10.Maximum temperature Vs Days    Minimum temperature Vs Days                  Rainfall vs. daysThe objective of Mr.C.P.Shabariram et al [10] work is to predict maximum rainfall, upcoming rainfall maximumrain storm location based on hourly and overall storm parameters. This work handled spatio temporal data and thestorm parameters are categorized such as local storm, hourly storm, overall storm, overall storm( local and hourly),location based storm, event related storm and measuring the tornado waves. This work was implemented in BigdataHadoop and Map Reduce framework. SVM classifier of Data Mining works based on spatio temporal characteristics andalso extracts the features for classification in MapReduce. Map process took care of partitioning spatio temporal data;Reduce function handled overlapping of spatial data. This work has used National Weather Service Dataset.

Fig 11. Expected Results of different Storms
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Liu et al [11] have discussed about interactive visualisations combined with machine learning which really helpsin solving real world problems using Artificial Intelligence. They have presented comprehensive analysis and classifiedrelevant work into three categories like – Understanding, Diagnosis and Refinement.(i) Understanding : Liu et al broadly classified the visualization-approach into two categories(a) Point based technique – It reveals relationship between neural network components such as learnedrepresentations. Point based techniques facilitates confirmation of hypothesis on neural networks and identification ofpreviously unknown relationship between neural network components. But point based techniques have failed to revealtopological information such as, role of different neurons at different layers and interaction between them.(b) Network Based Technique – This technique represents neural network as DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) andencode information from network by size, colour and glyph.The above discussed techniques are capable of displaying visualizations on limited number of neurons. Thecomplexity raises when number of neurons in neural network increases or number of neuron in each layer increases andthus interaction between them are increases in exponential. In such cases Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) helps us;meanwhile, to represent the CNN as visualization, the visualization is designed to have a representative layer; in which arepresentative from each layer participates. Biclustering algorithm is used to bundle the edges and reduce visual cluster.(ii) Diagnosis: Current techniques utilises prediction score distributions of model to evaluate error severiority and studyhow score distributions correlate with misclassification and selected features. This paper has stated two visualizationsnamely(a) Confusion wheel – to show samples which are misclassified in to radical view.(b) Square tool – to show prediction score at multiple level.CNN visualization allows machine learning experts to debug training process that fails to converge or does notachieve an acceptable performance.(iii) Refinement – After gaining understanding of how machine learning models behave and why they do not achievedesirable performance, Visual Analytic system provides interaction techniques or capabilities for improving supervisedor unsupervised models.This paper has proposed visual notation called Neighbour Joining Trees to select the training data to train themodel to achieve desirable training model which reduces training time. UPTOPIAN is a Visual Analytic system forrefining topic model results and it uses scalable algorithm to learn correlated topic models. The authors have concludedthat even though machine learning is widely used to solve real time applications; it fails to explain their decisions andactions to the users. As an initial remedy, Probabilistic program induction algorithm was developed and build on simplestochastic programs to represent the concepts.Cong Feng et al [12] have proposed new method in time series characteristic analysis approach to visualize andquantify wind time series diversity. They emphasis that ANN, ARIMA and SVM have shown conflicting results on variousdataset. To analyse time series characteristics, authors have devised six characteristic indices (CI), each representingdifferent wind features and they are(i) Strength of trend CI1 – Long increase / decrease in time series(ii) Strength of seasonality CI2 – wave like fluctuations of constant length(iii) Skewness coefficient CI3 – Univariate distribution computed by 3rd moment of random variable (Pearson’smoment)(iv) Kurtosis coefficient CI4 – Kurtosis distribution computed by 4th moment of random variable (Pearson’s moment)(v) Nonlinearity CI5 – to measure nonlinear structure in time series(vi) Spectral Entropy CI6 – to describe uncertainty, complexity and chaotic in time series.These six CIs creates high dimensional data as extracted from stream of time series. To reduce thehighdimensionality, principal component analysis (PCA) is used. Normalization on CI values are mandatory beforeexercising the PCA process.Next, the result is shown as two types of visualizations.(i) Scatter plot – to characterise the diversity(ii) Convex polytope – By applying 2D quick hull algorithm and general dimensional beneath beyond algorithm to plotpolytope surface area. The diversity volume is formed by Delaunary triangular Algorithm.Authors have tested their method with five different datasets namely GEFCom2012, GEFCom14, SURFRAD,WIND toolkit and CompNWP which delivers different wind features collected by ground station sensors.A.Diehl et al [13] have proposed a novel approach to break down automatic process using the experience andknowledge of users, may be expert and creates Visual workflow to aid probabilistic weather forecasting (PWF). In PWF,numerical weather prediction system is used to estimate occurrence probability of particular weather phenomenon.Hamill and Whittaker have introduced Reforecast Analog Regression (RAR) method which also be suitable for PWFwhich have following advantages(i) Relationship between systematic model and scale atmospheric circulation patterns can be captured which in turnbenefits better estimation.
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(ii) Weather analysis are not only projected as probabilities but also quantified as sample mean, standard deviation,maximum and minimum values in order to detect extreme weather events.Visual Analytic work flow consist of three tasks.(i) Parameterization loop – This task is used to set spatio and temporal parameters for RAR. The result was shown asvisualization named ubermap, which allow the user to explore different thresholds, accumulation ranges.(ii) Probabilistic forecast loop – This task aids user to visualize uncertainty at different levels of detail. This loopproduces the visualizations on probabilistic forecast for given metrological variable, analyse the associatednumerical forecast results and summarises information regarding observations and uncertainty.(iii) Analog loop – This task has analog viewer, a tool which allow user to access information about forecast analog andtheir associated observations as well as statistical aggregations and summary.The authors have tested their work using GFS(Global Forecast System) and CMORPH of NOAA dataset.Himanshi Jain and Raksha Jain [14] have emphasised the need of adaptation of BigData in weather analysis andforecasting activity. They have discussed on the following applications.(i) Industry –(a) Agriculture and food industry – Weather forecasting helps farmers to prepare for droughts, over watering andsoil erosion. Rainfall prediction is mandatory for food protection management and scarcity issues.(b) Tourism industry- As tourism has major impact on income of the country, weather forecasting aids tourists toplan their tour according to the climate of the country to be visited.(c) Construction industry- Construction can be affected by wind, temperature, moisture, humidity and dew. Floodforecasting helps in construction sustainable and build strong buildings.(d) Sports Industry – Preparation of tournament, play grounds are effectively planned with the aid of accurateshort term forecasting.(e) Transportation – Airways, shipping, railways, roadways and even unmanned vehicles are benefitted byweather forecasting information in order to plan diversions, risk evaluation and mission planning.(ii) Disaster Management – Good weather predictions saves lives, reduce damages, reservoir management, floodpreventive measurement and save us from major economic losses.(iii) Energy – Short term weather forecasting like wind speed, forecast, cloud coverage, temperature prediction isnecessary for wind and solar energy power stations for its effective running.Challenges in weather forecasting systems are(i) Retrieving uninterrupted volume of empirical weather data.(ii) Coupling Technology and infrastructure to support simulation and analytical work flow.(iii) Adaptation of suitable forecasting model.(iv) Integrating variety of data from different sources with no-compromise.(v) Very costly to Implant new sources (like launching new satellite, planting new ground stations with sensors) tocapture weather related data.Sudha. G and Suguna Sangaiah [15] have discussed about the application of visual analytic techniques andvarious visualizations applicable in healthcare domain. This paper has illustrated the way in which visualizations andvisual analytic techniques used in accessing the disease acute level, by providing the similar cases observed in the past;based on the collective information, the insights are derived which used to tailor the treatment schedule and plan couldbe optimally scheduled.
ConclusionThis survey paper has summarized the past work done on visualization, visual analytic and related approachesapplicable in Weather Forecasting Domain. Wide ranges of visualizations are available and data models ranging fromstatistical model to Neural Networks are joined hands in visual analytic technique to provide accurate and robustforecasting. Each model has its own advantages and limitations thus the interactive visualization also has an impactsince it gets tightly coupled with the result of the model. Our future work is focused on implementing and deployingvarious functional models like datamining, Neural network, Machine Learning and Statistical Models in the VisualAnalytic architecture and to generate interactive visualizations. Our future work is to develop ensemble models throughVisual Analytics architecture and to analyse the performance while adapting various functional models and to aid thedomain experts to highlight, provide the new insights concern to the underlying problem dealt with.
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Analysis Of Tree And Rule Based Classifier Algorithms For Laptop Utilization
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ABSTRACT Laptops are used by the students for various purposes like - education, coaching, browsing of information,

communication, playing games and watching movies. This work is carried out to study and examine higher education student’s
perceptions related to the usage of laptop by analyzing its utilization characteristics using classification algorithms. To carry out this
task, ‘Laptop Utilization by students’ has been taken as dataset for analysis. The data is collected from 100 postgraduate women
students of Rani Anna Government College, Tirunelveli by supplying questionnaires. Classification using - Tree based and Rule based
classification algorithms were supplied with this data set.  Tree based algorithms applied are J48, Random Tree and Rep Tree. Rule
based algorithms applied are, Decision table, OneR and ZeroR. Weka tool is used for carrying out this analysis. The most suitable
algorithm in classifying the dataset is identified.
Keywords: Data mining, Classification algorithms, Laptop Utilization.

I. IntroductionThe World Wide Web (WWW) overwhelms us with information; meanwhile, every choice we make is recorded. As thevolume of data increases, inexorably, the proportion of it that people understand decreases alarmingly. Lying hidden inall this data is information. Laptops are used by everyone in different fields. Nowadays the main users of the laptops arecollege students. They used it in a variety of environments such as programming, preparing the assignments, projectwork, and for entertainment. This research uses laptop utilization as data set. The information is collected from 100students who are using laptops. From this data set, it is possible to identify the usage of laptops among students. Themain objective of the research is to determine the most suitable classification algorithm using the data set of Laptoputilization by the students.This process is done by using algorithms in data mining applying Weka tool. The dataset helps to analyze, for whatpurpose the students are using laptops more - whether for education or entertainment or internet usage. Seven classesare identified to separate the students’ category as how they spend the valuable time in laptops.
Some standards and terms for Accuracy Measure:The accuracy (AC) is the proportion of the total number of predictions that were correct.

 True positive (TP) is the proportion of positive cases that were correctly identified.
 False positive (FP) is the proportion of negative cases that were incorrectly classified as positive.
 Precision and recall: Precision is the fraction of retrieved instances that are relevant, while recall is thefraction of relevant instances that are retrieved. Both precision and recall are therefore based on anunderstanding and measure of relevance. Precision can be seen as a measure of exactness or quality,whereas recall is a measure of completeness or quantity. Recall is the true positive rate for the class [2][3].
 F-measure (also known as F1 or F-score) is a measure of test’s accuracy. It considers both the Precisionand the Recall of the test to compute the score. It can be interpreted as a weighted average of thePrecision and the Recall, where 1 is its best value and 0 its worst. The F-measure only produces a highresult when Precision and Recall are both balanced, thus this is very significant.
 ROC Area: A Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve is a technique for visualizing, organizingand selecting classifiers based on their performance.

II. Literature SurveyJiawei Han and Micheline Kamber [1] in their book they have elaborated about the data mining concepts and techniques.Hong Hu, Jiuyong Li, Ashley Plank [2] in their paper presented five classification methods, namely C4.5, BaggingC4.5,AdaBoostingC4.5, LibSVMs and Random Forest for comparison using seven Microarray data sets, with or without geneselection and discretization.Sushilkumar Kalmegh [3] in his paper analyses the performance evaluation of REP Tree, Simple Cart and Random Treeclassification algorithm. According to his findings, the efficiency and accuracy of Random Tree is better than REP Tree,and Simple Cart.
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S. Syed Shajahaan, S. Shanthi, V. ManoChitra [4] presents the application of decision trees for predicting the presence ofbreast cancer. The performance of conventional supervised learning algorithms viz. Random tree, ID3, CART, C4.5 andNaive Bayes were also analysed in this work.Bernhard Pfahringer [5] in his paper introduced a novel general regression method that combines model trees withrandom forests. According to his finding, the training and optimization of Random Model Trees scales better thanGaussian Processes Regression for larger datasets.Mining Social Networking Data for Classification Using REP Tree presented by Dr. B.Srinivasan, P.Mekala [6], focuses ondemonstrating the workflow of social media data sense-making for educational purposes by integrating both qualitativeanalysis and large-scale data mining techniques.Payal P.Dhakate, Suvarna Patil, K.Rajeswari, Deepa Abin [7] in their paper presents about the basics of data mining,preprocessing and different classification techniques using diabetes dataset. WEKA tool was used in this workPavel Berkhin [8] in his paper presents a review on different types of clustering algorithms in data mining.Jyotismita Goswami [9] in his paper presents a tutorial overview of the main clustering methods used in Data Mining.Concepts of few classification algorithms were also presented in this work.Weka Machine Learning Project [10] illustrates the Weka Tool with examples and working functionality of various datamining algorithms.M.Sivagami, V.Lakshmi Praba [11] in their paper, presents Tree Based Classification algorithms and some HierarchicalClustering Algorithms.
III. Tools And Algorithms Applied

A. WEKA ToolWEKA is open source software issued under the GNU General Public License [4]. WEKA tool is used to implement thealgorithms for Classification. The algorithms are applied directly to a dataset.
B. Classification TechniquesData mining is the process of analyzing data from different perspectives and summarizing it into useful information.Data mining has many analytical tools for analyzing data from many different dimensions, categorize it, and summarizethe identified relationships.Data Classification refers to categorization, the process in which the data elements are differentiated based on certaincriteria. An algorithm that implements classification is known as a classifier. The term "classifier" also refers to themathematical function that is implemented by a classification algorithm which helps to map input data to a particularcategory. Classification is a data mining algorithm that creates a step-by-step guide for how to determine the output of adecision based on the input, and to move to the next node and the next until one reach a leaf that tells the predictedoutput [5].
C.Tree Based Algorithms

J48 ClassifiersJ48 Algorithm can predict both ‘nominal’ and ‘numeric’ attribute values. This algorithm uses ‘most relevant attribute’from the dataset to determine the prediction values. Hence it is better to have all the attributes rather the only relevantattributes. Using all the data set for J48 Algorithm, the prediction efficiency increases.
Random ForestRandom trees have been introduced by Leo Breiman and Adele Cutler. The algorithm can deal with both classificationand regression problems. A random tree is a collection (ensemble) of tree predictors that is called forest.  In a randomforest, each node is split using the best among the subset of predicators randomly chosen at that node. The random treesclassifier takes the input feature vector, classifies it with every tree in the forest, and outputs the class label that receivedthe majority of “votes”. [6] [7] [8].
REP TreeReduced Error Pruning (REP) Tree  is fast decision tree learning. It builds the decision tree based on the informationgain as the splitting criterion, and prunes it using reduced error pruning. Rep Tree uses the regression tree logic andcreates multiple trees in different iterations. After creating multiple trees it selects the best one from all generated treeswhich is considered as the representative. In pruning the tree the measure used is the mean square error on thepredictions made by the tree.
D. Rule Based AlgorithmsDecision Table is an accurate method for numeric prediction from decision trees. It is an ordered set of “If-Then” rulesthat makes it more compact and understandable. Decision table algorithms are found in the Weka classifiers underRules.  It summarizes the dataset with a “decision table” which contains the same number of attributes as the original
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dataset.  A new data item is allocated a category by searching the line in the decision table that is equivalent to the valuescontained in the non-class of the data item.
OneRThis algorithm creates a single rule for each attribute of training data and then picks up the rule with the least errorrate. To create a rule for an attribute, the most frequent class for each attribute value is determined. The most frequentclass is the class that appears most often for that attribute value. A rule is a set of attribute values bound to theirmajority class. The algorithm is based on ranking all the attributes based on the error rate.
ZeroRZeroR classifier determines the majority category for a class. It is useful for determining a baseline performance that canbe considered as a benchmark for other classification methods.
IV. MethodologyThe work carried out is to identify the efficient classification algorithm among Tree classifiers and Rule classifiers. J48,Random Tree and Rep Tree classification methods are considered under Tree classifiers. Decision Table , OneR andZeroR classification algorithms are considered under Rule Classifiers for classifying the considered dataset using WEKAtool.
A. Data CollectionA direct survey is used to collect the data for this study. This has been distributed to the students randomly. Atotal of 100 sets have been distributed. Initially the questionnaire was distributed and essential directions andinstructions were given to them. Though any time restriction was not given for filling in the details, the students tookaround 20 to 30 minutes for filling the data.
B. Dataset DescriptionIn this study, all data is considered as instances and features in the dataset are known as attributes. The data setconsists of 25 attributes and 100 records/instances that are used Laptop Utilization by higher education students. Thedata set detail is as given in Table1.

Table 1: Dataset for Laptop Utilization

Dataset Name Number of Attributes Number of
Records/Instances

Laptop Utilization 25 100

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTSThe Tree and Rules classification algorithm that were discussed in the previous section were applied for the considereddataset and the obtained results were analyzed. The performance of all the three algorithms under Tree Classifiers istabulated in Table 2 for the considered performance metrics. The various parameters that are considered for analysisare, Correctly Classified Instances, Incorrectly Classified Instances, Kappa Statistic, Mean absolute error and Root meansquared error.
Table 2: Comparison of the Different Tree Classifiers

From the observation, it is evident that, when compared with REP Tree, the other two are better and the Random Treeclassifier produces the best result for correctly classifying the instances which leads to the better performance in otherconsidered parameters too.

TREES J48 RANDOM TREE REP TREECorrectly Classified Instances 92 99 83Incorrectly Classified Instances 8 1 17Kappa statistic 0.8904 0.9867 0.7742Mean absolute error 0.0317 0.0274 0.0701Root mean squared error 0.1259 0.089 0.1872
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The performance of all the three algorithms under Rules Classifiers are tabulated in Table 3 for the consideredperformance metrics. The various parameters that are considered for Functions classifiers are taken for this method too.
Table 3: Comparison of the Different Rules Classifiers

Parameters Decision Tree OneR ZeroRCorrectly Classified Instances 76 60 43Incorrectly Classified Instances 24 40 57Kappa Statistic 0.6476 0.3725 0Mean absolute error 0.1656 0.1143 0.2164Root mean squared error 0.2549 0.3381 0.3275
From the observation, it is evident that, when compared with ZeroR, the other two are better and the Decision Treeclassifier produces the best result for correctly classifying the instances for the considered dataset with 100 instances,which leads to the better performance in other considered parameters too.

Accuracy
Measures

Tree classifiers Rule Classifiers

J48 Random
Forest Rep Tree DT OneR ZeroRTP Rate 0.92 0.99 0.83 0.76 0.6 0.43FP Rate 0.047 0.001 0.04 0.161 0.248 0.43Precision 0.926 0.991 0.842 0.688 0.367 0.185Recall 0.92 0.99 0.83 0.76 0.6 0.43F-Measure 0.916 0.99 0.827 0.709 0.455 0.259ROC Area 0.991 0.994 0.971 0.92 0.676 0.5

Table 5 depicts a clear picture of the overall result of all the considered classification algorithms. The categoriesconsidered are basically Education, Internet and Entertainment. Various combinations of these basic categories are alsoincluded. The actual data and the result obtained using each algorithm is shown in the table.
Table 5: Results for Classification algorithms

Category ActualData J48 RANDOMTREE REPTREE DecisionTree OneR ZeroREducation 43 40 43 36 33 26 18Internet 18 17 18 15 14 11 8Entertainment 6 6 6 5 5 4 3Edu+Int 7 6 7 6 5 4 3Int+Ent 6 6 6 5 5 4 3Ent+Edu 9 8 9 7 7 5 4Edu+Int+Ent 11 10 11 9 8 7 5
To conclude, from the considered classification algorithms under Rule based and Tree based classifiers, it has beenobserved that Random Tree gives the best result. From the collected dataset, it is found that 43% of the students areutilizing the laptop for education purpose.
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ConclusionIn this paper, it has been discussed about Tree and Rules based classifiers for Laptop Utilization dataset. The Tree basedclassifiers considered are, J48, Random Forest and REP tree. Rule based algorithms taken for consideration are Decisiontable, OneR and ZeroR.  The aim is to determine the most suitable algorithm that can correctly predict the classes ofdifferent attributes using in Weka tool. Collected data is about how the students are using the laptops, based on thepurpose of usage; purposes are categorized in data set.Based on the considered performance metrics, the experimental results obtained are tabulated for each category ofalgorithms. It is observed that, among the six classification algorithms considered, Random Forest produces best resultsunder the considered category. In future, other related algorithms can also be tried in similar line.
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ABSTRACT Cloud computing has become predominant entity in today's world. Cloud computing acts as the fifth utility for
providing computing after the other four utilities. Even though Cloud computing has a lot of advantages, any Cloud computing
research work addresses three critical problems namely security, integrity and privacy. The privacy problem can be preserved by
encryption followed by the search process. The challenging scenario in the cloud computing field is the data contribution from
several data owners and search process by several users. This paper proposes Key Derivation Policy (KDP) followed by two integrity
verification proofs: Proof of Data Possession (PDP) and Proof of Retrievability (PoR). Secret key derivation policy is common to both
the integrity proofs. PDP is verified by Message Authentication Code (MAC). PoR is verified by MD5. Second integrity verification
technique also includes two client authentication techniques: One Time Password (OTP) and dynamic missing number puzzle. The
major advantage of the proposed approach is that the integrity verification is done by private auditing, that is the data consumer
itself. Need for Third Party Auditing (TPA) which is trusted partially is eliminated.
Keywords:Proof of Data Possession (PDP), cloud computing, data integrity, One Time Password (OTP) and dynamic missing
number puzzle.

IntroductionCloud computing provides several services among which "Storage as a service" is an important service. Thedesirable properties of Cloud computing such as scalability, elasticity, fault-tolerance and pay-per-use make it as anunavoidable commercial trend. Service Oriented Architecture, autonomic and utility computing, widespread adoption ofhardware virtualization, low cost computers and storage devices and availability of high capacity networks have madethe enormous development in cloud computing. The confidentiality of the patient's Personal Health Records should bepreserved. Current data security approaches focus only on data security in which cryptographic solutions are followedby the random key generation processes. But, the prevailing security technique suffers from minimum data integrity.Loss of key in the conventional cryptographic techniques crash the original data provided by the data owner. Fig.1shows the system model of the integrity verification technique.

Fig. 1. System Model of Integrity Verification TechniqueDownloading the entire file for its integrity verification is not an advisable solution due to the I/O andtransmission cost expensiveness across the network. Access rights are given to some users and forbidden for otherusers. This process is called as "access control". Secure, scalable access control in cloud computing is achieved by"Attribute Based Encryption (ABE)". "One-to-many" encryption service is provided. One encrypted file can be decryptedby multiple users whose attributes conform to the access policy. The most suitable technology for data access control isCipher text Policy ABE, because the data owner is given more direct control on access policies and the policy checking isperformed "inside the cryptography". CP-ABE becomes expensive because of attribute revocation problem. Re-keyingand re-encryption operations are performed by the data owner to avoid the revoked user from accessing the future data.A Key-Policy based ABE is based on the association of attributes and decryption keys of the user. In the KP-ABEscheme, a cipher text relates to the set of attributes. The decryption key of the user is associated with a monotonic treeaccess structure. The user can decrypt the cipher text, only when the user attribute related with the cipher text satisfiesthe tree access structure. Hierarchical Attribute Set Based Encryption (HASBE) technique increases the efficiency of userrevocation in multiple value assignment environments. The key escrow problem induced in HASBE technique is
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considered by Multi Authority Attribute Based Encryption (MA-ABE). The shared files between the data owner and userhave hierarchical structure. A number of hierarchy subgroups located at different access levels share a group of files. Thestorage cost of cipher text and time cost of encryption could be saved, if the files in the same hierarchical structure couldbe encrypted by an integrated access structure. Three security control mechanisms such as authentication, encryptionand data verification technique are incorporated into a single, stand - alone system in this paper. The main drawback ofthe ABE technique is the increase in the computational cost for key generation and encryption. To overcome thisproblem, this paper proposes a secret key derivation process and MAC and MD5 verification to ensure data integrity andauthentication techniques to verify data security in the cloud services.The novel contributions of the proposed efficient key derivation policy and integrity verification techniques arelisted as
 Effective users' addition and removal are done by multi-attributes-based secret key generation process.
 Capability to solve the simultaneous multi-users/ keys handling problem.
 Time complexity is reduced by the hash-based mapping and the attributes decomposition-based secretkey generation and the secure data transfer level is improved.
 Integrity is verified by MAC and MD5.The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II includes the existing works related to the ABEencryption techniques, integrity verification techniques, one time password and software puzzle authenticationtechniques for the cloud computing applications. Section III describes the detailed description of the proposed integrityverification techniques with key derivation process and authentication techniques. Section IV illustrates the results ofthe proposed technique and section V presents the conclusion and future work of this paper.

Related WorksThis section describes the conventional encyrption techniques for the cloud computing applications. A scalable,flexible and fine-grained access control of the outsourced data, Hierararchical Attribute-Set-Based Encryption (HASBE)is proposed by Wan et al. [1]. The access control of the outsourced data in the cloud computing was efficient and flexiblein the proposed scheme. A hierarchical encryption scheme combining the identity based encryption and cipher textpolicybased encryption systems was proposed by Wang et al. to achieve fine-grained access control [2]. Proxy and lazyre-encryption techniques are used efficiently to revoke the access rights of the users in the proposed scheme. Arevocable Identity Based Encryption (IBE) was proposed by Li et al. to deploy a hybrid private key for each user [3]. Thekey generation complexity was reduced in the proposed scheme, while improving the efficiency and security.The cipher text is encrypted with a tree access policy chosen by a data owner, while the correspondingdecryption key is created with respect to a set of attributes in a CP-ABE scheme [4]. The set of attributes associated witha decryption key should satisfy the tree access policy associated with a given cipher text. Great flexibility in accesscontrol was provided in Attribute Set Based Encryption (ASBE) which enforces dynamic constraints on combiningattributes to  satisfy a policy [5]. The user revocation problem was solved efficiently in ASBE by assigning multiplevalues to the same attribute, which is not possible in CP-ABE. The leakage of data was eliminated by using a Two RoundSearchable Encryption (TRSE) [6]. Top-k multi-keyword retrieval was supported by this approach.The following paragraphs describe the conventional integrity verification techniques. An efficient and securepubllic verification of data integrity scheme was proposed by Yuan Zhang et al. to protect against external adversariesand malicious auditors [7]. A random masking technique was adopted to protect against external adversaries in theproposed scheme and required users to audit auditors' behaviors to prevent malicious auditors from fabricatingverification results. A theoretical framework for the design of PORs was proposed by Bowers. K. D et al [8]. PoR is acompact proof by a file system (prover) to a client (verifier) that a target file F was intact, so that a client can fullyrecover it.Different variants of PoR problems such as knowledge-soundness vs. information-soundness, bounded-use vs.unbounded-use are developed by Dodis et al., and gave nearly optimal PoR schemes for each of these variants [9]. Theircontributions either generalized the prior PoR constructions or gave the known PoR schemes with the requiredproperties. An efficient Key Derivation Policy (KDP) was proposed by Senthil Kumari et al. for enhancing data securityand integrity in the cloud [10]. In the proposed method, local key was generated from the data attributes, i.e., fileattributes. Then private key and secret key are generated. MAC verification process was used to validate the dataintegrity. A survey of techniques and tools used for cloud data integrity verification was presented by Princelly Jesu. A etal. [11]. Depending on the type of data and its size, the method selection was performed.An application based on Hadoop and MapReduce framework was implemented by Rajat Saxena et al. [12].Variant of the Paillier homomorphic cryptography system with homomorphic tag and combinatorial batch codes werethe building blocks of their technique. A novel integrity auditing scheme for cloud data sharing services characterized bymulti-user modification, public auditing and practical computational / communication  auditing  performance wasproposed by Vedire Ajayani et al. [13]. User impersonation attack can be resisted in their scheme, which was notconsidered in existing techniques that supported multi-user modification. In the case of the untrusted server, a schemewhich made use of Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) and AES algorithm to maintain data integrity was proposed by Poonam M.Pardeshi et al. [14]. The proposed scheme used Third Party Auditor (TPA) which acted on behalf of client for dataintegrity checking and sent an alert to notify the status of the stored data.The following paragraphs describe the existing one time password  technique for the cloud computingapplications. A novel OTP algorithm was proposed by Hoyul Choi et al. and compared it with the existing algorithms
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[15]. The proposed scheme was secure against MITM (Man-in-the-Middle) attack and MITPC/Phone (Man-in-the-PC/Phone) attack by using a CAPTCHA image. An adversary could know a valid OTP value and be authenticated with thissecret information in the presence of those attacks. A framework model to authenticate cloud users in secured way usingOne Time Password (OTP) was proposed by Boopathy et al. [16].A secure and accessible multimodal authentication method was proposed by Kristin S. et al. that used a one-time-password client installed on a mobile phone which allowed usage by people whose functional impairmentsadversely affected their ability to use existing solutions [17]. The method used a one-time-password (OTP) clientinstalled on a mobile phone that replaced dedicated OTP generators. A "One Time Password" user authenticationmodule along with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was proposed by Ramesh K et al. for encrypting the ownerspersonal Health Record before uploading it onto the semi trusted cloud server [18].The following paragraphs describe the existing software puzzle techniques for the cloud computingapplications. A software puzzle scheme was  proposed by Deepu et al. to deal with Denial of Service (DoS) attacks ofcertain types [19]. The algorithm was such that an attacker was unable to solve the puzzle in time. Qiao Yan et al.discussed the new trends and characteristics of DDoS attacks in cloud computing, and provided a comprehensive surveyof defense mechanisms against DDoS attacks using Software Defined Networking (SDN) [20]. Their work can help tounderstand how to make full use of SDN’s advantages to defeat DDoS attacks in cloud computing environments. Amethod to prevent DOS/ Distributed DOS attackers from inflating their challenge  solving capabilities was presented byPankaj Kumar. S et al. [21]. The proposed scheme used CPU generated puzzle which was efficient against the GPU(Graphics Processing Unit) generated puzzle.Rupali Anil Suravase et al. conducted an exhaustive survey of the techniques used for defending the internetfrom DOS attacks [22]. They proposed a software puzzle scheme that randomly generated only after a client request wasreceived at the server side that gave better performance as compared with the previous techniques. Shui Yu et al.proposed a dynamic resource allocation strategy to counter DDoS attacks against individual cloud customers [23]. Whena DDoS attack occured, they employed the idle resources of the cloud to clone sufficient intrusion prevention servers forthe victim. Yongdong Wu et al. introduced a new client puzzle referred to as software puzzle [24]. Unlike the existingclient puzzle schemes, which published their puzzle algorithms in advance, a puzzle algorithm in the present softwarepuzzle scheme was randomly generated only after a client request was received at the server side.By using the key, the authenticity of data will be protected and only the one who has the key can check the dataauthenticity and integrity. In order to overcome the  data security and integrity problems, this paper proposes a secretkey generation process and two integrity verification techniques to ensure the data security and integrity in the cloud.
SECRET KEY GENERATION PROCESS AND INTEGRITY TECHNIQUESThis section describes the secret key generation process which is common to both the integrity techniques. Thispaper mainly focuses on the key security for the outsourced data in the cloud servers along with the integritytechniques. The secret key generation algorithm provides secure access control mechanism and data access policies.

3.1.  Secret Key Generation ProcessThe extraction of the data and user attributes are performed initially. Then, any two file attributes are randomlyselected. The AND operation is performed on the selected attributes. The resultant value of the AND operation is thelocal key. The exclusive OR (XOR) operation is performed with the local key and user attribute and a private key isgenerated. Then, the Hashing operation is performed to convert the private key into a secret key. When the users need toretrieve data, their request is transferred to the data owner. The data owner sends the secret key directly to the user.Using this secret key, the user can decrypt the cipher text obtained from the cloud, to get the original plain text.
3.2. ABE ProcessThe ABE process defines an access control policy, so that the user can access the data, if the data attributes anduser attributes satisfy the defined policy. The attribute-set-based encryption prevents the combination of the attributesacross the multiple sets. The user access control policy is defined on the basis of corresponding attributes of the users.Initially, the users have to send the request to the key authority, to access a service. The key authority performscomputation using the user attributes and private key issues. Then, the key authority issues the public parameter to theservice provider, to encrypt the service response. The key security for the message transmission is computed to ensurethe security and integrity.
3.3. Secret Key Generation AlgorithmThe key generation algorithm depends upon the two issues such as a secret key and the attributes of the user.Let file name (fname) and file extension (fext) be the two data attributes. Local key LK is generated by the intersection offname and fext. User name is used as the third attribute (uname).The private key PK is generated by using the Ex-or operation of the LK and un. The secret key SK is generated byhashing the private key PK. The cost function is performed using the secret key SK and the selected file. Finally, the secretkey is used for encryption. Following algorithm illustrates the secret key generation process.
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Secret Key Generation Algorithm
Input: File Extension Fext, File name Fn, User name un
Output:K = KeyGen (Hash (P ))
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Generate L = LocalKeyGen (Fn intersect Fext)
Step 3: Generate P = PrivateKeyGen (un Exor L )
Step 4: K = KeyGen (Hash (P ))
Step 5: CF = Encrypt (K , F)
Step 6: Data Owner STORES CF into cloud
Step 7: Client REQUESTS for File Download
Step 8: DF=Decrypt (K , F)
Step 9: Stop
3.4. Integrity  Verification TechniquesThe secret key generation process is common to both the integrity verification techniques. First, integrity isverified by MAC. Second, integrity is verified by MD5. This sub-section describes both the integrity techniques.
3.4.1. MAC  Verification TechniqueMAC verifies the data integrity by using a secret key shared between the data owner and user. MAC standarddefines the cryptographic checksum, which is obtained from passing the data through a message authenticationalgorithm along with the user attributes. The MAC utilizes a session key to detect both accidental and intentional datamodifications. The outsourced data file F consists of a finite ordered set of blocks S1, S2….Sm. A direct way to ensure dataintegrity is pre-computation of the MACs for the entire data file. The data owner pre-computes MACs of the file using aset of secret keys and stores them locally, before data outsourcing. For each time during the auditing process, the dataowner reveals a secret key to the cloud server and requests for a fresh keyed MAC for verification. MAC verificationprocess enables high data integrity, since it covers all data blocks.The algorithm to implement MAC verification is as follows:
MAC Verification
Input: Key(K ), message (M)
Output: Hash Concatenation
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Check the size of keys greater than the block size.
Step 3: Calculate the hash function, otherwise add the zero pads to the hash function.
Step 4: Calculate the underlying hash function for key sizes within the block and XORfunction.
Step 5: Calculate the concatenated hash output.
Step 6: Stop.MAC utilizes a session key and message to detect both concatenated data modifications in hash function. Thedata owner pre-computes MACs of the file using a set of secret keys and stores them locally, before data outsourcing. Foreach time during the auditing process, the data owner reveals a secret key to the cloud server and requests for a freshkeyed MAC for verification. MAC verification process enables high data integrity, since it covers all data blocks.For a large file, downloading and calculating the MAC of the file is an overwhelming process and takes a lot oftime. Also, it is not practical since it consumes more bandwidth. Therefore, there is a need for using a lighter technique,which is calculating the hashing value. The advantage of MD5 integrity verification is that it is simple and implementable.
3.4.2. MD5  Verification TechniqueThe simplest form of proof of retrievability takes the hash of block using a keyed hash function. Data Owner usesMD5 Cryptographic hash function of the private key as the secret key. The data owner encrypts the file with the secretkey and sends the file to a remote server. When the data owner needs to check his data retrievability, he sends his keyand asks the server to send the hash values by using his key in order to compare them with the hash values that dataowner has. This method is used by the data owner for private auditing.In the second method, Data Owner sends the secret key to Data User (client). When the client needs to check hisdata retrievability, he sends the secret key and compare it with the hash value stored in the data base. If they are thesame, the client is authenticated to download the file which he wants from the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) which  givesStorage as a Service. This method is used by the data user for private auditing for integrity verification. Data User isgiven with further authentication checks in order to verify the security. Client is performing One Time Passwordauthentication technique. Overall MD5 integrity verification technique is illustrated in Figure 2.
3.4.2.1. One Time Password Authentication TechniqueRegistration process should be done by both the Data Owner and Data User separately  in the Cloud ServiceProvider's Cloud Repository.  All the details of the data owner and Client including their mobile number and emailaddress are collected in the cloud data repository. Separate login and control panel user id and password are given for
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both the data owner and client respectively. Data owner's user name of the control panel is taken into consideration foror operation with the local key and private key is generated. MD5 hash of the private key is considered as the secret key.It is given to the authorized client by the data owner. In the Key integrity checking, if the secret key values are the same,then the client is further checked by One Time Password CAPTCHA code which is sent to the client's  mobile number. Ifthe valid OTP Code is entered by the client, then he is further checked by the dynamic missing number puzzleauthentication technique before he is given valid permission to download the file which is uploaded by the data owner.
3.4.2.2. Dynamic Missing Number Puzzle Authentication TechniqueDynamically random numbers are generated for a 3 x 3 matrix. This original table is sent to the  client's emailaddress. If the correct CAPTCHA code is entered by the client, he is given with the dummy table with three numberpositions as empty. The client has to verify the original table which is submitted by the cloud server to client's emailaddress. Missing numbers should be entered by the client correctly. If the numbers are entered correctly, then the clientcan download the file. The steps are summarized below.1.  Initialize 3x3 Random Array by using CPU Host Techniques.2.  Start and generate Random number of initialized Array Values3. Compare The Generated Value with the existing one. If already existed, call regenerate a new random number.4.  Then Identity the Current Missing Table Identity and Generate Dummy and Original.5. Call SMTP Protocol and send Mail to valid customer ID and Keep the original puzzle table at Data Base.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONThis section presents the results obtained when we execute our research work.
4.1.  MAC VERIFICATIONThe proposed research work is implemented using Java Swing as a front end tool, IDE – Net Beans 7.1, Back end– Wamp Server in Core 2 duo system with hard disk capacity 500 GB. This section presents the comparative analysis ofthe performance parameters such as computational time, computational overhead, average time to derive the keys andaverage time to generate the keys of the proposed KDP with the existing techniques CP-ABE, EPPDR, pseudo random keygeneration and subset cover.
4.1.1. Encryption TimeThe time required to complete the encryption process is termed as computational time. When the number ofattributes involved in the process increases, it increases the encryption time. The time for encryption increases to themaximum value in traditional CP-ABE methods. The proposed KDP provides the minimum time required for theencryption process for different number of attributes which is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Encryption Time Vs.  No. of Attributes
4.1.2. Computational OverheadThe measure of the capability of the network to withstand the emulation attackers is called the computationaloverhead. When the number of attackers increases, the overhead is limited to achieve the authentication. The proposedKDP algorithm provides the minimum overhead compared to existing EPPDR approach which is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Computational Overhead Vs. No. of Evolving Session Keys
4.1.3. Average Lifetime to Derive KeysThe life time is the important parameter in the design of the network. The speed of the packet transmissiondepends upon the life time to derive the keys of the data transmission when the network is in high traffic. The intervalfor key update increases, then the average lifetime to derive the keys is computed using the existing pseudo random keygeneration algorithm and the proposed KDP algorithm. The simulation results confirm the effective increase in the
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lifetime. The interval for updating process is more than the average lifetime for derivation of keys. The proposed KDPmethod provides the minimum average lifetime compared to the pseudo random key generation algorithm which isshown in Figure 4.

Fig.4. Average lifetime Vs. Key Update interval
4.1.4. Average Lifetime to Generate KeysThe key is the important parameter in the design of the network. The time to generate the keys depends uponthe key update interval. The interval for key update increases, then the average lifetime to generate keys is computedusing the subset cover and the proposed KDP algorithm. The simulation results confirm the effective increase in theaverage lifetime. The interval for updating process is more than the average lifetime for derivation of keys. But, usingproposed KDP algorithm provides the minimum average lifetime compared to subset cover which is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Average lifetime Vs. Key Update Interval
4.2.  MD5 VERIFICATIONThe proposed research work is implemented using Microsoft Visual C# as a programming tool, IDE – ASP .Net,Back end – Microsoft SQL Server 2005 in Core 2 duo system with hard disk capacity 500 GB.

Fig. 6. OTP Authentication
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Fig. 7. Dynamic Missing  Number PuzzleIf the data owner with data attributes file name "sample" and file extension ".txt" with user name "kumari"uploads the file "sample.txt", then we get the AND-XOR values. If the client wants to download the file sample.txt, then hegets the values which are sent by the data owner. If the client clicks Verify Key Integrity, then he gets OTP code to beentered in his mobile when the local hash key values are the same. It is depicted in Fig. 6. If the correct OTP code isentered, then the next authentication technique dynamic missing number puzzle is given as in Fig. 7. If the missingnumbers are entered by the client from his email address which has original values, then the client can download  thefile "sample.txt".If the client click "Authenticate", then he gets the next page which asks him whether he wants to open or savethe downloaded file. If he selects "save" option, then encrypted file will be decrypted and the client can read the plaintext which is originally uploaded by the data owner.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKIn this paper, secret key generation process and integrity techniques are proposed to ensure high data securityand integrity in the cloud for secure data transmission. However, there are many disadvantages such that the data ownerneeds to store many keys in order to use one each time. Also, the number of checking is limited by the number of keyssince the remote server could store all keys and the hash values and use them when it is asked to prove having that file.Processing overhead depends on the data consumer either the data owner or the data user. Hence, the future work shallbe extended to remove all the drawbacks.
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ABSTRACT DNA nanotechnology is a branch of nanotechnology concerned with the design, study and application of synthetic
structures based on DNA. DNA nanotechnology takes advantage of the physical and chemical properties of DNA rather than the
genetic information it carries.It is notoriously difficult to observe, let alone control, the position and orientation of molecules due to
their small size and the constant thermal fluctuations that they experience in solution. Molecular self-assembly with DNA enables
building custom-shaped nanometer-scale objects with molecular weights up to the megadalton regime. It provides a viable route for
placing molecules and constraining their fluctuations in user-defined ways, thereby opening up completely new avenues for scientific
and technological exploration. Here, we review progress that has been made in recent years toward the state of an enabled DNA
nanotechnology. DNA nanostructures must be rationally designed so that the individual nucleic acid strands will assemble into the
desired structures. This process usually has two steps Motif Design: To design the secondary structrure, there are different
approaches:  Tile-based structures , Folding structures, Dynamic assembly, Sequence design. This step has similar goals to protein
design. The sequence is designed to favor the desired target structure and to disfavor other structures. In this step is important the
symmetric minimitzation inside the sequence
Keywords: Mathematics; Teaching Method; Performance; Students’ variables; Teachers’ variables.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Macromolecular DNAThe term macromolecule turned into coined by way of Nobel laureate Hermann Staudinger in the 1920s,although his first relevant e-book in this subject handiest mentions high molecular compounds(in excess of one,000atoms). At that point the phrase polymer, as brought by Berzelius in 1833, had a different meaning from that of today: itgenuinely become another form of isomerism for instance withbenzene and acetylene and had little to do with length.[1]DNA stands for deoxyribonucleic acid. DNA is gift within the cells of each dwelling element. It carries thechemical instructions and genetic facts to assist organisms expand and function.DNA is simplest  nanometers across, butif you could get to the bottom of all the strands from just one mobile and line them up cease to give up, you’d have athread  meters long! Most of our DNA—ninety nine.5%—is similar to every other person’s, however a small quantity isparticular. Simplest equal twins have exactly the same DNA as any other man or woman. The human genome (all of ourgenetic material) is contained in 46 lengthy, thin “threads” called chromosomes. Every person inherits 23 chromosomesfrom each of our dad and mom, for a complete of 46 chromosomes. Human DNA is fabricated from two lengthy strandsthat are twisted together, in a shape referred to as a double helix. It looks like an extended, spiral ladder.Fig.1 indicatesthe Double helix of DNA.

Fig.1. DNA Double helixThe sides of the ladder are fabricated from devices known as nucleotides. The rungs of the ladder are offabricated from 4 different varieties of molecules, known as chemical base pairs:• Adenine (A) and Thymine (T)• Guanine (G) and Cytosine (C)The base pairs constantly be a part of within the identical manner. A and T always be part of collectively, and Gand C usually be a part of together. Humans have over three billion chemical base pairs in our DNA. The commands that
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assist our our bodies develop and stay are carried within the collection of the bottom pairs, and are known as genes [2].Our genes carries the chemical instructions to make the tens of hundreds of various proteins that our bodies need in aneffort to develop and characteristic. To construct a brand new protein, the unique gene that is responsible unwinds fromits chromosome. A single-stranded reproduction of its instructions is made. This reproduction is called RNA, short forribonucleic acid. RNA leaves the nucleus of the cellular to discover ribosomes, which assemble proteins, and amino acids,that are the building blocks of proteins. RNA presents a template for the protein production, teaching the ribosomes toenroll in the amino acids in a selected order [3].
B.DNA NanotechnologyIn autumn 1980, the crystallographer Nadrian C. Seeman became in a campus pub, when he noticed Escher’sdepth, a woodcut which represents a lattice. This photo inspired him an idea, that changed into a new approach toachieve the shape by using X-Ray diffraction with out the complex crystallization manner [4]. This new techniqueconsisted in a 3-d DNA lattice which may be used to orient difficult-to-crystallize molecules. Considering the fact thatthis first touch with the DNA as a cloth till in recent times, some researchers had been running with this biomolecule andthat they carried out terrific results, as an instance DNA Origami or 2d lattice [5].Nano is the medical term meaning one-billionth (1/1,000,000,000) It comes from a Greek phrase meaning“dwarf.” A nanometer is one one-billionth of a meter. One inch equals 25.Four million nanometers. A sheet of paper isabout a hundred,000nanometers thick. A human hair measures roughly 50,000 to a hundred,000nanometers across.Your fingernails develop one nanometer every 2nd. (other gadgets can also be divided by a billion [6]. A unmarried blinkof an eye is ready one-billionth of a yr. An eyeblink is to a yr what a nanometer is to a yardstick.) Nanoscale refers tomeasurements of 1 – one hundred nanometers. A pandemic is ready 70 nm lengthy. A mobile membrane is about ninenm thick. Ten hydrogen atoms are approximately 1 nm. On the nanoscale, many commonplace materials showcaseunusual residences, such as remarkably decrease resistance to strength, or quicker chemical reactions. Nanotechnologyis the manipulation of cloth at the nanoscale to take gain of these houses. This often way running with person molecules.[7] Nanoscience, nanoengineering and different such phrases discuss with the ones sports applied to the nanoscale.“Nano,” by itself, is frequently used as quick-hand to refer to all or any of these sports.DNA nanotechnology uses DNA and different nucleic acids as structural materials, taking benefit of their abilityto self-assemble as a way to create new, nanoscale systems. Packages of DNA nanotechnology encompass DNAcomputing, where DNA arrays perform computation as they bring together, and nanoarchitecture, wherein DNA is usedas a template to collect different molecules [8].In nanotechnology, self-assembly is predicated on chemical and bodily forces to guide molecules into arrangingthemselves into predictable, ordered structures. The final shape is determined through properties of the moleculeswhich might be used, in addition to the controlled environment wherein they grow[9].Self-meeting is a “backside up” manufacturing method, which means that it starts offevolved with small piecesand builds them up to a larger shape. This is in contrast to “top down” strategies, in which larger blocks of substancesare pared all the way down to create a smaller structure. DNA is an critical material in self-assembly research for manyreasons. Researchers now have a terrific knowledge of ways DNA bureaucracy; they are able to predict the shape that agiven molecule of DNA will absorb answer; and they could without difficulty get DNA molecules of any series they need[10]. Paul Rothemund at the California Institute of technology is getting to know the ability of DNA to help buildsmaller, quicker computer systems and different examples of nanotechnology. Collectively with a group of differentresearchers, he is operating on a mission to use organic substances together with DNA to create nonbiological shapesand patterns proven in Fig.2  [11].

Fig.2. DNA Shapes
B. DNA Origami
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Rothemund designed and self-assembled nanoscale shapes and styles crafted from DNA. Examples include a smileyface, a map of North the united states, snowflakes, and a picture of a double helix DNA strand. To create these shapes andpatterns, Rothemund used a process he calls “DNA origami.” Is proven in Fig.3 an extended, single-stranded genomechanged into used as a “scaffold.” Many quick strands of synthetic DNA, or “staples,” have been used to fold the lengthystrand right into a shape, along with a smiley face. Rothemund then used staple strands to beautify some of these shapeswith patterns, including the map of North the us [12].

Fig.3 DNA OrigamiTo create the smiley face Rothemund first designed the geometrical shape, then discovered how the scaffoldstrand will be folded in stacks to fill inside the form. Then, the usage of a pc, he discovered the sequence of short staplesimportant to fold the scaffold within the right places. Each staple has a left 1/2 that joins the long strand in a specificregion and a right half of that joins it similarly down the strand. Subsequent, long, scaffold strands and quick, staplestrands of DNA have been blended in a buffer answer. The answer become heated to almost boiling, then cooled. Becausethe combination cooled, the fast strands bonded to the lengthy strands, folding them up into tiny, 100 nm shapes. Theend result became 50 billion DNA smiley faces floating round in unmarried drop of answer! About 72% of the faces werenicely formed. Fig.Four. Indicates the developing a one hundred nm smiley face with the system of DNA origami [13].

Fig.4. Creating a 100 nm smiley face with the process of DNA origami.The patterned shapes Rothemund created with the DNA origami method have a spatial resolution of about 6nm, and are composed of approximately two hundred character pixels. They are 10 instances greater complicated thanformerly-created arbitrary patterns. DNA origami is confined by the duration of unmarried-stranded DNA that isavailable. On its personal, this method can’t be used to create huge systems [14].To extend things out of DNA, Rothemund is taking part with a scientist named Erik Winfree (additionally atCaltech) on a method referred to as algorithmic selfassembly of tiles. On this technique, rectangular tiles of DNA jointogether to make larger, -dimensional structures. DNA origami is used to start the technique. Rothemund predicts thatduring 5-10 years it will be possible to use a technique known as molecular programming to create circuits andcomputer memory. Further within the future, Rothemund envisions that molecular programming would possibly permitus to build technologies from the bottom up [15].
II. Databases

I) ISA-TAB NanoTo develop a specification that enables the import/export of data on nanomaterials and their characterizationsto/from nanotechnology sources. Improvement of a trendy bendy sufficient to guide the numerous (100+) diversecharacterization assays finished via the nanotechnology network – improvement of a preferred that could constitute thecomplicated systems of nanomaterials and their additives – identity of the minimal statistics required to reapcrossmaterial comparison. Affords a fashionable tab-delimited format for describing data related to: Investigations,materials (Nanomaterials), studies (Specimens)  Assays. Leverages and extends the research/look at/Assay (ISA-TAB)layout – general tab-delimited report format evolved via the eu Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) for representing a
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selection of assays (e.G. MAGE-TAB) and era types. Supports ontology-based totally curation – Nanomaterials and ideasfrom the NanoParticle Ontology (NPO) as well as other ontologies. Desk I shows thenanoparticle associated ontologysources.
Table I List of nanoparticle-related ontology resources.

III. Molecular ModelingThe systems of nucleic acids and lots of proteins were determined with the aid of crystallography, nuclearmagnetic resonance, electron microscopy, and lots of different strategies. Structural biology affords records at the staticstructures of biomolecules. However, in reality, biomolecules are fairly dynamic, and their motion is crucial to theircharacteristic. Extraordinary experimental strategies are to be had to help observe the dynamics of biomolecules.Computational power maintains to boom, and the development of latest theoretical methods gives wish of solvingmedical problems on the molecular degree.All of the theoretical methods and computational strategies which are used to version the conduct of moleculesare described as molecular modeling. Macromolecules may be studied only with molecular mechanics in view thatdifferent quantum strategies based totally at the Schrodinger equations which includes ab initio, semi-empirical, anddensity purposeful concept (DFT) strategies require good sized computational time. Molecular mechanics uses classicalphysics and is based on pressure subject.Desk II suggests the Molecular modelling and Visualization equipment.
Table II List of Molecular Modeling Visualization Tools

S.NO Name Operating System URL1. Jmol Windows/GNULinux/Mac OS X [21]2. RasMol Windows/GNU Linux [22]3. Raster3D GNU Linux/Unix/MacOS X [23]4. PyMOL Windows/GNU Linux [24]5. Xeo Windows/GNULinux/Mac OS X [25]
IV. Molecular DockingDocking is an crucial computational tool inside the drug discovery technique and is used to especially expectprotein-ligand interactions. The 2 simple functions of docking software are docking accuracy and scoring reliability.Docking accuracy suggests how comparable the prediction of ligand binding is to the ligand conformation that isdetermined experimentally, while scoring reliability ranks ligands based totally on their affinities. Docking accuracy andscoring reliability are used to assess the looking set of rules and the scoring capabilities, respectively, of dockingsoftware. The numerous searching algorithms utilized in docking software program vary with respect to randomness,velocity, and the location covered.

S.NO Name Description URL1. Gene Ontology The representation of gene andgene product attributes acrossspecies and databases [16]
2. Cancer OpenBiomedicalResource A tool for indexing cancernanotechnology informaticsknowledge [17]
3. ZebrafishAnatomy A structured, controlledvocabulary of the anatomy anddevelopment of the zebrafish. [18]
4. PhenotypeQualityontology Primarily defining compositephenotypes and phenotypeannotation. [19]
5. BioPortal BioPortal provides access tocommonly used biomedicalontologies and tools for theiranalysis.

[20]
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Maximum of the looking algorithms perform nicely when examined towards the acknowledged shape. Incontrast, scoring functions are not often successful, and a number of issues had to be addressed to improve the dockingfunctions. Many varieties of docking software program are presently available; AutoDock is a software that is quiteaccessed and freely available. At gift, as protein-nanoparticle complexes are hard to observe using experimentalprocedures, computational gear show promise. Structural models for carbon nanomaterials which include carbonnanotubes and fullerenes are to be had, and hence many protein-nanoparticle interactions may be studiedcomputationally. Fullerenols, which are derivatives of fullerenes, are presently in trial for diagnostic and therapeuticuses, although inadequate data is to be had about the structural interactions and toxicity of fullerenols inbiosystems.Desk III indicates the molecular docking tools.
Table III List of Molecular Docking Tools.

S.NO Name Operating System URL1. Autodock 4 Windows/GNULinux/Mac OS X [26]2. Dock Windows/GNULinux/Mac OS X [27]3. GOLD Windows/GNULinux [28]4. FlexX Windows/GNULinux [29]5. Surflex-dock Windows/GNULinux [30]
V. Growth of Bioinformatics and Applications for NanotechnologyWithin the 1980s, it became obligatory to deposit all published DNA sequences in a valuable repository. At theequal time, a wellknown changed into followed by way of journals to make gene and protein sequences freely accessibleto all and to compile all records inside the form of openly available databases. The open accessibility of DNA sequencesin databases consisting of GenBank and the availability of protein systems in databases together with the Protein databank have motivated many researchers to broaden powerful strategies, tools, and sources for huge-scale informationanalysis. Concurrently, boom in computational pace and memory garage capacity has brought about a new technology inthe evaluation of biological records. Bioinformatics has emerged as a powerful field and nearly one thousand databasesare presently publicly to be had at the side of a huge range of bioinformatics equipment. The boom and development ofbioinformatics can offer treasured instructions for making use of the equal practice to gain nanoinformaticsdevelopment.
VI. Specific Challenges and opportunities in DNA NanotechnologyThe databases and gear presented here highlight the growing sources that are to be had to customers. Theirdevelopment is observed via the continuous expansion within the quantity of databases and various pc packages and thenew database projects inclusive of ISA-TAB-Nano, caNanoLab, and Nanomaterial Registry will facilitate data sharing,records standards, and, relying on the boom of nanomaterials statistics, the development of methods and gear precise tothe nanolevel. Furthermore, the growth of those fields basically calls for that the ISA-TAB-Nanowellknown be followedvia journals and different businesses to ensure constant representation of nanotechnological information. It need to benoted that open accessibility and the liberty to use published DNA sequences in databases consisting of GenBank hasrecommended scientists to build effective strategies, tools, and resources which have substantially enriched the sphereof bioinformatics.
VII. INDIAN SCENARIO OF DNA NANOTECHNOLOGYThe ninth 5-12 months Plan (1998-2002) had stated for the first time that national centers and core agencieshave been set up to sell studies in frontier regions of S&T which blanketed superconductivity, robotics, neurosciencesand carbon and nano materials. Planning fee supported wide variety of such R&D programmes beneath fundamentalresearch (GOI 1998).In 2001-2002, the DST installation an professional institution on “Nanomaterials: science and devices”. Theauthorities identified the need to initiate a Nanomaterials technology and era undertaking (NSTM) within the tenth 5year Plan (2002-07) after thinking of the trends in nanotechnology. A strategy paper changed into developed for helpingon a protracted-time period foundation each simple studies and application oriented programmes in nanomaterials(DST 2001)
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The 10th 5 year Plan (2002-2007) report diagnosed numerous regions for task mode programmes inclusive ofera for bamboo products, pills and pharmaceutical studies, instrument development such as development of equipmentand device, seismology, and also nano science and era (GOI 2002).Nano technological know-how and era task (NSTM) changed into anticipated to offer preferred thrust toresearch and era development on this location (DST 2006). The eleventh five-12 months Plan (2007-2012) categoricallymentioned projects to create excessive value and big effect on socio-monetary shipping involving nano cloth and nanodevices in fitness and ailment. The generous 11th 5 yr Plan price range allocation of Rs. A thousand crore becameearmarked for the Nano task when it turned into launched in 2007 (GOI, 2007).
VIII.  GLOBAL TRENDS OF DNA NANOTECHNOLOGYGlobal governments have launced many nanotechnologyspecific tasks/programmes to leverage the prospects ofnanotechnology for social and financial gains. In 2005 itself, more than sixty two countries launched nationalnanotechnology-unique sports international over(Maclurcan 2005). In 2003, Taiwan launched its national technologicalknow-how and generation Programme for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology. Taiwan has also evolved Nano Mark that isthe world’s first government-mounted machine for certifying nano-products. Globally, governments presently spendabout US$ 10 billion in step with year on nanotechnology studies and improvement. Through the give up of 2011, thetotal government investment for nanotechnology research international turned into more than US$ sixty five billion,which is predicted to upward push to US$ a hundred billion with the aid of 2014. When figures for enterprise studiesand various other varieties of non-public investment are taken into consideration, which had been notion to have passedgovernment investment figures as a long way returned as 2004, it is expected that nearly a quarter of one trillion dollarswill have been invested into nanotechnology via 2015 (Cientifica 2011). The nanotechnology marketplace prospects, asenvisaged by means of various marketplace research our bodies, are forecasted to be very wonderful; Lux research,countrywide technology basis (NSF) and Cientifica projected these to be around one thousand billion dollar enterpriseby way of 2015.
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ABSTRACT The multimodal human identification is focused in this paper are captured as the images such as the face and
walking style are captured using web camera by using the web camera . As per Human Identification Systemsthe image can then be
considered for further analyses of gait and skull characteristics. The propose system to identify a skull by using a correlation
measure between the 3D skull and 3D face in terms of morphology, and measure the correlation coefficient is a measure that
determines the degree to which two variables movements are associated correlation using SIFT Canonical Correlation Coefficient
Analysis (SCCA). The 3D skull data as the probe and 3D face geometric data as the gallery and the proposed system undergo the
match of the skull with enrolled 3D faces by the correlation measure between the Probe and the Gallery. The GAIT Detector extracts
from an image, a number of frames (attributed regions) in a way which is consistent with (some) variations of the illumination,
viewpoint and other viewing conditions figure.This dataset contains samples of 16 different individuals that have been taken at 0,
45, 90 degrees of angles. Afterwards, using Uncorrelated Multilinear Discriminant Analysis (UMLDA) algorithm for the challenging
problem of Gait Recognition and for feature extraction the silhouette images hasbeen  from the gait samples. Finally, for training
and testing purpose Neural Network for mat-lab tool is used. Based on hidden layer, selection of training algorithm and setting the
different parameter for training they have created different model of neural network. we will then undergo the test for the
combination of NN+SVM, Knearest Neighbour Classification. Where all these experiments are done here on CASIA gait database and
input video.
Keywords: SIFT Canonical Correlation Coefficient Analysis(SCCA), Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT),UMLDA,Neural
Network, SVM, Knearest neighbour ClassifierRACT

I.INTRODUCTION
Gait biometric :- Gait as a biometric method has some advantages such as being difficult to hide, steal, or fake.Furthermore, gait can be recognizable from distance. The most other biometrics can be captured only by physicalcontact or at a close distance from the recording probe.The binary sequences are three-dimensional objects naturally represented as third-order tensors in a very high-dimensional tensor space, with the spatial row, column and the temporal modes for the three dimensions. To deal withthese tensor objects directly, classical vector-based linear feature extraction algorithms such as the Principal ComponentAnalysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) need to reshape (vectorise) the input into vectors in a very high-dimensional space, resulting in high computation and memory demand. Furthermore, the input reshaping breaks thestructure and correlation in the original data and thus the redundancy and structure in the original data is not fullyutilized. In this paper, a uncorrelated multilinear discriminant analysis (UMLDA) is proposed to extract uncorrelateddiscriminative features directly from tentorial data based on the Fisher’s discrimination criterion. In the next section,basic notations and multilinear algebra are introduced and the tensor-to-vector projection (TVP) is formulated as anumber of elementary multilinear projections (EMPs). The UMLDA is then derived in Section 3 section 4 and the methodproblem in gait recognition is analysed and a regularization procedure is introduced to tackle this problem.
Skull biometric: In skull identification, nearly all of the methods depend on accurate extraction and representation ofthe relationship between the skull and face. However, it is very difficult to extract this complex relationship. Because thiswork aims to identify human face is from skull.This paper proposes a skull identification method that matches a skullwith enrolled 3D faces, in which the mapping between the skull and face is obtained using some analysis as below;Firstly, we build a skull face database. Secondly, Here a statistic method is adopted to estimate outlook from subclass ofskull-face database using Principle component analysis and Linear discriminant analysis LDA . In order to improve theaccuracy of the result, we select the suitable organ (eyes, nose and mouth) for the statistic result based on anatomyprinciple from the database and achieve the organ and face integration to build the final outlook, a method to build ajoint statistical 3D model of the skull and face is presented. This model is then used to reconstruct a face from availableskull data. The idea is similar to, but uses a statistical shape model of both the skull and the face for the reconstructiontask. The Third approach for enhancing the matching performance of AAM is to modify the fitting algorithm of AAMitself, by proposing a novel fitting algorithm or enhancing the existing fitting algorithms. In this perspective [14] haveproposed a fast AAM using the SIFT canonical correlation coefficient analysis (SCCA), which has modelled the relationbetween differences of the image and the model parameter for improving the convergence speed of fitting algorithm. Wepropose to identify an unknown skull through using a correlation measure between the 3D skull and 3D face in terms ofthe morphology, and measure the correlation coefficient is a measure that determines the degree to which two variables'movements are associated. The range of values for the correlation coefficient is -1.0 to 1.0. If a calculated correlation isgreater than 1.0 or less than -1.0, a mistake has been made. A correlation of -1.0 indicates a perfect negative correlation,
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while a correlation of 1.0 indicates a perfect correlation. Using SIFT canonical correlation coefficient analysis (SCCA)[13]. We use the 3D skull data as the probe and 3D face geometric data as the gallery, and match the skull with enrolled3D faces by the correlation measure between the probe and the gallery.Finally, the suitable organs (eyes, nose and mouth) are selected from organ database and we achieve the integrationbetween organ and outlook to estimate final outlook of the skeleton remains. we show that the region-based strategy isbetter than the holistic strategy in terms of the extraction of the relationship between the skull and face.
II. DATA ACQUISITION
A. SKULL AND DATABASEThere exist two Each entry or item of skull-face database consists of two parts: skull model and face model. Here, webriefly describe the common method to achieve model digitalization and introduce the modal of our database. An entry(i.e. a sample) in our database consists of a skull surface coupled with a skin surface. For facial reconstruction, only theskull surface is known. These surfaces are represented by 3D meshes (vertices and triangles). For each individual in ourdatabase, original meshes are reconstructed from CT data of the subject (Figure 1). The original CT slice images wereprocessed by the model after filtering out the noise to extract the skull and face borders. The 3D skull and skin surfacesare reconstructed by a marching cubes algorithm [25], and they are represented as triangle meshes that includeapproximately 1 50,000 and 2 20,000 vertices, respectively. All of the heads are substantially complete.
B.GAITThe motional individual silhouette must be detected before getting the gait feature. Back ground subtraction is therelatively simple and new approach to find silhouette from image.

Fig. 1. Example of gait detection. (a) Background image; (b) Original image; and (c) Extracted silhouetteIn our experiment the camera is assumed to be static and that body in the field of view is not occluded from each frame.The whole process of silhouette extraction is described as follows:• To obtain an approximate background from the image sequence of a walking people, first mean image is computed byaveraging the gray-level at each pixel over the entire image sequence in Fig.1 (b). Let Ik(x,y),k=1,2,…. N, representsequence of N images. Back ground images b(x,y) can be computed byb(x,y)=median(Ik(x,y)),k=1,2,…. N (1)• Moving object is extracted by back ground subtraction.
Gait biometric :-Gait as a biometric method has some advantages such as being difficult to hide, steal, or fake. Furthermore, gait can berecognizable from distance. The most other biometrics can be captured only by physical contact or at a close distancefrom the recording probe.The binary sequences are three-dimensional objects naturally represented as third-order tensors in a very high-dimensional tensor space, with the spatial row, column and the temporal modes for the three dimensions. To deal withthese tensor objects directly, classical vector-based linear feature extraction algorithms such as the Principal ComponentAnalysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) need to reshape (vectorise) the input into vectors in a very high-dimensional space, resulting in high computation and memory demand. Furthermore, the input reshaping breaks thestructure and correlation in the original data and thus the redundancy and structure in the original data is not fullyutilized. In this paper, a uncorrelated multilinear discriminant analysis (UMLDA) is proposed to extract uncorrelateddiscriminative features directly from tentorial data based on the Fisher’s discrimination criterion. In the next section,basic notations and multilinear algebra are introduced and the tensor-to-vector projection (TVP) is formulated as anumber of elementary multilinear projections (EMPs). The UMLDA is then derived in Section 3 section 4 and the methodproblem in gait recognition is analysed and a regularization procedure is introduced to tackle this problem.
Skull biometric:In skull identification, nearly all of the methods depend on accurate extraction and representation of the relationshipbetween the skull and face. However, it is very difficult to extract this complex relationship. Because this work aims to
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identify human face is from skull.This paper proposes a skull identification method that matches a skull with enrolled 3Dfaces, in which the mapping between the skull and face is obtained using some analysis as below;Firstly, we build a skull face database. Secondly, Here a statistic method is adopted to estimate outlook from subclass ofskull-face database using Principle component analysis and Linear discriminant analysis LDA . In order to improve theaccuracy of the result, we select the suitable organ (eyes, nose and mouth) for the statistic result based on anatomyprinciple from the database and achieve the organ and face integration to build the final outlook, a method to build ajoint statistical 3D model of the skull and face is presented. This model is then used to reconstruct a face from availableskull data. The idea is similar to, but uses a statistical shape model of both the skull and the face for the reconstructiontask. The Third approach for enhancing the matching performance of AAM is to modify the fitting algorithm of AAMitself, by proposing a novel fitting algorithm or enhancing the existing fitting algorithms. In this perspective [14] haveproposed a fast AAM using the SIFT canonical correlation coefficient analysis (SCCA), which has modelled the relationbetween differences of the image and the model parameter for improving the convergence speed of fitting algorithm. Wepropose to identify an unknown skull through using a correlation measure between the 3D skull and 3D face in terms ofthe morphology, and measure the correlation coefficient is a measure that determines the degree to which two variables'movements are associated. The range of values for the correlation coefficient is -1.0 to 1.0. If a calculated correlation isgreater than 1.0 or less than -1.0, a mistake has been made. A correlation of -1.0 indicates a perfect negative correlation,while a correlation of 1.0 indicates a perfect correlation. Using SIFT canonical correlation coefficient analysis (SCCA)[13]. We use the 3D skull data as the probe and 3D face geometric data as the gallery, and match the skull with enrolled3D faces by the correlation measure between the probe and the gallery.Finally, the suitable organs (eyes, nose and mouth) are selected from organ database and we achieve the integrationbetween organ and outlook to estimate final outlook of the skeleton remains. we show that the region-based strategy isbetter than the hol• Image processing operation likes Erosion, dilation are applied to improve the quality of extractedsilhouette, and reduce noise.
III. HUMAN RECOGNITION GAIT AND SKULLMy research paper is multimodal human identifications are captured in a web cam captures images face and walkingstyle. The image Fig4. can be considered and analyses gait and skull characteristics as per human identification systems.This paper proposes a skull identification method that matches a skull with enrolled faces, in which the mappingbetween the skull and face. This project, we propose to identify skull through an algorithm between the 3D skull and 3Dface in terms of the morphology. We use the 3D skull data as the probe and 3D face geometric data as the gallery, andmatch the skull with enrolled 3D faces by the correlation measure between the probe and the gallery. Considering thatthe strength of the correlation between the skull and face in different craniofacial regions is not the same, we propose aregion fusion strategy to measure the correlation between the skull and face more reliably and to boost the identificationcapability.Gait recognition could also be used from a distance, making it well-suited in identifying an individual. We use the termgait recognition to signify the identification of an individual from a video Sequence of the subject walking. This does notmean that gait is limited to walking, it can also be applied to running or any means of movement on foot. We propose touse multi-view and multi-modal biometrics from a single walking image sequence. As multi modal cues, we adopt notonly face and gait but also the actual height of a person, all of which are simultaneously captured by a single camera.
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The final result of the Gait data verified in the gait database using some algorithm by applying and checking for distanceof person, walking speed, angle of the leg, pattern of walking is then processed in identifying the person.
IV. THE PROPOSED METHODIn skull identification, nearly all of the methods depend on accurate extraction and representation of the relationshipbetween the skull and face. However, it is very difficult to extract this complex relationship. Because this work aims toidentify an skull by looking for its corresponding face skin from a 3D face gallery, we measure only the correlationbetween a skull and a face skin, and do not need anaccurate relationship.
A. Statistical Shape Modelour experiments we implemented Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and .Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) Givenan s-dimensional vector representation of each face in a training set of M images, PCA tends to find a t-dimensionalsubspace whose basis vectors correspond to the maximum variance direction in the original image space. To identify anunknown image, that image is projected onto the face space as well to obtain its set of weights. By comparing a set ofweights for the unknown face to sets of weights of known faces, the face can be identified. If the image elements areconsidered as random variables, the PCA basis vectors are defined as eigenvectors of the scatter matrix ST defined as:ST= ∑ ( − µ). ( − µ) (1)Mwhere µ is the mean of all images in the training set and xi is the ith image with its columns concatenated in a vector.LDA finds the vectors in the underlying space that best discriminate among classes. For all samples of all classes thebetween-class scatter matrix SB and the within-class scatter matrix SW are defined by:SB = ∑ . ( − µ). ( − µ) (2)SW=∑ ∑ £ ( − µ ). ( − µ ) (3
B.SCCA in the Shape Parameter SpacesAs described above, each training skull or face skin can be projected into its shape parameter space.The Scale Invariant Feature Transform in computer vision systems and pattern recognition,feature descriptorsextracted from an image’s gray values are usually used. Scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) is one of the bestdescriptors for feature matching .The SIFT algorithm transforms image data into scale-invariant coordinates relative tolocal features .In computer vision systems and pattern recognition,feature descriptors extracted from an image’s gray values areusually used. Scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) is one of the best descriptors for feature matching .The SIFTalgorithm transforms image data into scale-invariant coordinates relative to local features and is based on four majorstages:• Scale-space extrema detection: The image is first convolved with a series of Gaussian filters at different scales. Then,adjacent Gaussian images are subtracted to produce the difference-of-Gaussian images. Scale space extrema in thedifference-of-Gaussians are regarded as the most stable scale-invariant features.• Determination of keypoint location: Scale-space extrema are interpolated to obtain subpixel accuracy.Candidatekeypoints with low contrast and those that are located along an edge but unstable to small amounts of noise areeliminated.• Orientation assignment: This stage is the orientation assignment to each keypoint, based on local image gradientdirections. This allows for the representation of each keypoint relative to this orientation, achieving invariance to imagerotation. Peaks in orientation histogram are supposed to be dominant directions.• Keypoint descriptor assignment: The previously describe d steps assigned the location, scale, and orientation of eachkeypoint. The motivation for the computation of a more complex descriptor is to obtain a highly distinctive keypoint andinvariant as possible to variations. Each resultant SIFT descriptor is a 128-element feature vector. After the keypointdescriptor has been calculated, keypoints are matched by using the minimum distance method, where an exhaustivesearch between all keypoints in both images is performed.In order to increase the stability of matching results,the ratio between the distance of the closest neighbor and thedistance to the second closest neighbor is calculated to reject the matches. More details about SIF.Despite theoutstanding characteristics of the SIFT, it has some problems with image registration. Even after the identification ofmatching candidates after removal of incorrect initial matches as described above, there are still many false matches dueto feature points located in some similar structures, which lead to a further outlier removal.That is, each skull has p feature variables, while each face skin has q feature variables. Let XN × p and YN ×q denote thetraining skull and face data matrices, respectively, and let N denote the size of the training samples. The aim of SCCA is tofind two sets of basis vectors, wx £Rp and wy £Rq , that maximize the correlation coefficient between the components t1
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= Xwx and u1 = Ywy, i.e.,

where the covariance matrices Cxy = XTY, Cxx = XTX and Cyy = YTY.Let W = wxT, wyT T and Cyx = YTX, then Equation (4) can be solved by computing a generalized eigen-value decom-position problem, as follows:
AW= λBW (9)where CxxA = 0 Cxy ,B = 0 . (10)Cyx 0 0 Cyy

More details on the derivation and solution of SCCA can be found in [13].Thus, we obtain two subspaces that consist of the basis vectors wx £Rp and wy £Rq , respectively, for the skull andface skin. Assume that Wx denotes the subspace projection matrix whose columns are the basis vectors wx, and Wy isthe matrix that corresponds to the basis vectors wy. For a skull-and-face pair, let x denote the shape parameter vector ofthe skull, and let y denote the shape parameter vector of the face. Then, the feature vectors of the skull and face in theECCCA subspace areXc=WxTxYc=WyTyWe define the matching score between the skull and face as FollowsXcYcr(XcYc) =   XcYcwhere _·, ·_ denotes the inner product operation.
C. Uncorrelated Multilinear Principal Component Analysis and Linear Discriminant AnalysisAs a multilinear extension of PCA, UMPCA not only obtains features that maximize the variance captured, but alsoenforces a zero-correlated constraint, thus extracting uncorrelated features in a similar way to that of the classical PCA.Motivated by Fisher face algorithm, we use UMPCA algorithm for tensor image feature extraction and dimensionreduction and then get low dimensionality images which are ready for applying LDA. Finally, we implement the nearestneighbour classifier to classify face images based on its computed LDA features.
C.1. Uncorrelated Multilinear Principal Component AnalysisIn this section, UMPCA algorithm is introduced in detail based on the analysis introduced in [14]. The UMPCAobjective function is first formulated. Then, the successive variance maximization approach and alternating projectionmethod are adopted to derive uncorrelated features through TVP. The problem to be solved is formally stated as follows.A set of M tensor object samples { 1, 2,⋯, M} are available for training and each tensor object m∈ℝI1×I2×⋯×INassumes values in the tensor space ℝI1⨂ℝI2⋯⨂ℝIN, where In is the n-mode dimension of the tensor and ⨂ denotes theKronecker product. The objective of the UMPCA is to find a TVP, which consists of P EMPs{up(n)∈ℝIn×1,n=1,⋯,N}p=1P,mapping from the original spaceℝI1⨂ℝI2⋯⨂ℝIN into a vector subspace ℝP(withP<ΠInNn=1)ym= m×n=1N{up(n)T,n=1,⋯,N}p=1P (13)The P EMPs {up(n)T,n=1,⋯,N}p=1P are determined by maximizing the variance captured while producing featureswith zero correlation. Thus, the objective function for the Pth EMP is:{up(n)T,n=1,⋯,N}p=1P = argmaxΣ(ym(p)−y̅p)2=STpyMm=1Subject to up(n)Tup(n)=1 andgpTgq‖gp‖‖gq‖=δpq, p,q=1,⋯,P (14)Where δpq is the Kronecker delta defined as δpq={1, if p=q0, otherwise (15)To solve the UMPCA problem (14), we follow the successive variance maximization approach. The P EMPs
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{up(n)T,n=1,⋯,N}p=1P are sequentially determined in P steps, with the pth step obtaining the pth EMPStep 1: Determine the first EMP {u1(n)T,n=1,⋯,N}p=1P by maximizingST1y.Step 2: Determine the second EMP {u2(n)T,n=1,⋯,N}p=1P by maximizing ST2y subject to the constraint thatg2Tg1=0.Step 3: Determine the third EMP {u3(n)T,n=1,⋯,N}p=1P by maximizing ST3y subject to the constraint that g3Tg1=0and g3Tg2=0.Step 4: p(p=4,⋯,P): Determine the pth EMP {up(n)T,n=1,⋯,N}p=1P by maximizing STpy subject to the constraint thatgpTgq=0 for q=1,⋯,p−1.In order to solve for the pth EMP{up(n)T,n=1,⋯,N}, we need to determine N sets of parameters corresponding to Nprojection vectors, up(1), up(2),⋯,up(N), one in each mode.
C.2. Linear Discriminant AnalysisA classical linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is then applied to obtain an UMPCA+LDA approach for recognition,similar to the popular of PCA+LDA. Consider c classes existing with M samples. The within-class matrix is defined in theformSW=Σ(ym−y̅cm)(ym−y̅cm)Tm, and y̅c=1NcΣymcm=cm (16)The between-class scatter matrix is defined asSB=ΣNc(y̅c−y̅)Cc=1(y̅c−y̅)T, and y̅=1MΣymm (17)The optimal projection matrix V is chosen as follows:Vlda=argmax|VTSBV||VTSwV|=[v1v2⋯vM] (15)Where the {vm,m=1,⋯,M} is the set of generalized eigenvectors of SB and SW corresponding to the m largestgeneralized eigenvalues{λm,m=1,⋯,M}: SBvm=λmSWvm. Thus, the discriminant feature vector zm is obtained as:zm=VldaTym, and a classifier can then be applied.
E. Neural Network (NN)Neural networks are typically organized in layers. Layers are made up of a number of interconnected 'nodes' whichcontain an 'activation function'. Patterns are presented to the network via the 'input layer', which communicates to oneor more 'hidden layers' where the actual processing is done via a system of weighted 'connections'. The hidden layersthen link to an 'output layer' where the answer is output as shown in the graphic below Fig.3.

Fig 3. Neural NetworkThe neural network can be defined as an interconnection of neurons. Neural networks make use of the fact that therecall of information can be effected in two ways. The recall can be performed in the feed forward mode. The feedforward has no memory. Feed forward network’s behaviour does not depend on what happened in the past but ratherwhat happens now. The network responds only to its present input. The area of Neural Networks probably belongs tothe borderline between the Artificial Intelligence and Approximation Algorithms. The NNs are used in (to name few)universal approximation (mapping input to the output), tools capable of learning from their environment, tools forfinding non-evident dependencies between data and so on. The Neural Networking algorithms (at least some of them)are modelled after the brain (not necessarily - human brain) and how it processes the information.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONThe used dataset is the 3D skull-and-face skin pairs of the 250 subjects described in Section II. Five-fold cross-validationwas used to evaluate the proposed method. We randomly chose 7 non-overlapping data groups from the dataset, andeach group included the 3D skull-and-face skin pairs of 30 subjects. For each fold, 30skulls in one group were used asprobes to test the proposed method, and the remaining 120 pairs of skull-and-face skins constitute the training set. Inother words, we have 275 test skulls in all five folds. For each test skull, all of the 220 face skins constitute the gallery.The correct identification rate reported in the experiments is the average of the five folds. In this paper, we define that atest skull is identified at rank n, if the matching score of the correct match is of rank n. The identification rate at rank n isdefined as the ratio of the cumulative count of the numbers of test skulls identified at rank n or less to the total numberof test skulls. The correct identification rate is defined as the identification rate at rank
V.EVALUATION OF SKULL IDENTIFICATION USING LDA AND PCA:
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Both Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) are linear transformationtechniques that are commonly used for dimensionality reduction. PCA can be described as an "unsupervised" algorithm,since it "ignores" class labels and its goal is to find the directions (the so-called principal components) that maximize thevariance in a dataset. In contrast to PCA, LDA is "supervised" and computes the directions ("linear discriminants") thatwill represent the axes that maximize the separation between multiple classes.In Fig.8 compare the shape parameter.Table 2 shape parameter LDA AND PCARegion Profile forehead Eye nose MouthSkull 74 67 30 33 65Face 50 45 30 41 55II. Evaluation of skull identification using Enhance canonical correlation coefficient analysis and SIFTThe used dataset is the 3D skull-and-face skin pairs of the 208 subjects described in Section. Five-fold cross-validationwas used to evaluate the proposed method. For each fold, 40 skulls in one group were used as probes to test theproposed method, and the remaining 168 pairs of skull-and-face skins constitute the training set.The identification rate at rank n is defined as the (c)ratio of the cumulative count of the numbers of test skullsidentified at rank n or less to the total number of test skulls. The correct identification rate is defined as the identificationrate at rank 1For each fold, we built a enhance correlation analysis model in which all of the 176 eigenvectors are used to constructthe statistical shape models. A total of 150 test skulls was correctly identified at rank 1. The correct identification rateattained 81.5%. It verifies that there indeed exists some relationship between the skull and face, and it also shows thatthe proposed skull identification method is effective.In this part, the former four test groups are referred to as the probability training set, while the latter 40 test skulls arereferred to as the evaluation set. We perform statistical analysis for the 25600 (4 × 40 × 160) matching scores that werederived from the probability training set. The mean and standard deviation are (0.3205, 0.0811) for the positivematching and (0.0009, 0.0806) for the negative matching. Figure 8a and 8b show the histograms of the matching scoresfor the positive and negative matching, respectively. From Figure8, we can see that both the positive and negativematching score approximately follow a Gaussian distributionFigure 8c shows the two standard Gaussian distributions.We can see that the scores of the positive and negative matching are separable. The conditional probability P(w1| E) inEquation (14) can be set as the average correct identification rate of the four folds that the probability training setbelongs to, i.e., 80.6%. The prior probability P( E) can be set to 1 because all of the face data of the test skulls exists in theface gallery in this experiment. According to the Bayes decision rule, we evaluate the identification results of theevaluation set, i.e., the 40 test skulls in the remaining one fold. Five of the 6 false identification results and all of the 34correct results are classified as positive. If we set P(E) as 0.5, i.e., we have no prior information about whether the facedata of the test skull exists in the face gallery, then one correct identification result is classified as negative and 3 falseresults are classified as positive.Table3 Enhance correlation coefficient analysisRegion Profile Forehead Eye Nose MouthSkull 98 77 65 75 85ace 98 75 80 81 85

Fig. 4. Histograms of matching scores for the positive matching (a), negative matching (b), and class conditionalprobability density functions (c).

A b ca.Active appearance model(AAM), b.Enhance Canonical Correlation Coefficient Analysis(ECCA), c. Scale InvariantFeature Transform (SIFT)other case is that the global morph-logical similarity between the mismatched face and the true face is high, and it can
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be misclassified as positive matching. Figure 9 shows two samples of the second case. We can see that the mismatchedfaces are visually similar to the true faces. Figure 8 also shows the comparison coloured from blue to red according tothe geometric distance between the two faces. The average distances of these two samples are 2.7 mm and 2.56 mm,respectively. From the coloured comparisons, we can see that the distance between the mismatched faces and the truefaces is very small in most of the regions. The global morphological similarity between two faces leads to similar shapemodel parameters, which contribute to the false matching due to a holistic model. For this reason, we propose theregion-based method.In this thesis, first step is extraction of foreground objects i.e. human and other moving objects from input videosequences or binary silhouette of a walking person is detected from each frame and human detection and tracking willbe performed. After getting binary silhouettes of human beings model based approach is used to extract the gait featuresof a person. To compare the performance of silhouette-based ones, the results are gait image+UMPCA+UMLDAuncorrelated multilinear discriminant analysis (UMLDA) algorithm for the challenging problem of gait recognition.Atlast neural network is used for training and testing purpose. We have created different model of neural network basedon hidden layer, selection of training algorithm and setting the different parameter for training. And then we will test forthe combination of NN+SVM classification. Here all experiments are done on gait database and input video. Here allexperiments are done on CASIA gait database In addition, MATLAB software with its neural network toolbox is used.Ascan be seen in table 1 the recognition accuracy achieved with 0 degrees’ view point in significant lower for compared 90degrees and 45-degree view points. With 45 degrees and 90-degree view point we obtained 88.45% and 89.45%recognition accuracy. This could be best view of gait information from 90-degree view points. However, when we threeviews, we found the recognition accuracy was 98.88% significantly higher than each of the viewpoints.TABLE I: Recognition AccuracyNumbers Method ViewAngle RecoginitionAccuracy1 UMPCA+UMLDA 0° Left View 78%2 UMPCA+UMLDA 0° Right View 85.23%3 UMPCA+UMLDA 45° Left View 88.45%4 UMPCA+UMLDA 45° Right View 86.56%5 UMPCA+UMLDA 90° Left View 87.45%6 UMPCA+UMLDA 90° Right View 89.45%7 UMPCA+UMLDA View totalRecognition 97.88%
This shows of multiple views video footage with long range of video it is possible to perform large scale identificationwith high level accuracy, using simple subspace feature(UMPCA+UMLDA) and classifier NN+SVM. Such simpleapproaches can lead to real time and real world intelligent video surveillance system the begin of new generation ofsecurity system of public surveillance deployments.The performance of proposed feature method was evaluated against different classifiers including a wide range ofparadigms (neural network NN with, Knearest neighbour KNN, Support Vector Machines (SVM)).Classifier OrFeature used Gait Skull ResultNN 98.56% 98.55% 98.65%KNN 89.78% 91.22% 92.21%SVM 92.55% 95.92% 94.21%Table II Accuracies of different classifier using our proposed Method.We performed experiment on CASIA gait database. This database is divided into 3 degrees. As can be seen in table 1the recognition accuracy achieved with 0 degrees’ view point in significant lower for compared 90 degrees and 45-degree view points. With 45 degrees and 90-degree view point we obtained 85.35% and 88.45% recognition accuracy
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKIn skull identification, nearly all of the methods depend on accurate extraction and representation of the relationshipbetween the skull and face. However, it is very difficult to extract this complex relationship. Because this work aims toidentify human face is from skull. This paper proposes a skull identification method that matches a skull with enrolledfaces, in which the mapping between the skull and face is obtained using enhance canonical correlation coefficientanalysis with scale invariant feature transform (SIFT). In this work, we only use CT scan data to validate the proposedmethod. 3D face data acquisition by CT is infeasible for real applications because of the intrinsic radiation for the livings
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and the cost of the system. Compared with CT scan, 3D face modelling from 2D images is a convenient and non-intrusiveway. By this way, we can construct a 3D face database from a 2D database of persons in a nation. Therefore, future workwill focus on how to live face change to live skull modal to our database applying the proposed technique to 3D facemodels reconstructed the field of public security. This paper presents a gait recognition approach using specific features,like centre of mass, step size length and cycle length. Here neural network is Feed forward back propagation network isbeing used to identify being used for recognizing people. Our results show that these features are more effective toidentify people from distance. learning and performance function and result shows recognition rate of 97% with 4 layersand 30 neurons Recognition The work can be extended to develop new multimodal biometric system in which, gait canbe combined with other biometrics system. So it can be use as one of the good reliable way of authentication.
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ABSTRACT The main objective of this paper is to design and develop an approach for kidney stone segmentation using
clustering approach. At present, kidney stone segmentation is one of the vital procedures in surgical and treatment planning in
ultrasound images.  To date, in clinical practice kidney stone segmentation is done manually making it obsolete.  Being time-
consuming, tracing manual stone has become difficult and it solely depends on the operator. Therefore, in this work, we proposed a
technique to segment the stone part separately from the abnormal image using multi-kernel k-means clustering algorithm. To
achieve the concept, we comprised the proposed system into two modules such as (i) preprocessing and (ii) segmentation.  At first, in
the preprocessing stage we removed the noise present in the input image using Gaussian filter. After preprocessing, we accurately
segmented the abnormal position using multi kernel  k-means clustering algorithm. The experimentation results show that the
proposed system achieved better results associated with the available methods.
Keywords: Ultrasound image,  linear kernel, quadratic kernel, RBF kernel, k-means clustering, segmentation.

I. IntroductionA common pervasive and a well known issue that affects the human urinary system is renal calculi, which iscommonly known as kidney stones or urinary stones. Kidney stones are typically formed in the kidney and pass out ofthe body in urine stream. A small stone may go unnoticed without causing symptoms. If a stone grows to more than 5millimeters it can cause blockage of the ureter resulting in severe pain in the lower back or abdomen. A stone may alsoresult in blood in the urine, vomiting, or painful urination. About half of people will have another stone within ten years.Most stones are formed due to a combination of genetics and environmental factors. Causes for kidney stonesinclude high calcium levels in urine, obesity, certain types of food, some medications, calcium supplements and notdrinking enough fluids. Stones form in the kidney when minerals in urine are at high concentration. The diagnosis isusually based on symptoms, urine testing, and medical imaging.  Of late, an extraordinary emphasis in the field ofrestorative imaging is laid on kidney stone, renal whole segmentation. The programmed segmentation has tremendouspotential in clinical solution by relieving doctors from the burden of manual marking; although programmedsegmentation is not yet a full blown clinical practice. Automatic stone-area segmentation poses serious challenges forthe fact that renal stones are highly heterogeneous in terms of shape, color, texture, and position and they often twistother anatomical structures.Ultrasound scanning can image organs like liver, gallbladder, spleen, pancreas, kidneys, bladder, uterus, ovaries,and baby in pregnant patients. The ultrasound image is instantly visible on a video screen and the radiologist willsolidify those images which are essential for the conclusion. Telemedicine has come to serve the general public cuttingtime and cost of travel and offering best medicinal care. Tele-radiology which was internet has bolstered ultrasoundscanning by serving the locales where radiologists are not available.  In the absence of therapeutic specialists, the delayin getting reports still complicates the crisis. As a result, there is a need for a device to distinguish the abnormal from thenormal so that untrained radiologist can offer remedial choices in treating the patients with care.The main objective of this paper is kidney stone segmentation using multi-kernel k-means clustering forultrasound images.  In the first instance, we removed the noise present in the image as the noise image hinders thesegmentation performance. The paper is organized as follows:  Section 1 offers an introduction, Section 2 presents thereview of related work and Section 3 explains the proposed methodology of the kidney stone segmentation method.Section 4 provides the results and discussion of the technique. Here the kidney stones are segmented from ultrasoundimages and the experimental results are noted. Finally, the conclusion of proposed method is given in section 5.
II. Review of LiteratureIn medical diagnosis, numerous researchers have projected many methods for kidney stone detection andsegmentation. Among them some of the works are analyzed here; Segmentation of Calculi from Ultrasound KidneyImages was one of the segmnetation method explained by Tamilselvi and Thangaraj [4]. Here, they used a RegionIndicator with Contour Segmentation Method for segmenting kidney stone. But in this method, the calculi detectionaccuracy was not satisfactory and it has produced high complexity in the calculi detection process. To overcome thedifficulties, Anjit Rajan et al. [6] have explained detection of renal-stones,  segmented  the  renal  regions  and  calculatedthe  area  of  the  renal  which  is  occupied  by  kidney  stones. Three kinds of Ultrasound kidney images namely, Normal(NR),  Medical  Renal  Diseases  (MRD)  and  Cortical Cysts (CC) images are classified based on texture properties.
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Ashish K. Rudra et al. [7] have accurately segmented kidney from very low contrast MRI data using graph cutand pixel connectivity. A connectivity term was introduced in the energy function of the standard graph cut via pixellabeling. The labeling process was formulated according to Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm.  Moreover, Mariam WagihAttia et al. [10] have explained the kidney stone image classification using PCA and neural network. Here, five types ofclassification is carried out such as Normal, Cyst, Stone, Tumor and Failure.  This method offered correct classificationwith high accuracy; even though this method is difficult. Also Nikita Derle and Devidas Dighe et al. [11] have developeddiagnosis of Kidney Disease Using DCE-MRI Images in 4D. Dynamic contrast enhancement magnetic resonance imaging(DCE-MRI) is an imaging proficiency, used for calibrating different parameters homologous to suffuse, capillary leakage,and convey rate in tissues of various organs and diseases detection. This model provided accurate diagnosis but highSNR is the limitation of this system.Divya Krishna et al. [12] have created irregularity discovery for a kidney using FPGA-based IoT empoweredconvenient ultrasound imaging framework. The calculation was executed in two phases. In the first stage, a Look UpTable (LUT) based approach was utilized to separate normal and anomalous kidney images. In the second stage, afterconfirming the abnormality, Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifier trained withextracted features is used to further classify the presence of stone or cyst in the kidney. Here, the selected feature valuesof kidney images with cyst and stone are having very small difference and cannot find unique range of values to classifythe image.
III. Proposed methodology for kidney stone segmentation systemThe main objective of the proposed methodology is kidney stone segmentation using two stages. Figure 1 showsthe details of the proposed system. The first stage is preprocessing.  Here, the input images are processed for noiseremoval. The next stage of the proposed system is segmentation; which separates the stone part from the original imageusing multi-kernel k-means clustering algorithm. Finally, it extracts a stone portion from this ultrasound image.

Figure 1. Overall diagram of proposed methodology
a. PreprocessingPreprocessing is an important process of ultrasound images because the occurrence of noise components ismore on Ultrasound image compared to other images like CT and MRI. Basically, the ultrasound images are mainlycorrupted by a speckle noise. Therefore, noise removal is a critical process in medical ultrasound images. In this paper,for noise removal, we used Gaussian filter.  The input image is passed through a Gaussian filter to reduce the noise aswell as improve the image quality.  The process involved in preprocessing is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Process of preprocessing
b. Segmentation stage:After preprocessing, the stone images are given to the segmentation stage. In this work, for segmentation stage,we have utilized the multi kernel k-means clustering algorithm. A lot of clustering algorithms have been used forsegmentation. Among them, one of the most popular clustering algorithms is k-means algorithm, where groups areidentified by minimizing the clustering error defined as the sum of the squared Euclidean distances between each dataset point and the corresponding cluster center. This algorithm suffers from two serious limitations. First, the solutiondepends greatly on the initial positions of the cluster centers, ensuing in poor minima, and second, it can only just
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discover straightly distinct groups. To conquer the issue, kernel k-means clustering algorithm was implemented. Kernelk-means is an extension of the standard k–means an algorithm that maps information points from the input space to afeature space through a nonlinear transformation and minimizes the clustering error in feature space.  Consequently,non-linearly isolated clusters in input space are gotten, defeating the second restriction of k-means. To improve theproposed segmentation accuracy, we introduced hybrid kernel k-means clustering algorithm. Nowadays lot of kernelsare used such as radial basis function (RBF) kernel, linear kernel and  quadratic kernel. In this paper, we have hybridizedthe different types of kernels and the performance of the hybridization approach is analyzed in the result section. Theindividual kernel function formulas are given in equation (1-3).Radial basis function:
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Where; KMK represents the hybrid kernel. In this paper, we used three types of hybrid kernel such as (linear + quadratic),(linear + radial basis kernel) and (quadratic + radial basis kernel).
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The center updated formula is shown in Equation (10):
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Once the centroid is updated for every cluster, the next step is to calculate the distance between centroid and the datapoint. Each data point is assigned to a cluster center whose distance is minimum. This process is repeated until theupdated centroids of each cluster are similar in consecutive iterations.  The algorithm for multi kernel k-meansclustering is presented in Table 1.

Input:Kidney stone image  jiI ,Kernel matrix K, number of clusters k,
Output :Segmented image
Start1. Build hybrid kernel for clustering process using equation (6)2. If K1 is a Linear kernel and K2 is a Quadratic kernel means use (7)3. If K1 is a Linear kernel and K2 is a Radial basis kernel means use (8)4. If K1 is a Quadratic kernel and K2 is a Radial basis kernel means use (9)5. Initialize clusters (assign value for k)6. For all points xn n=1,….N  do7. For all clusters  Ci i=1 to k  do8. Apply the hybrid kernel function to the data point9. Compute the distance between data point and centroid     2

kyix  10. end for11. find     





  2minarg kyixiixc 12. end for13. for all clusters Ci i=1 to k  do14. update cluster Ci15. end for16. if converged then17. return final clusters C1, C2,…., Ck18. else19. go to step 520. end if21. end

Table 1: Algorithm For Multi Kernel K-Means Clustering
IV. Result and DiscussionIn this section, we have discussed the result obtained from the proposed kidney stone segmentation.  Forimplementing the proposed technique, we have used MATLAB version (7.12). This proposed technique was done inwindows machine having Intel Core i5 processor with speed 1.6 GHz and    4 GB RAM. The proposed system has beentested on the data set available on the web. We have utilized the size of the image “512×512” which is publicly available.
a. Evaluation metrics
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The system performance is analyzed by using the most common performance measure known as accuracy,sensitivity, and specificity.  The metric values found are based on True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive(FP) and False Negative (FN) with the option of segmentation and classification.1) Sensitivity: The proportion of actual positives which are correctly identified is the measure of the sensitivity. It relatesto the ability of the test to identify positive results.
Tp

Sensitivity
T Fp n




(11)
2) Specificity: The proportion of negatives which are correctly identified is the measure of the specificity. It relates to theability of the test to identify negative results.

TnSpecificity
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(12)
3) Accuracy: We can compute the measure of accuracy from the measures of sensitivity and specificity as specifiedbelow.
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b.  Dataset descriptionThe kidney image data set is effectively employed in the innovative image segmentation technique which isobtained from the publicly accessible sources. Figure 3 illustrates certain sample kidney images.

1.JPG                            8.JPG                              10.JPG                            16.JPG 24.JPG
Figure 3. Input sample images

c. Performance evaluationThe basic idea of our proposed methodology is kidney stone segmentation using two stages. The performance isevaluated using accuracy, sensitivity and specificity measures. After preprocessing, we segmented the affected areausing multi kernel k-means clustering algorithm.  Here, we implemented the multi kernel based on three combinations.The visual representation of segmentation results and comparative analyses are explained in this section.
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Figure 4. GUI representation of De-noised image

Figure 5. Performance of segmentation using various clustering  techniquesFigure 5 shows the GUI results of various segmentation methods for stone images.  The Figure 5 indicates the individualresults of all the methods. From the results we clearly understood our proposed (Linear + Quadratic) multi-kernel k-means clustering algorithm achieved the better result compared to other methods.
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Figure 6. Comparative analysis for segmentation stageFigure 6 shows the comparative analysis of segmentation stage. In this segmentation, we proposed a multi kernel k-means clustering algorithm (MKKM). Here, we have used three types of hybrid kernel such as (Linear + Quadratic),(Linear + Radial basis kernel) and (Quadratic + Radial basis kernel).  In this section, we have analyzed the performanceof segmentation using number of methods such as Linear kernel with K-means clustering, Quadratic kernel with K-means clustering, RBF kernel with K-means clustering, K-means clustering and three multi kernel K-means clustering.When analyzing Figure 6, Linear + Quadratic based segmentation achieved the maximum accuracy of 99.61%, Linearkernel based segmentation achieved the accuracy of 96.74%, Quadratic kernel based segmentation achieved theaccuracy of 96.74%, Linear + RBF based segmentation achieved the accuracy of 98.77, Quadratic + RBF basedsegmentation achieved the accuracy of 98.61%, RBF based segmentation achieved the accuracy of 97.53% and K-meansalgorithm achieved the accuracy of 82.63%.  From the result, we understood Linear + Quadratic kernel basedsegmentation approach achieved the maximum accuracy.
V. ConclusionsOur proposed kidney stone segmentation technique for ultrasound images was implemented in the platform ofMATLAB version 7.12. The results were evaluated based on the performance measures such as Sensitivity, Specificity,and Accuracy. Our proposed work was evaluated with each metrics and then the results of each metrics were alsoanalyzed. Different multi kernel functions were analyzed and compared. The proposed work achieved the maximumaccuracy, sensitivity, and specificity value for all input sample images when compared with existing methods. In future,the researcher will have sufficient opportunities to perform various segmentation techniques in order to improve thesegmentation accuracy and produce newer heights of excellence in performance.
References:1. Ioannis Manousakas, Chih-Ching Lai and Wan-Yi Chang, "A 3D Ultrasound Renal Calculi Fragmentation Image Analysis System for
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approach", Maejo International Journal of Science and Technology, Vol. 4, No. 3, pp. 405-416, 2010.4. Tamilselvi and Thangaraj, “Segmentation of Calculi from Ultrasound Kidney Images by Region Indicator with Contour
Segmentation Method”, Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology Volume XI Issue XXII, 2011.5. Akbari and Fei, "3D ultrasound image segmentation using wavelet support vector machines", Journal of Medical Physics, vol.39,no.6, pp.2972-84, 2012.6. Anjit Rajan and Jennifer Ranjani, "Segment based Detection and Quantification of Kidney Stones and its Symmetric Analysis using
Texture Properties based on Logical Operators with Ultra Sound Scanning", International Journal of Computer Applications (0975– 8887), 2013.7. Ashish K. Rudra , Ananda S. Chowdhury and Ahmed Elnakib, "Kidney segmentation using graph cuts and pixel connectivity",Pattern Recognition Letters 34, 1470–1475, 2013.8. Prema T. Akkasaligar and Sunanda Biradar, "Classification of Medical Ultrasound Images of Kidney", International Journal ofComputer Applications, 2014.
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ABSTRACT The World Wide Web is an interactive and popular platform to transfer information. Web Usage Mining is the type
of web mining and it is application of data mining techniques. Web Usage Mining has become helpful for website management, and
personalisation. Web usage mining is the process of extracting user patterns from the web usage.   In web usage mining, pre-
processing plays a key role, since large amount of irrelevant information are present in the web.  In this paper, issues related with
personalization and recommendation processes are analyzed towards prediction of user next request in web usage mining. This
paper also deals with the importance of cleaning of weblogs.
Keywords: Preprocessing, Personalization, Recommendation, Data Cleaning, Clustering

IntroductionWeb mining has three distinct phases involved – content, structure and usage mining of web data.  Mining the contentinvolves extracting the relevant information, structure mining studies the structure and prototype and usage mining isthe analysis of the discovered patterns. Web usage mining is one of the web mining techniques. Web users use thecollection of web pages and web information are stored in web server.  This usage of data is to provide leading paths toaccess the Web pages. This information is often gathered automatically by access web log through the Web server [1].Web Usage Mining deals with understanding of user behaviour, while interacting with web site, by using various log filesto extract knowledge from them. This extracted knowledge can be applied for efficient reorganization of web site, betterpersonalization and recommendation, improvement in links and navigation, attracting more advertisement [2]. Thereare four main tasks for performing WUM: Preprocessing, Pattern Discovery, Pattern Analysis, Personalization andrecommendation. This papers structured in four sections. Section-2 present survey of preprocessing andpersonalization works. Section-3 presents overview of related works done on personalization and recommendationarea. Section-4 presents the proposed algorithm. Section 5 presents the performance analysis and rest of the article hasConclusion and future directions of the work.
II SURVEY OF RELATED WORKSSudheer Reddy et al [3] presented various details about data pre-processing activities that are necessary to perform webusage mining.  Their work reduced the size of log file and also increased the quality of data available.  Rachit Goel andSandeep Jain [5] provided an improvised technique for performing the data cleaning technique on server log.  Thatapproach reduced the number of records and log files size and also increased the quality of the available data.  AnkitKharwar et al., [8] applied the data mining and knowledge discovery techniques to www server access logs in order todisplay the details of preprocessing data.  Their experiments reduced log file size and also increased the quality of dataavailable.  Sukumar et al.,[4] analyzed the web server logs by using data preprocessing activities .  The results showedthe effectiveness and applicability of the heuristic based data preprocessing techniques and algorithm approaches. Aye[6] suggested that the data in the log file must be preprocessed to enhance the effectiveness and ease of the miningprocess and also the major task os removing noisy and unrelated data to lessen the data volume for the patterndiscovery phase. Wasvand chandrama et al.,[7] proposed a model which enabled the administrator to access the web logfile and to perform data preprocessing on it and also they used classification algorithm to identify interested web site.Mona et al., [9] proposed a system to handle websites where users are not comfortable to identifying them, due to this,backward reference took lesser time and also the session identification has higher precision. Many different techniqueshave been considered to discover patterns from web browsing logs for web personalization.
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Table 1 shows the analysis of preprocessing and personalization issues with existing works:

Personalization is the ability to provide content and services that are tailored to individuals based on knowledge abouttheir preferences and behaviour. Personalization requires collecting visitor information and gets knowledge that how isthe user’s behaviour on particular site which helps website administrator to decide “what information present to whichuser and how to present it”[14]. Personalizing web pages is one of the efficient parts of web-mining, which enables tounderstand user interests to offer services and enables them to discover web pages, text documents, multimedia files,images and other types of resources from web according to their choice [14]. Web personalization models include rules-based filtering, based on "if this, then that" rules processing, and collaborative filtering, which serves relevant material tocustomers by combining their own personal preferences with the preferences of like-minded others. Collaborativefiltering works well for books, music, video, etc. However, it does not work well for a number of categories such asapparel, jewelry, cosmetics, etc. Recently, another method, "Prediction Based on Benefit", has been proposed forproducts with complex attributes such as apparel [16]. It recommends or predicts what kind of items the user mayprefer. This can be made either directly based on the dataset collected in information collection phase which could bememory based or model based or through the system’s observed activities of the user[17]. Recommender systems canbe classified broadly into several categories depending on the information they use to recommend items. The use ofefficient and accurate recommendation techniques is very important for a system that will provide good and usefulrecommendation to its individual users.

S.No Author Function Method Issues Identified1 Ramya et al., [10] 1. A complete preprocessingmethodology for merging, datacleaning, user/sessionidentification and data formattingand summarization.2. Activities to improve the qualityof data by reducing thequantity of data.

Relational databasemodel No solution fortechnical problems

2 Suguna andSharmila [11] 1. Effectively performspreprocessing which support userinterest level grouping.2. Session and frequency valuesare considered as the key foridentifying user interest level.

User Interest LevelPreprocessingalgorithm No solution for time ofuser identification andexistence of localcaches and proxyservers and firewall.
3 VijayashriLosarwar etal.,[12] 1. The importance of datapreprocessing methods andvarious steps involved in gettingthe required content effectively.2. A complete preprocessingtechnique is being proposed topreprocess the web log forextraction of user patterns.

Discussed about thepreprocessing steps. No efficient techniquefor distinct useridentification andother issues.

4 Aldekhail[13] 1. Removes the irrelevant entriesfrom web log and discards theuninterested attributes from logfile.2. User and sessions are identified.
Discussed theimportance of datapreprocessingmethods andvarious stepsinvolved in gettingthe required contenteffectively.

There is no specificmethod forovercoming the issuesof sessionidentification.
5 Sanjay KumarDwivedi etal.,[23] Several data preprocessingtechniques has been presented toprepare raw data suitable formining and analysis tasks.

Discussed the datapreprocessing steps. Time consuming
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Table 2 shows the works related to presonalization and recommendation .
S.No Author Function Method Issues Identified1 Blerina Lika et al.,[18] It incorporates classificationmethods in a pure CFsystem while the use ofdemographic data helps forthe identification of otherusers with similarbehaviour.

ClassificationAlgorithm withsimilaritytechniques.
1. Maintaining largeamount of frequentlychanging informationis missing.2. No informationabout improvingaccuracy andrelevancy of newrecommendation.2 Raju et al., [19] 1.An efficient webpersonalization approachbased on user browsingtime interval and utilizingweb usage log.2.Depends on the individualweb usage pattern it canefficiently suggest resourcesthat users will be mostinterested in over a periodof time.3.Web personalization isminimized and the run-timeprocessing load over theserver and improvise theuser satisfactory level.

PR_Generation,Search_Periodic_Activity Lack of effectivenessin longer period inmultiple intervals.

3 Anna Alphy etal.,[20] 1.It overcomes theinformation overload byhandling dynamicbehaviours of users.2. It has higher precision,coverage, measure, andscalability than thetraditional collaborativefiltering systems.

WebBluegillRecom-annealingdynamicrecommenderuses swarmintelligence.
To track evolvinguser profiles.

4 Priyanga etal.,[21] 1.It provides a mergingbetween the contentsemantics as well as theusage data that are stated asontology terms.2.This system supports thecomputation of thenavigational patterns thatare semanticallyimprovised, so thatconstructiverecommendations can besuccessfully engendered.

Discussed therecommendationprocess. 1.No idea abouthandlingheterogeneous datasources.2. Quality has to beimproved.

5 S.Padmaja, etal[22] Prediction of user behavior. Improved K-Means Clustering User has to specifythe K values.The following issues are identified based on this survey:
A. Preprocessing Issues

 More memory space needed.
 Timing Complexity
 Problem in Identifying distinct user
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 Problem in Identifying different sessions belonging to different users.
 Caching problem in path completion.

B. Personalization & Recommendation Issues

 To improve relevancy of recommendation by filtering relevant information from large data collections that areapt for the user
 Clustering users into user communities.
 Handling heterogeneous data sources.
 Identifying new metrics to evaluate the performance of recommender systems.
 Maintaining large amount of frequently changing information.
 Improving accuracy and relevancy of new recommendation.
 The need for improvement in accuracy and handling large volume of heterogeneous information necessitatesthe use of specialized big data platforms with suitable mining techniques for personalization.
 Retrieval of information from huge volumes of data in diversified areas results in a tedious process.
 Accesses to cached web pages are not recorded in the server log and hence such information is missed

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHMIn this section algorithm for Cleaning and User Identification process is proposed.With the help of web logs we can predict user’s next request. But the information available in the web logs is notsuitable for further process.  Hence the cleaning of web logs is necessary. Therefore data cleaning algorithm should beimplemented with the server logs. After that only valid HTML documents remains. These cleaned data will be used toidentify the user sessions.
Data Cleaning Algorithm1.Remove logs not containing HTML documents from the user requested pages.2. Delete logs having codes other than 200, 304 and 306 with GET method.3. Delete logs generated for extremely long user sessions by search engine.4. Delete entries related to web robots request and system request.5. Pages that are accessed less frequently than the minimum threshold value can be deleted if they are not in thebrowser cache (304) or in the proxy cache (306).
B. User IdentificationThere are several ways to identify individual visitors. They are, using cookies, registration details and IP address. Ingeneral to identify the user, group the web logs based on the IPAddress and the browsing agents.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSISIn this section, performances of proposed algorithms are analysed using simulated sports events related server logs.

Fig 1: Analysis of Server logs based on Status Code – Before CleaningThe fig. 1 shows the log file with unwanted detail, which has to be cleaned with the help of data cleaning algorithm.
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Fig 2: Analysis of Server logs based on Status Code – After CleaningThe above graph shows that after applying the data cleaning algorithm, the unwanted files have been removedand the most frequently used web logs only shown. These web logs will be used for user session identification stage.

Fig 3: Processing of User IdentificationThe above graph shows that the cleaned data of simulated sports event are grouped based on the IPAddress and thebrowsing agents used by the users
VI. CONCLUSIONSThis review, investigated the web usage mining importance in many areas like E-commerce, education, medicine andwebsite designing. These kind of work helps to web developers for improving websites, and site usability andaccessibility. It has analyzed the significance of web usage mining phases such as preprocessing, personalization andrecommendation information in detail. Also, it has described the various research issues and challenges. The importanceof cleaning of web logs is also analysed.
VII. FUTURE WORKIn future the system could be extended to complete the rest of the preprocessing stage, so that to generate alearning graph to predict and prefetch the user‘s next request.
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A Novel Framework for Three Dimensional Craniofacial Reconstruction Based
on Skin and Cranial Landmarks

Chitra Devi.M, 2 Pushpa Rani.M
1,2Department of Computer Science, Mother Teresa Women’s University,Kodaikanal, Tamilnadu, India

ABSTRACT Face reconstruction is one of the most outstanding research areas in forensic medicine which has the great impact
in medical field, in recent years. The aim of face reconstruction is estimate the unknown face from skull which support in
reconstruction and recognition. Face reconstruction is the most challenging task since accurate face reconstruction is a complex
technique. Hence we propose the craniofacial reconstruction method. Craniofacial reconstruction is the application of anthropology
and forensic science. Craniofacial reconstruction is reconstruct the face based on shape and surface structure of skin and skull image.
In this paper we reconstruct the face from 3D MRI human heads presented. Our proposed work reconstructs the face from 3D image
by using the various features. Here we consider features are 3D image skull, face age, gender, Body Mass Index [BMI], and race values
based on these features we reconstruct the face accurately. Our proposed method analyzes the accuracy and execution time of face
reconstruction.
Keywords: Craniofacial reconstruction, 3D MRI image, Body mass index, race.

IntroductionFacial reconstruction is the important technique in several research areas, especially in anthropology andforensic medicine. These two fields are widely research the face reconstruction. From now several facial reconstructiontechniques are introduced [1, 7, 8 and 9]. This paper was proposed the forensic facial approximation technique which isreconstruct the face based on volume and shape of skull. Here facial approximation reconstructs the face by using bothscientific standard and artistic skill. These methods classified in various reconstructive methods for reproduce the face.In [2] author proposed the Craniofacial reconstruction model which detect the face based on the land mark values onfacial points. Here author reconstruct the face to build 3D statistical model of skull and face soft tissues from 3D CTimages. The statistical model used for reproduce the face soft tissue from skull. Facial reconstruction is very important invarious fields such as accident,Terrorist attacks, genocide, large number of death result from wars. Here we implement the three dimensionalreconstruction of same skull in each set tissue by the depth measurement. Facial reconstruction by using thecomputerized techniques which is based on the landmark interpolation procedure. Land mark interpolation constructedby using the single static facial surface template. By using this technique we reconstruct the facial point from skull [4].Craniofacial reconstruction method reconstructs the face by two types of classifications such as traditionalmanual method and computer based approach. In traditional manual method face reconstruction consists of physicallymodeling face on skull replica with clay or pastime. These techniques take long time for facial reconstruction. Computerbased approach reconstructs the face in short time [22]. In [23] face reconstructed by using the computerized technique.These types of techniques increase the system flexibility, speed and efficiency. Here reconstructs the face from either 2Dor 3D images. Both methods reconstruct the face by using the various features such as Body Mass Index value, statureethnic group or else race, age and gender. This method face reconstructs is differ from the other methods by theselection of land mark and skull features. Several methods are using the skull template for face reconstruction. Paper [5]was proposes the reconstruction method based on direct anthropometry using calipers which is the standard techniquefor Craniofacial surgical planning and outcome assessment. These methods have the several drawbacks such as time ofreconstruction is high, limitation of data, training required and invasiveness. Normally humans are differentiated by thefacial features; each person has the different skull structure and soft tissue depth. Here we consider lips, nose, eyes andears are the facial features. Here we reconstruct the face by these facial features; these features are varied by eachperson [2]. In [6] author proposed face reconstruction by using evaluation of implicit critical social information. Forexample human face constructs the wide range of systematic information such as age, gender, expressions, race, poseetc., by using these feature we reconstructs the face. These method used in human computer interface and visualsurveillance system [9].
ContributionsWe reconstruct the face by using the craniofacial reconstruction method which reconstructs the face by the featureextraction.We implement the craniofacial reconstruction from the 3D skull and skin image. Here we first find the facial pointsfor each side of image and then we compare the facial points in skull with skin. Thus we reconstruct the face from3D skull image.Our method finally analyses performance of face reconstruction with the parameter of the accuracy and executiontime.Remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work of this research, section 3
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illustrates the problem formulation, section 4 describes the detailed proposed system, section 5 includes experimentalresults and we conclude the proposed work and future work in section 6.
RELATED WORKSeveral existing methods are involved for face reconstruction such as nonlinear deformable model, manualidentification method, computerized three dimensional cranio face reconstruction technique, and computedtomography. Nonlinear deformable model constructed by author Adel kermi et al [12]. Deformable model proposes thecomputerized 3D MRI facial reconstruction method which is constrained the face by the information of soft tissuethickness in human heads at certain land marks. It is also known as the B- spline free from deformation model becauseit’s fully based on non-linear registered technique. This model change the soft tissue thickness and locations are changeduntil reconstruct the accurate face reconstructed. Deformable model reconstruct the face by using the five stages such asgeneration of simplex meshes, automatic location of land marks, projection of land marks from skin surface to unknownskull, selection of land mark for reconstruction and add anthropometrical constraints and evaluate the deformablemodel. Here automatic land mark selection and insertion used as the four methods such as, Mean Curvature withoutuniform selection [MEA], Gaussian Curvature without uniform selection [GAU], using Mean and Gaussian withoutuniform selection [MEA-GAU] and using Mean and Gaussian with uniform selection [MEA-GAU-UNI]. Paper [15]proposed the manual identification method for facial reconstruction. Here we reproduce the set of real face points byusing the comparison of the soft tissue points for each craniometric point conjunction with the skull points. In thismethod we increase the points until all the anatomical rules are used. Various existing methods are used thecraniometric points for facial reconstruction, but it involves the various interpolation method and restriction technique.Computerized three dimensional cranio face reconstruction technique which is used for human identification,this technique reconstruct the face without using the any facial template. This technique requires the age, gender andBMI values skull. This approach reconstructs the face from the 3D image of target skull [12]. Jimena et al [11] wasproposed the tomography tool for facial reconstruction. Computed tomography is the powerful tool for face landmarkreconstruction which reconstructs the face by estimation of the morphological variation. These variance calculated bythe analyzing of measurement error. Here author identify the three types of land marks which is obtained by usingfollowing types, type1- observing the biological structures, that are easy to find successively. Type 2- is the skullgeometry which defines as the local maxima and minima curvature. Type 3- defined as the external points for instanceend points of breadth. MRI is the faster acquisition method than the manual measurement method. Authors [19] wereproposed morphological feature based face reconstruction technique. Here MRI data sets are store the morphologicalfeatures such as gender, race and age. Based on these features we reconstruct the face. The main problem in facereconstruction of these model is large number of photographs are stored for these characteristics. It requires the largeamount of storage space for processing the single image. It leads the high computational complexity. Therefore wechoose the head model choose from database based on the features.
Problem FormulationHuman face identification from 3D MRI skull image is the major issue. Several methods were proposed forCraniofacial reconstruction such as manual and statistical model. In manual method the skull points or image arephysically move until the accurate face found. The statistical model we reconstruct the face by the depth measurement ofsoft tissue. Bruynooghe  et al.[17] proposed computerized Craniofacial reconstruction model. This model consists of theCraniofacial template that is warped towards the unknown target skull. Here the skull transformed by the PCA basedtransformation model. In the previous works statistical model constructed by the facial shape variations and soft tissuedepth measurement. Here we measure the soft tissue depth from the dense of head CT images. The major benefits ofthese model are requires the sufficiently large amount of data for morphological features such as age, gender, and race.This method has drawback for facial reconstruction, this model use the CT image as input image all CT images are lyingdown and faces seen in upward direction which leads the low accuracy.Authors [18] were proposed the facial reconstruction for accurate identification of human face from skeleton.Here we correlate the skull and face points of target image by using canonical correlation analysis which mapping theskull and skin points. This method not like an existing method which mapping the skull and skin points only with thecorrelation points of statistical model. Here author introduce the region fusion strategy which improves the matchingaccuracy of the identification method.Skull statistical shape model was constructed as follows:S (a) = +∑ (4) (1)Face statistical shape model was constructed as follows:F (c) = +∑ (5) (2)By the designing of above  model we meets the several drawbacks such as the high execution time for facereconstruction, lower accuracy results, high uncertainty and high error rate. To overcome the above mentioned problemour proposed work design the novel frame work craniofacial reconstruction which provides the high accuracy and lowerexecution time for face reconstruction.
Proposed Work
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Our proposed work reconstruct the human face in more accurate and faster manner by using the method ofcranio face reconstruction which reconstruct the face from the 3D MRI image.
3D Craniofacial ReconstructionCraniofacial reconstruction hopes to estimate an individual’s face look from its skull using the information ofMRI datasets. MRI data set contains morphological characteristics of human such as age, gender, race and Body MassIndex. With the growth of three dimensional digitalization technologies, the research on both computers sided andmanual sided craniofacial reconstruction has widely received interest. The valuation of the craniofacial reconstructionhas a vital significance in improving the craniofacial reconstruction methods. The proposed approach it include thefollowing inputs: 3D image of the target skull, 3D image of the skin, set of 72 landmarks placed on the both skull and skinsurface where points are inserted by manually. The absolute input data required by the function is a set of characteristicmetrics of the identified person: age, gender, race and BMI. Age, gender and race can be assumed from skull morphologythat is always known by the user. However, Body Mass Index range will be an unidentified parameter, which will have tobe estimated. Stages of proposed work are land mark insertion module and skin mesh generated module. Land markmodule takes a charge of placing each landmark on skull and skin surfaces. In this phase 72 landmarks are inserted inboth skull and skin surfaces [placed in all views such anterior view and lateral views]. Based on this information, skinmesh is generated.

Fig.1. Racial groups of human faces in various countries
[Indian, South Asian, Caucasian, and African American]

Land mark Insertion ModuleManual landmarks insertion was proposed in this approach. For accurate detection of human face, 72 set oflandmarks inserted on both skull and skin surfaces in all sides. Set of landmarks inserted on skull surface is shown    infig.2 and the overall architecture for CFR is shown in fig.3.Landmark insertion module is in charging of placing 72 landmarks on the skull and skin surfaces and gets theinput data from MRI data set which contains set of parameters such as age, gender, race and BMI. Here two set of pointsare used for reconstructing the face. Furthermore, this module focuses on the selection of certain landmarks among the72 landmarks based on the morphological characteristics. Once these landmarks are selected, we construct the 3D meshbelonging to the skull and skin landmarks. The selected landmarks (skull and skin) coincide with the positions ofanatomical points.   According to the results from the new desired mesh surface, reconstruction accuracy was evaluated.

Fig.  2. Landmark inserted imageFigure 2 illustrates the location of land mark points in 3D skin and skull image, here figure (a) & (c) shows theside view of skull image, and (b) shows the front land mark points in skull. In figure 1 (d) & (f) shows the land mark
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points in skin and (e) shows the front land mark points in skin image.
Algorithm 1: 3D-Craniofacial ReconstructionInput: 3D skull, 3D skin, values from MRI data sets [Age, BMI, Race and Gender] and set of landmarks for both skull andskin [Ci and Si]Output: Reconstructed Face {Rf}1. Begin2. Given input image of skull, skin, MRI Data sets and 72 landmarks3. Landmark inserted for both skull and skin images4. Build a full 3D Mesh from both set of points4.1 Consider set of landmarks {Ci & Si}4.2 for (Ci=1;Ci<=72;Ci++)   {Select one skull landmark}for (Si=1;Si<=72; Si++)  {Select one skin landmark (according to morphological characteristics)}4.3 if(Ci==Si)    {Construct skull with face  }else   {Go to step 1   }5. Repeat until (Ci==Si)6. Reconstructed face {Rf}
Skin Mesh Generation Module:The Skin Mesh Generation Module corresponds to the nucleus functional module in the 3D reconstructionapplication. From the results generated from 4.2 (Land Mark Insertion Module), it deal with to create a full 3D meshdenoting skin (soft tissue) belonging to the skull. The vital objective of this module is to make a set of intermediatepoints on the skull surface whose depth values can be interpose from thickness in reference points. The complete set ofpoints such as land marks (72) and appropriate intermediate points will combine to construct the final skin mesh. Forthis reason the land mark insertion module obtains the set of 72 landmarks (positions and depths).

Fig. 3. Over all Architecture of CFRFigure 3 shows the overall architecture of craniofacial reconstruction which reconstructs the face by themorphological characteristics which includes in the MRI data set. Here we take the age, gender, BMI and race from theseparameter we insert the land mark and mesh generate for skin and skull of 3D image and finally we reconstruct the face.
Results And DiscussionOur proposed work simulated by using the matlab software. In this paper we implement the facereconstruction by the Craniofacial reconstruction method. In this section we have to discuss the result analysis of our
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proposed work.
Results for Proposed Work

Fig. 4. Results for 3D- Craniofacial Reconstruction a. 3D skull, b. 3D skin image,
c. Landmarks inserted image for skull d. Landmarks inserted image for skin

e. Reconstructed face

Comparative ResultsOur proposed work provides the excellent performance compared with existing methods. Here we comparedthe accuracy and execution time of face reconstruction with the other existing methods.
Table 1 : Comparison of the Accuracy Rate of Existing Methods and our Proposed MethodMethods Accuracy rate

Xiaoming Liu et al [19] 20%Yongli Hu et al [20] 72%Peter Claes et al [4] 81.1%Li Luo,1 Mengyang 86%Wang et al [21]Proposed method 97%
Table 1 illustrates the accuracy rate analysis of proposed work with existing method. Here our proposed workprovides the 97 percentage of accuracy.

Fig.  5. Comparative results for 3D Craniofacial
ReconstructionFigure 5 shows the comparative results of accuracy for our proposed work; here graph clearly shows our
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proposed work provides the better accuracy compared with the other previous works.
Table 2: Result of the Proposed Method

Method Accuracy rate Executiontime[%] [sec]
Cranio face 97% 12reconstructionTable 2 illustrates the accuracy time and execution time of our proposed work. Our proposed work take the 12sec as the execution time and accuracy rate is 97% is relatively high compared with the other existing method.

ConclusionWe propose the craniofacial reconstruction method for reconstruct the face from 3D skull and skin image. Ourproposed work reconstruct the face by using two modules of process such as landmark insertion module and skin meshgeneration module.First our proposed work inserts the landmark in skin and skull by using the morphology features such as race,age, gender and BMI values. These parameters are getting from the input MRI data set and then insert the land markmanually. From that landmark inserted image we reconstruct the face by the skin mesh generation module whichgenerates the mesh for landmark inserted skin and skull image. Therefore our method reconstructs the face accurately.Here we consider the two performance metrics as accuracy and execution time. Our method achieve the higher accuracyand low execution time. Here we set the land mark manually In future direction we have to planned for reconstruct theface by the method of landmark insertion by the matching process. In addition we have planned for measure the errorrate in face reconstruction and also improve the visual quality.
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ABSTRACT This paper focuses on three types of EMU learning systems ( E-Learning, M-Learning and U-Learning).The current
trend is towards E-learning and M-Learning which is convenient for the users , promoted by the continuous development of new
information and communications technology. The field of education also prefers to be Online. E-learning is a set of applications and
processes, such as computer-based learning, Web-based learning, virtual classrooms and digital collaboration. Mobile learning is a
learning system with small, portable computing devices. Using Mobile learning, a student can learn from any place at any time
using portable learning devices. In Ubiquitous learning environment (u-learning) anyone can access anywhere, anytime or any
device and it is supported by mobile. Ubiquitous computing technologies include mobile devices, embedded computer devices such
as GPS, RFID tags, pads, and badges, as well as wireless sensor networks and devices.
Keywords : E-learning, M-learning , U-learning ,Technology, Distance learning.

Introduction
A. E-LearningWe are in the world, where the technology itself often includes practical application of technologicalsolutions in the development of software to teach, learn, and challenge based  on a creative inquisition. E-Learning is a distance learning process using multimedia resources; this allows one or more persons to learnfrom their computer. Multimedia resources are the combination of text, graphics in two or three dimensions,sound, image, animation and even video. The Fig1 shows the model of E-learning system

Fig1: model of E-learning systemE-Learning [6] is a learning technology that use  information technology and communication to  all the  levels ofthe training activities. The main objective of the training activities can be defined as independent learning, distancelearning, individualized training courses and development of educational relationships online.Usage of Internet plays an important role in developing all the sectors of education and particularly in academia.This new methodology of teaching facilitates distance education. The term e-learning is used to describe the use of theInternet as a part of information.E-Learning[12] is the distribution  of training through a network (Internet, Intranet). Any training in any fieldtaught mainly based on the actors involved (learners, trainers, authors, etc.), the underlying educational field andteaching resources used for learning.E-Learning is the ability to follow a distance learning program, self-paced or accompanied, individually orcollectively. E-Learning[3] is based on the Internet and multimedia tools to offer short term training modules,progressive, adapted to the levels and needs of learners.The applications of e-learning system[7]  involved in various fields like Academics , Business, Health sectors,Research and development, Engineering, Security and Protection , Agriculture and so on
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B. M-learningMobile learning happens on a smaller screen than conventional desktop e-learning and is oftenpreferred by the user. This system encourages the instructional designers to hold close a bite-sized learning concept.The exact learning sessions which are easy to understand, than the conventional e-learning user. This approach gives m-learners greater flexibility in learning. Sometimes learners do not use desktops and the only alternative is mobile.Mobile learning is a type of e-learning that uses mobile devices and wireless transmission. Mobile learning [5] isan advanced type of e-learning–distance education. The students, who use mobile devices for learning purposes becomepromoted and busy in learning, thus increasing their performance and success levels. The Fig2 shows the model of M-learning system.

Fig2: model of M-learning systemOne way to achieve mobile learning is the use of smart devices, it includes smart phones, Personal DigitalAssistants or PDAs [5] and other portable, handheld and palmtop personal computers.The smart devices [4] will be less expensive and equipped with powerful processors, higher random accessmemory, screens with high-resolution and open operating systems. Therefore, the demand for smart devices ispredicted to increase. Mobile technologies are increasingly used to facilitate learning process and the use of thesetechnologies creates new opportunities and challenges.M-Learning is always available whenever learners need to use it. The information can be retrieved immediatelyby learners. Learners can interact with peers, teachers, efficient and effective experts across different media. Thisprovides adequate information to learners.Access to information or knowledge anywhere and anytime we have mobile devices in lower prices thandesktop PCs, which is in smaller size [4] and light weight than desktop PC. M-Learning is easy to handle, it supportsmultimedia , low cost applications are available and we get Instant solution of any problem
C. U-leaningUbiquitous learning, also known as u-learning is based on ubiquitous technology. The most significant role ofubiquitous computing technology in u-learning is to construct a ubiquitous learning environment, which enables anyoneto learn at anyplace at anytime. Nonetheless, the definition and characteristic of u-learning is still unclear and beingdebated by the research community. Researchers have different views in defining and characterizing u-learning, thus,leads to misconception and misunderstanding of the original idea of u-learning.According to Lyytinen & Yoo (2002), [16]“the evolution of ubiquitous computing has been accelerated by theimprovement of wireless telecommunications capabilities, open networks, continued increases in computing power,improved battery technology, and the emergence of flexible software architectures”.Learning environment which uses the innovations of wireless technologies is called ubiquitous learning[2] (u-learning), it  intelligence the situation of the learners, and offer more adaptive supports. a variety of embedded andinvisible devices, as well as the corresponding software components, have been developed and connected to the Internetwirelessly.The Fig3 shows the model of U-learning system
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Fig3: model of U-learning system
This new Internet-ready environment[2] has been called a ubiquitous computing environment which makesmany people to make use of huge amounts and various kinds of “functional objects” through network connectionsanytime and anywhere .Another feature of the ubiquitous computing environment is the use of wireless communication objects withsensors, so that the system can sense user information and environmental information in the real world and providepersonalized services accordingly. Such a feature is often called “context aware.”“Context-aware computing” [4] refers to the special capability of an information infrastructure to recognize andreact to real-world context. Context, in this sense, includes any number of factors, such as user identity, current physicallocation, weather conditions, time of day, date or season, and whether the user is asleep or awake, driving or walking.Perhaps the most critical aspects of context are location and identity. Location-aware computing systems[2]perform in response to a user’s location, either abruptly or when activated by a user request. Such system also employlocation information without the human attentive of it.To develop context-aware built-in Internet environments, a variety of new techniques and products relating toubiquitous computing have been developed in current years, such as sensors and actuators, RFID[1] tags and cards,wireless communication, mobile phones, PDAs, and wearable computers.Physical combination and spontaneous interoperation are two main characteristics of ubiquitous computingsystems. Physical combination means that a ubiquitous computing system involves some mixing between computingnodes and the physical world.A ubiquitous learning environment is context aware that is, the learner’s situation or the situation of the real-world environment in which the learner is located can be sensed.

Related workThis section presents some of the existing works related to e-learning, M-learning and U-learning system .According to Joanne Gikas &. Michael M Grant (2013)  they suggests that the student use mobiles to work togetherwith each and share their information and skills via recording of videos or voice note to be uploaded to the course siteand then it will be discussed by the whole class.According to N.Mallikharjuna Rao and C.Sasidhar (2011) Mobile cloud plays an vital role in student learning system.Most of the cloud services providing security services to secure mobile cloud data within a cloud.Student and teacher data have lot of importance because its usability and needs increased day by day. Today thereare lot of direct applications for teaching and learning as opposed to simple platform independent tools and scalabledata storage. [10]
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Dr. M. Thangaraj, Mrs. S. Vanathi (2014), recommended a system IRS-IEE find out the poor learned and well learnedconcepts among the students and suggest them to repeat the same if the result value is less than the threshold value.The attractiveness of Internet along with the wide development of standard procedure and services creates a newmeasurement in the whole education situation. It makes the online education more smart. Everyday new approaches arecoming and bringing new diagnosis in education and trying to refining the system towards modified self-learning [15].S. Kakoty, and S.K Sarma,  The benefits of E-learning are mainly the cost efficiency, convenience and elasticity.However, even as much has been made of the advancements to the organization of e-learning, there has been little, ifany, qualitative examination into the attitudes and views of the users themselves .Ardil proposed an e-learning two-way system  for teachers and students to broadcast their researchsubjects/projects through a cyberspace where members can work together productively and freely to consider relevantissues, sharing persons experiences and providing and gaining support from each other.Comparison of e-learning, m-learning and u-learningThis section presents the detailed comparison of the three learning systems. E-learning is a subset of the DistanceLearning and m-learning is a subset of E-learning[6].U-learning [1] is a learning environment that anyone can access anywhere, anytime or any device, it is thecombination of  E-learning and M-learning.The Fig4 shows the relation between e-learning, m-learning and u-learning.

Fig4: Relation between e-learning, m-learning and u-learningThe Fig5 shows the evolution of learning

Fig5: Evolution of learningAbove discussed, three learning mechanism can be summarized on the basis of their specifications as followed inTable 1.
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Table1

System  specifications  for  e-learning, m-learning and u-learning.

Features E-learning M-learning U-learning
Hardware
requirements

Internet connection,Compact Disk, desktops,mobile devices, webcam,television etc.
Mobile devices,internet connection. Sensor networks, wearable computers,Geographical Information System, Virtualreality based projector, Radio frequencyidentification system (RFID)

Software
requirements

Operating system, Suitablenetwork protocols,internetworkingcommunication technologyand required applications
Mobile operatingsystem like  androidiOS, windows 10 etc,WAP, GPRS, GPS,Bluetooth, Wi-Fi andwirelesscommunicationtechnology

Operating system, Location aware protocol,suitable software sensor network

Data
Processing
Technique

Cloud computing mobile computing ,Cloud computing mobile  computing , cloud computing andContext aware computing
Privacy
concern

public Personalize high security methods  and systems providesvery low privacy.
Discovery
and research
support

supports discovery andresearch. Usually use to accessthe information. Support and promotes research activity
Type of
device

wired Wireless Invisible
Accessibility restricted to a region. Anywhere, any time. Everywhere, every time in a right way
Complexity little fair very
Applications distance learning individual use appliance oriented.
ConclusionIn this paper, comparison  on E-learning, M-learning and U-learning  such as definition, evolution, benefits, how it isused in present context and technologies that are used in these learning systems is discussed. The role of differentnetworking technologies used  for learning, comparative study on different architectures, design approaches,Accessibility, Complexity, Applications, device limitations and technologies are mentioned. The data processingtechniques adopted in the learning systems are described. Their merits and demerits also described. To keep tempo withthe technology as well as to learn these technologies it is essential to solve the question when it arrives. Among the threelearning systems, U-learning is considered to be the best suitable way for the learners in future.
References1. Gwo-Jen Hwang, 2006 “Criteria and Strategies of Ubiquitous Learning”, Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Sensor

Networks,   Ubiquitous, and Trustworthy Computing (SUTC’06).2. Michael Friedewald, Oliver Raabe, 2011, “Ubiquitous computing: An overview of technology impacts”, Elsevier Telematics and
Informatics 28 (2011), pp 55–65.3. Hsieh, S.-W., Jang, Y.-R., Hwang, G.-J., & Chen, N.-S. (2011).Effects of teaching and learning styles on  students’ reflection levels for
ubiquitous learning. Computers & Education, 57(1), 1194-1201. doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compedu.2011.01.0044. Ogata, H., & Uosaki, N. (2012). A new trend of mobile an ubiquitous learning research: Towards enhancing ubiquitous learningexperiences. International Journal of Mobile Learning and Organisation, 6(1), 64-78
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ABSTRACT Noise is a major problem in image processing domain, especially when the background image is subtracted or
removed and the foreground binary image is obtained. The image enhancement is a life hold technique for the removal of noise from
the processed binary image. The main goal of image enhancement is to process the original image into a more suitable form to the
specific application. It is divided into two main categories such as spatial domain and frequency domain. The spatial domain involves
the modification of the image area and the modification of the image’s Fourier transform is known as frequency domain processing
technique. The Spatial domain is concentrated in this approach. The spatial domain refers to the direct processing of pixels in the
image. The binary image of the gait signal is taken as an input and the various filtering methods of linear and non- linear spatial
domain filtering’s such as average filter, weighted average filter, minimum filter and maximum filter and median filters are
employed to enhance the images with the 3x3 mask. The output is evaluated by using different performance indicators like EME,
PSNR, MSE, RMSE.
Keywords: gait, image enhancement, spatial domain filtering, linear filter, non-linear filter, average filter, weighted average filter,
minimum filter, maximum filter, median filter, performance analysis, binary images

IntroductionThe main goal of image enhancement is to process the original image into a more suitable form to the specificapplication. The quality of the visual image is a completely subjective process [7]. To make a human perspective goodview of an image the enhancement is required for the captured image or input image. The enhancement is a processinvolving the noise reduction most. This reduces the additional noise by calculating the pixel values and itsneighborhood pixels. The old images or the damaged images by mishandling are enhanced through the differenttransformation process. The enhancement method is varying for different application and different images. For example,the satellite image and the medical image are treated differently. For example, best techniques for enhancement of X-rayimage may not be best for enhancement for microscopic images [1]. The image like gait, iris, fingerprint and brain, skulland other biometric images are needed to be enhanced individually depends upon the application requirement. Thereare two aspects which require the image enhancementLow level features can be extractedProper visualization of an imageNoise is a major problem in image processing domain, especially when the background image is subtracted orremoved and the foreground binary image is obtained [3][11]. The image enhancement is a life hold technique for theremoval of noise from the processed binary image.
folder = fullfile(matlabroot, '\Sudha\Gait\Samples');
baseFileName = 'sample1.png';
BaseFile = fullfile(folder, baseFileName);
grayImage = imread(BaseFile);
[rows columns numberOfColorBands] = size(grayImage);
subplot(2, 2, 1);
imshow(grayImage);
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0,'Screensize'));
noisyImage = imnoise(grayImage,'salt & pepper', 0.05);
subplot(2, 2, 2);
imshow(noisyImage);
I= noisyImage;It is divided into two main categories such as spatial domain and frequency domain. The spatial domain involvesin the modification of the image area and the modification of the image’s Fourier transform is known as frequencydomain processing technique. The Spatial domain is concentrated in this approach. The individual pixels in the imageare concentrated and the different processing techniques are directly applied on those pixels is the main concept ofspatial domain techniques. Spatial domain is denoted by

g(x,y)=T[f(x,y)]wheref(x,y) is the  image given as input, g(x,y) is the enhanced image and T is an operator on f.
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Basics of spatial filteringThis research deals with the various spatial domain filtering methods with the gait images. The spatial domainfiltering is a process of moving a filter mask from pixel point to another pixel point. Using a predefined relation the valueof the pixels is calculated at each point.

Fig. 1 Mechanics of Spatial Filtering with 3x3 maskA. Smoothing FiltersSmoothing filters are used for blurring and noise reduction. Blurring is the process of removing a small detail fromthe pixel prior to feature extraction and adding some points to the pixel for smooth lines and curves[12]. Noise reductionis the removal of extra information which is not related to the neighborhood pixels. Smoothing filters are of two typelinear filter and order statistics filter.
1) Linear Filter: The neighborhood pixels averaged in the pixel mask is called as the linear spatial filter. The given gaitimage processed under the linear filter and the output shows with the smooth edges. Linear filter R, with the filtermask at any point (x, y) in the image is= (− ,− ) ( − , − ) + (− , ) ( − , ) + ( , ) ( , ) + … .+ ( , ) ( + , )+ ( , ) ( + , + )The above equation represents the sum of products of the coefficients of the linear mask and the pixels in theoriginal image. The linear filter f of the image sixe M x N with the mask m x n is given by( , ) = ∑ ( , ) ( + , + )where, a=(m-1)/2 and b=(n-1)/2, and x=0,1,2,…,M-1 and y=0,1,2,…,N-1.

c = [222 272 300 270 221 194 141 130 82];
r = [21 21 75 121 121 75 221 221 75];

BW = roipoly(I,c,r);
H = fspecial('unsharp');
J = roifilt2(H,I,BW);

Fig. 2  ( a) Averaging  Filter  mask (b) Weighted Average Filter mask
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The linear filter has two kinds of masks: averaging filter and weighted average filter. In average filter the m x nmask has normalizing constant of M x N. It is known as Box Filter. A 3 x 3 mask has been used in this approach. Theprocessed images are represented in the fig.3.

Fig. 3 (a) Original image                    (b) Enhanced image by average filterWeighted average filter pixels are multiplied by different coefficients, the center pixel is multiplied by higherthan any other values. The remaining pixels other than the center pixel are considered and their distance from the centerof mask is averaged and weighted reversely [4]. The general implementation of this is as given by the following equationwith the 3 x 3 mask in the fig.2. The processed images are placed in the fig. 4.

Fig. 4 (a) Original image                        (b) Enhanced image by weighted average filter
2) Order Statistics filter: It is otherwise called as a non-linear spatial filter. The pixels which are surrounded by thefilter area are processed by ranking each pixel. The ranking value is selected randomly and does not base upon theaverage values. By selecting the random values and providing the rank to each pixel the edges are preserved betterthan the linear filters. The salt and pepper noise reduction works better in this order statistics filter.  Different typesof order-statics filters are a) Minimum filter, b) Maximum filter, c) Median filter.

Fig. 5 (a) Original image                        (b) Enhanced image by minimum filtering.
a) Minimum filter: In the minimum filter, the center pixel value is replaced by the smallest value in the imagearea. This smallest value is selected by the pixel by pixel comparison of the entire image[6]. Using the 0thpercentile results the dark portion of the image area is filtered perfectly. Since it is dealt with the dark areasof the image, the binary image in this research is enhanced using a minimum filter.
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Fig. 6 (a) Original image                              (b) Enhanced image by maximum filter
b) Maximum Filter: The 100th percentile filter is the maximum filter. : In the maximum filter, the center pixelvalue is replaced by the largest value in the image area. This largest value is selected by the pixel by pixelcomparison of the entire image. The bright portion of the image area is filtered perfectly. Since it is dealtwith the bright areas of the image, the binary image in this research is enhanced using a maximum filter.

Fig. 7 Median filter example
c) Median Filter: The three steps involved in this median filter. The neighboring pixel values of a single pixelare selected and the values are arranged in ascending order. The median value among those pixel values isselected and it is replaced with the center pixel value. The isolated pixels of dark or light are eliminated byan n x n median filter.medianFilteredImage = medfilt2(noisyImage, [3 3]);noiseImage = (noisyImage == 0 | noisyImage == 255);noiseFreeImage = noisyImage;noiseFreeImage(noiseImage) = medianFilteredImage(noiseImage);subplot(2, 2, 3);imshow(noiseFreeImage);

Fig. 8 (a) Original image                             (b) Enhanced image by median filter
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The adaptive median filtering can handle impulse noise with probabilities even larger than those [4]. Themedian filter gives the best result by comparing the other filtering techniques for the binary image. The fig.6 representsthe processed images with high-quality human visual perception.
Performance evaluation and analysisThe above discussed spatial domain filtering methods were examined with the binary image. The performancelevels were analyzed using the performance indicators like Measure of Image Enhancement - eme, Peak - to -Signal NoiseRatio - psnr, Mean Square Error - mse and Root Mean Square Error - rmse. These algorithms can be applied on n×nmask; the 3×3 mask has been taken in this research. The results are implemented using MATLAB12 using ImageProcessing Toolbox. TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS BY VARIOUS INDICATORS

Filtering domains Eme Psnr Mse RmseAverage filter 2.4036 40.4552 5.8554 2.4198Weighted Average filter 2.6538 47.3922 3.2200 1.4598Minimum filter 3.8763 44.6505 5.9394 1.2684Maximum filter 7.9600 52.8660 10.3686 1.0888Median filter 13.0678 55.3817 0.1883 0.4340Among the five different filtering methods, the median filter gives the improved result by analyzing theperformance indicators. Among the other, the median filter has a higher psnr ratio. EME measure is suitable for imageswith the uniform background so it has been adopted as one of the performance indicator [5]. Thus the median filtershows the better result than the other filtering methods in the spatial domain filtering.
Results and discussionThe spatial domain filtering methods such as average filter, weighted average filter, minimum filter andmaximum filter, median filter are discussed with its implementation methods. The gait binary image is obtained bybackground subtraction method, and it has been enhanced through different spatial domain filtering methods. In thispaper, the image used has the following properties, uniform background, background and foreground containinguniform pixels distribution, background containing a large area of uniform intensity. The linear filter could notcompletely remove the noise. Non-linear filters are robust in this spatial domain filtering methods. As per theperformance analysis indicators, the PSNR shows the best result with the median filter. While comparing the fivedifferent linear and non-linear spatial domain-filtering methods the median filter gives the improved result. The medianfilter is best suited for salt and pepper noise reduction.
References[1] Krishan Kant Lavania, Shivali, “Image Enhancement using Filtering Techniques”, International Journal on Computer Science andEngineering (IJCSE), January 2012.[2] Shapiro and Stockman, “Computer Vision”, 2000.[3] MP Rani, G Arumugam, “An Efficient Gait Recognition System for Human Identification using Modified ICA”, International Jouranlof Computer Science and Information Technology, Voluem2, Issue 1, 2010.[4] Rafael C Ganzalez, Richard E Woods, “Digital Image Processing”, Second Edition, 2002.[5] Sunita Gupta, RabinsPorwal, “Appropriate Contrast Enhancement Measures for Brain and Breast Cancer Images”, InternationalJournal of Biomedical Imaging, 2016.[6] MP Rani, G Arumugam, “Children Abnormal Gait classification using extreme learning machine”, Global journal of ComputerScience and Technology, 2010.[7] TeadyMatius Surya Mulyana, “Reduce noise in the binary image using non linear spatial filtering mode”, IEEE Xplore DigitalLibrary, 2016.[8] D.Sudha, Dr.MPushpa Rani, “Gait Classification for ADHD Children Using Modified Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transform”, IEEEXplore Digital Library, 2017.[9] https://www.slideshare.net/balamoorthy39/smoothing-filters-in-spatial-domain[10] https://swappaz biz/code-de-reduction-special-t.html.[11] M.Pushpa Rani, “Abnormal Gait Classification using hybrid ELM”, Electrical and Computer Engineering (CCECE), IEEE 27thCanadian Conference, 2014.[12] MP Rani, D Sasikala, “A survey of Gait Recognition Approaches Using PCA and ICA”, Global journal of Computer Science andTechnology, 2012.
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ABSTRACT The broad use of smart phones, with the availability of higher bandwidths in next generation mobile networks,
have lead to increase the demand of live video broadcasting services that users can access through multimedia players operation on
their mobile devices. The quality of services can be affected by service interruptions due to the mobile network transmission errors.
The Evolved multimedia multicast broadcast services (E-MBMS) channel allows sending the same multimedia content into the
multiple receivers. The forward error correction method and unicast recovery system are used to deal with the network errors
occurs in the LTE multimedia broadcast services. These error recovery techniques are used to decrease the channel error. This paper
provides a survey on multimedia broadcasting services. It gives an overview on techniques, technologies, architecture adopted in
various environments. It also discusses about key challenges faced in broadcasting services. It also provides a summary of recent
literatures on broadcasting services.
Keywords: Multimedia broadcasting, Buffering, LTE network, Latency, Playout frame rate.

I. IntroductionNowadays, video is the most leading application in the Internet. According to the recent learning and estimate,global Internet video traffic explained for nearly 14 PB per month in 2012,which is nearly 57% of all user traffic. In 2017,it is expected to reach 52 PB per month, which will then be 69% of the whole consumer Internet traffic. In live streamingservices, an important quality of service parameter is service latency, defined as the difference between the live eventoccurs time and the time at which the live event is played on a receiving terminal.The demand of multimedia streaming services is growing as a result of a wide adoption of more capable mobiledevices, with the evolution of mobile networks. The evolution of mobile devices with higher multimedia capabilitiestogether with the use of high capacity mobile network recently have made an vast growth in user data traffic particularlymultimedia content. The mobile video consumption is stimulated with the increase number of Smart phones in themarket. The demand for wireless broadband bandwidth has increasing very fast. Users demand greater access capacityto utilize an increasing number of services and applications. At the same time, these applications happen to be  morehungry for bandwidth. Wireless broadband exploits a limited resource and frequency spectrum.The multimedia broadcast and multicast service standard defined by the Third Generation Partnership Projectdefines the workstation, radio network, core network, and user service aspects. MBMS is a point to multipoint service inwhich data are transmitted from a single source person to multiple recipients, multicast networks are used by TVchannels or radio stations to broadcast their contents. The multicast network allows sending content to several clientsusing a single transmission operation. The multicast networks are used to transmit files.Wireless video streaming is gaining more and more regards among mobile users. It is main, for both the contentproviders and wireless network designers of the future, to understand how to ensure a satisfactory quality of userexperience. There are several video artifacts that have an effect on the QoE.IP-BASED TV systems are increasingly being deployed to provide live and on-demand video streaming servicesin the Internet Protocol (IP)-based networks the demand for wireless broadband bandwidth has being increasing veryrapidly. Users demand greater access capacity to utilize an increasing number of services and applications.The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 1, mainly provides an overview of broadcast servicesarchitecture. In section 2, provides the research on multimedia services techniques are discussed. In section 3, theavailable challenges of broadcasting services are investigated. Finally, summary of emerging research issues areidentified and the future research directions are discussed
II. REVIEW OF BROADCAST SERVICES ARCHITECTUREThe broadcast services architecture, defines the different aspects of the LTE networks and multimedia broadcastingservices.E. Tan et.al [1] describes that AMP approach, which decrease the decoder playout frame rate to avoid bufferstarvation. Depend on the encoder approach, the AMP techniques alter the playout frame rate which introduces moreplayout distortion than necessary. The frame is continuously move from the encoder buffer to decoder buffer itgradually affects the video continuity.De Fez Lava et.al [12] describes the File Delivery over Unidirectional Transport (FLUTE) is the protocol used inunidirectional environments. It gives the reliability in the transmission of multimedia contents. This protocol ismaintaining the File Delivery Table, which is the in-band mechanism used by FLUTE to inform clients about the files andtheir characteristics are transmitted within a FLUTE session. Clients require to receive the FDT in order to startdownloading files.
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C.M. Lentisco et.al [7] describes the architecture to support the distribution of video in wireless environments tothe users. Raptor and RaptorQ are fountain codes, as needed many encoded symbols are generated on the encoder fromthe k symbols of the source block.The decoder is able to recover the block, if it receives a number of symbols slightlyhigher than k. In this context, the code rate is normally used .The solution standardized by 3GPP to ensure reliabletransmissions over eMBMS is to use of Raptor codes as the Application Layer- Forward Error Correction (AL-FEC)scheme. Among other techniques, using Raptor and Raptor codes achieve the service data rate and the coverage .J. F. Monserrat et.al [6] proposed the architecture to support growing the efficiency in the transmission of thesame content to several users. It using the Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), was improved withMultimedia Broadcast Multicast Services. This combined transmission improves the received Signal to Interference plusNoise Ratio (SINR).de Fez et.al [2] describes about the AL-FEC techniques which is increases the performance of multicast contentdownload services. The implementation of adaptive LDPC for multicast content delivery based on the File delivery andunidirectional transport protocol. Adaptive AL-FEC codes represent a good alternative to improve the reliability ofmulticast connections over wireless channels.de Fez et.al [3]  proposed the architecture to supports the file delivery over unidirectional transport (FLUTE)protocol in multicast networks, which reduce significantly the bandwidth when there are many users interest in thesame contents.T. Hoßfeld et.al [10] proposed the architecture for QoE assessment methodology used in multimediaapplications that are like online video, which is based on crowd sourcing. some inherent problems are  improved byfiltering based on additional test design measures. but difficult methods are required to reduce or avoid rejection of userresults, by utilizing reputation systems of existing crowd sourcing platforms. crowd sourcing has high potential not onlyfor testing online video usage scenario, but also used in QoE assessment of Internet applications like web.C. Yang and Y. Liu [9] proposed the architecture new IP-based streaming framework. That is called fast IP-basedTVsystem.It is used to achieve close-to-zero channel switching delay at the value of additional download bandwidth andbetter playback lags. Video segments are downloaded from the combination channel will be stored in a local buffer.When the client issues a channel  request to a target channel, the client will immediately playback the most recentlydownloaded video of the target channel, To achieve close-to-zero SRT and good QoE performance for multichannelsystems.D. Lecompte and F.Gabin [11] describes about the Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS) is apoint-to-multipoint content delivery particularly designed for LTE standard. eMBMS can be used to enhance thenetwork’s capacity for providing good quality multimedia service in high user-density area is to validate and estimatethe performance. The 3GPP standard implemented in the OpenAirInterface SDR platforms presented theimplementation of eMBMS in LTE network.
III. REVIEW OF MULTIMEDIA BROADCASTING TECHNIQUESThis section of survey explains the different broadcasting techniques used in different papers are summarized asfollows. A long content data can be separated into one or more temporal content. Further, each alternative of a contentcan be divided into media segments using the MPEG DASH standard technique[4].Evolved Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Service (eMBMS) is a common channel that is used  to send thesame content of data into multiple receivers, thereby increasing the efficiency of the use of network resources[6]. The E-MBMS service transmissions to provide file delivery services as per different type of users and file sizes[7].AL-FEC is the technique, which improves the performance of multicast content download services and also it isused to keep the information. The multimedia content are protected against errors[2].Performed frame rate control by a joint adjustment of the encoder frame generation period and the playoutframe interval. Lyapunov optimization method is used to derive the optimization policies that help to ensure the videocontinuity with the minimum network resource. It is useful for avoid buffer starvation [1].Adaptive code rate is used to minimized the download time of all clients within the coverage area, with arealistic use of bandwidth[3].An Adaptive HTTP streaming technique is used in live streaming, which maintain low delays. It provides thecontinuous live streaming(like sport events), using the media description file[11].
IV. KEY CHALLENGES IN BROADCASTING SERVICESThe video broadcasting in wireless environments has become a big challenge. It has some inherent limitationsthat impact on the streaming services. The limited bandwidth or the noisy channels are some of these limitations. Itaffects the service quality and also increasing the user’s problems such as, high delay and video discontinuity during theplayback time.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPEMultimedia communication over mobile networks is a new research area, with a limited, but, fastly growing setof research results. This paper surveys different architecture and techniques based on Multimedia communication over
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mobile networks. However, most work fails to consider some features of the communication when evaluating the mobilenetwork techniques. Many authors tried to solve these issues using many methods and produced acceptable solutions.However, some improvements have to be done in multimedia communication since mobile networks is limited. Thefuture scope is to design a convenient and accessible way for communication over mobile networks.
REFERENCES[1] Tan and A. C. Tung, “A frame rate optimization for improving continuity in video streaming,” IEEE Trans. Multimedia, Jun.2012.[2] I. de Fez, F. Fraile, R. Belda, and J. C. Guerri, “Analysis and evaluation of adaptive LDPC AL-FEC codes for content download

services,” IEEETrans. Multimedia, Jun. 2012.
[3] I. de Fez and J. C. Guerri, “An adaptive mechanism for optimal content download in wireless networks,” IEEE Trans. Multimedia,Jun. 2014.[4] T. Truong, H. Quang-Dung, J. Won, and A.T.Pham, “Adaptive streaming of audiovisual content using MPEG DASH,” IEEE Trans.Consum.Electron.,Feb. 2012.[5] U. Kumar and O. Oyman, “QoE evaluation for video streaming over eMBMS,” in Proc. Int. Conf. Comput., Netw. Commun., 2013, pp.555–559.[6] J. F. Monserrat, J. Calabuig, A. Fernandez-Aguilella, and D. Gomez-Barquero, “Joint delivery of Unicast and E-MBMS services in LTE
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ABSTRACT Lifetime optimization and security are two conflicting design issues for multi-hop wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) with non-replenishable energy resources. In this paper, we propose a Anomaly Detection and Energy Efficient Routing
(ADEER) protocol to address these two conflicting issues such as energy and anomaly detection in WSN. In this scheme, Extended
Kalman filter mechanism to detect false injected data. Specifically, by monitoring behaviors of its neighbors and using EKF to
predict their future states. . The node behavior is monitored by integration of Anomaly Node Observation and System observation
module. SEER has the flexibility to support multiple routing strategies in message forwarding and to extend the lifetime while
increasing routing security. Our analysis shows that we can increase the lifetime and the number of messages that can be delivered
under the uniform energy deployment in the network.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network, Energy Balance Control, Security, Extended Kalman filter, Lifetime.

IntroductionMany sensor systems are deployed in unattended and often adversarial environments such as battlefields.Hence, security mechanisms that provide confidentiality and authentication are critical for the operation of many sensorapplications. Providing security is particularly challenging in sensor networks due to the resource limitations of sensornodes. This multi-hop packet transmission can extend the network coverage area using limited power and improve areaspectral efficiency. In developing and rural areas, the network can be deployed more readily and at low cost. Weconsider the civilian applications of multi-hop wireless networks, where the nodes have long relation with the network.Fault tolerance in collaborative sensor network [1] introduced for collaborative target detection that areefficient in terms of communication cost, precision, accuracy, and number of faulty sensors tolerable in the network.Value fusion and decision fusion algorithm are used for identified node trust. The impact of hierarchical agreement oncommunication cost and system failure probability is evaluated and a method for determining the number of tolerablefaults is identified.Using message authentication code (MAC) [2] presented an interleaved hop-by-hop authentication scheme,which guarantees the base station detects injected false data packets, when no more than a certain number nodes arecompromised. But this scheme requires each cluster has fixed nodes. Secure and privacy-preserving datacommunication [3] SDAP utilized the principles of divide-and-conquer and commit-and-attest is a general-purposesecure aggregation protocol applicable to multiple aggregation functions. The spirit of SDAP is similar to Merkle hashtree. Nevertheless, communication cost of SDAP is fairly high. Statistical en-route filtering mechanism [4] that can detectand drop false reports injected by compromised nodes.The collaborative nature of Industrial WSN (IWSN) [5] plays a vital role in creating a highly reliable and self-healing industrial system that rapidly responds to real-time events with appropriate actions. In this scheme, technicalchallenges and design principles are introduced in terms of architecture designing, developing hardware and software.In [6] explains overview of the application of WSNs for electric power systems along with their opportunities andchallenges and opens up future work in many unexploited research areas in diverse smart grid applications. Then, itpresents a comprehensive experimental study on the statistical characterization of the wireless channel in differentelectric-power-system environments, including a 500-kV substation, an industrial power control room, and anunderground network transformer vault.In [7], a predictor-controller algorithm is used to mitigate the network delay in the network. Also this methodreduces the computation complexity and enhances the system reacting time. Simulation results demonstrate theeffectiveness of our proposed method. In [8] explains decentralized algorithm is used to compute the control signals insensor networks. The estimation error of the new approach is one-eighth as large as that of the penalty method withone-fifth of its computation time.Establishing stable and reliable routes in heterogeneous multi-hop wireless networks E-STAR [9] combines thepayment and trust systems with a trust-based and energy-aware routing protocol. The payment system rewards thenodes that relay others’ packets and charges those that send packets. The trust system evaluates the nodes’ competenceand reliability in relaying packets in terms of multi-dimensional trust values. The trust values are attached to the nodesand the public-key is used to identify the anomaly node in the network.
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Proposed methodIn this paper we develop a Anomaly Detection and Energy Efficient Routing protocol for sensor networks,named SEER. We design it to achieve a tradeoff between securities and reduce the energy utilization in the network. InADEER, an EKF mechanism is suitable for WSN nodes because this mechanism may address those incurred uncertaintiesin a lightweight manner. The process of ADEER is divided into three phases: Registration phase, Anomaly DetectionPhase, Energy Efficient Path phase and Data Transmission phase.In Registration phase, every sensor nodes register to the Base Station (BS). It generates the random number toproduce the private key for every sensor nodes. Then they find neighbors in one hop, and the process expands hop byhop from BS to the edge of sensor network.  Every sensor node maintains the table. This table contains neighbor node ID,location, distance among sensors to BS.While a normal sensor node is compromised through an anomaly, thus this anomaly node control of thecompromised node. It may inject modified data readings into the WSN. As a result the modified original data canseriously disrupt aggregation operations.In false inject data detection phase, Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm to detect false injected data.Anomaly Node Observation (ANO) and System Observation (SO) methods integrate to form the secure WSNs. The MNOis detects anomaly node and SO is using the EKF mechanism to monitoring the sensor behaviors for predicting futurestates. EKF can offer a relatively accurate prediction of neighbors’ future states [10].For example, when node A invokes an alert on node B due to some event E, to decide whether E is anomaly oremergent, A may initiate a further investigation on E by collaborating with existing SO. WSNs are usually denselydeployed to collaboratively monitor some events around B and request from these nodes their opinions on the behaviorof E. Because the majority of sensor nodes around the investigated event E are not compromised, after A collects theinformation from these nodes, if A finds that the majority of sensor nodes think.  Collaboration between MNO and SO todifferentiate anomaly events from emergency events that event E may happen, A then makes a decision that E istriggered by some emergency events.Otherwise, if A finds that the majority of sensor nodes think that event E should not happen, A then thinks that Eis triggered by either a anomaly node or a faulty yet good node. In this way, A can continue to wake up those nodesaround event E and their opinions about the behavior of E. If A keeps finding that the majority of sensor nodes think thatevent E should not happen, A then suspects that E is anomaly. After A makes a final decision, A can report this event tobase stations.In Energy Efficient Path phase, the source selects the forwarder node based on node energy. The highest energynode is selection for data communication in the network. Thus it reduce the node dead problem also increase the energyefficiency in the network.In Data Transmission phase, the source transmits the data via energy efficient path in the network. In this phase,the source S sends messages to the BS via intermediate nodes. Each node computes the signature by {H(m), ID, TTL,
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Performance evaluationThe performance of SEER scheme is analyzed by using NS2. The nodes are communicated with each other byusing the communication protocol UDP. The traffic is handled using the traffic model Constant Bit Rate.Packet Delivery RateIt defined as the rate of data packets delivered to the destination node to the no of data packets sent by the source node.The PDR is calculated by the equation 1.
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Figure.1 PDR of SEER and STAR schemeThe PDR of STAR and ADEER are plotted in Figure 1. It shows that the ADEER has better PDR while compared to theSTAR.
ConclusionWe have proposed ADEER that uses hash based signature with energy aware routing protocol to establishedreliable routes in the networks. In ADEER, an Extended Kalman filter based mechanism to detect false injected data.Specifically, by monitoring behaviors of its neighbors and using Extended Kalman filter to predict their future states.ADEER has the flexibility to support multiple routing strategies in message forwarding and to extend the lifetime whileincreasing routing security. The result of Packet delivery rate demonstrates that the ADEER is highest packet deliverycompare to the STAR scheme.
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Analysis and Identification of cancer using Nanobots
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ABSTRACT This paper will deal with the latest technology i.e. Nanobots in the field of cancer treatment.Generally, the
ultimate result of cells that uncontrollably grow and do not die is CANCER. The process of programmed cell growth and death is
APOPTOSIS. When this process breakdown then cancer cells begins to form. Which when grows uncontrollably leads to immediate
death.There are so many processes in treating cancer. Such as Radiation Therapy, Stereotactic Therapy, Image Directed Therapy
etc. Herein we are going to see how Nanobots involved in treating cancer. These Nanobots are designed to seek out and destroy
cancer cells while leaving other normal cells unscathed. So far it been tested in cell culture and in animal studies.As per our
traditional way of approach only 60% are been cured with much difficulty. So these comes Nano machine or Nanites or Nanobots
are used to cure cancer more precisely and perfectly without damaging other health cells with limited time. In most patients, by the
time cancer is detected, metastasis has already occurred. More than 80% of patients diagnosed with lung cancer, for example,
present with incurable stage of disease. Nanotechnology is not alien to the clinic; more than 40 Nano therapeutics have reached
patients, including anticancer drugs and imaging agents. Many current therapies are not reaching the sites of metastases.
Nanomaterial’s have the potential to combine multiple therapeutic functions into a single platform, can be targeted to specific
tissues and can reach particular subcellular compartments. Primary targeting is the act of steering nanoparticles to the specific
organ or organs in which the metastases reside. Secondary targeting is the direction of these delivered materials to the cancer cells
and potentially to a specific subcellular location within the cancer cell. Many solid tumours exhibit the enhanced permeation and
retention (EPR) effect through which nanomaterial may accumulate and be retained in the tumour. However, this effect is limited
to tumours larger than ∼4.6 mm in diameter, hindering its use for targeting small, vascularized metastases. To treat the complex
problem of metastatic cancer, we must combine the expertise of engineers, biologists and clinicians.
Keywords: Nanobots, Cancer Cells, Thermal Ablation, Cancer Treating Drugs, Enzymes.  Targeting signalling networks in cancer
cells targeting the tumour microenvironment, Challenges for the future

I. Introduction:The National Cancer Institute estimates approximately 2.2 million of Americans. In today’s history of cancer. We got 1out of 2 has developed cancer in their lifetime. Though overall cancer rates is lower in India.Cancer survival rates can begreatly improved if scientists are successful in developing microscopic or Nano medical weapons in treating cells.Insome areas probably in Universities such as UK have used Nanobots to drill into cancer cells and killing them in 60seconds.Whereas these have been tested on animals before moving onto the rodents.Nanobots brought an optimisticapproach in treatment of cancer. Since more precisely and perfectly these tiny Nanobots damage cancer cells withoutdisturbing other healthy cells. Before going deep into the subject let us sees what Nanotechnology? It is the science andtechnology of small things in particular things that are less than 100nm in size. One nanometres is only 3 atoms long fora comparison a human hair is about 60-100 nm wide.
II. Nanobots:A Nanobot is a tiny machine designed to perform a specific task repeatedly and with a precision at a Nano scaledimension of few nanometres (10^9) metres in size generally 0.1 to 10 micrometres. The size of Nanobots image is givenbelow.

Figure 1. Original Nanobots Size
III. Features of NanobotsNanobots are essentially an adapted machine version of bacteria. They are designed to function on the same scale asboth bacteria and common viruses in order to interact with and repel from the human system. Since they are small wecannot see them with our human eyes.IdealNanobots consists of a Transporting Mechanism, An Internal Processor and afuel unit that enables or triggers them to function.The Nanobots operate in a virtual environment comparing random, thermal and chemical control techniques. TheNanobots architecture model has Nano bioelectronics as the basis for manufacturing integrated system devices withembedded Nano biosensors (fig 2.)And actuators, which facilitates its application for medical target identification anddrug delivery. The Nanobots interaction with the described workspace shows how time actuation is improved based onsensor capabilities. Therefore, our work addresses the control and the architecture design for developing practicalmolecular machines. Advances in nanotechnology are enabling manufacturing Nano sensors and actuators through Nanobioelectronics and biologically inspired devices. Analysis of integrated system modelling is one important aspect forsupporting nanotechnology in the fast development towards one of the most challenging new fields of science: molecularmachines. The use of 3D simulation can provide interactive tools for addressing Nanobots choices on sensing, hardwarearchitecture design, manufacturing approaches, and control methodology investigation.
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Transporting Mechanism:Experts believe microscopic silicon called transducers can be successfully used for Nanobotslegs since spider like body will work out (Now scientist has designed the new CAR genes to integrate into chromosomesto begin decoding the new gene and producing CARS within just one or two days.)They hope that spider like mechanismcould help in fast moving and create a quick and efficient machine to move into human blood vessels.This design couldrebuild tissue molecules, rebuild walls of veins and arteries and stop bleeding to save life.
Fuel unit:One possible solution is to adhere a fine film of radioactive particles to the Nanobots body. As the particlesdecay and release energy these Nanobots could be able to harness this power source. The radioactive film could beenlarged or reduced in any scale without a drop in efficiency.

Figure2.embeded Nano bio sensors with fuel unit.
Nanobot’s processor:At this time these tiny robots identifies 12 different types of cells in humans ranging from tumourcells to abnormal cells called Leukaemia.More work is yet to be done when it comes to processor development. [6]
IV. Technology behind Nanobots in Treating Cancer:As these are too small they can safely travel into our Blood stream.Once it is been injected into our body it traverses andidentifies and differentiates between Cancer cells and Normal cells.Then it binds itself in the Cancer or Tumour cells andcreates a wall around cancer cells so that normal cells left undamaged.These Nanobots are then been exited by the fuelunit with certain range of Infrared Radiations.Where it uses Photo Thermal Ablation to heat cancer affected cells.(cancercells die at 42’c whereas normal cells die at 46^c).And also these Nanobots have specially folded DNA that serves as avessel for treating cancer cells without damaging other normal cells.Finally killing Cancer cells alone without disturbingnormal cells.Still these biodegradable Nanobots used to genetically program immune cells to recognize and destroycancer cells by it. Whereby our immune system will quickly mount a strong enough response to destroy cancer cells.[2]

Figure 3.steps involved in curing cancerIn Short, (fig 3).It destroys the cancer cells in human body.Removes blocks in blood vessels.Replacement of DNA Cells is also been done by educating our immune system.
Components of Nanobots used in cancer treatment:The various components in Nanobots include power supply, fuel buffer tank, sensors, motors, manipulators, on-boardcomputers, pumps, pressure tanks and structural support. The substructures in Nanobots include: 1. Payload- This voidsection holds a small dose of drug/medicine. The Nanobots could transverse in the blood and release the drug to the siteof infection/injury.  2. Micro camera- The Nanobots may include a miniature camera. The operator can steer theNanobots when navigating through the body manually 3. Electrodes- The electrode mounted on the Nanobots couldform the battery using the electrolytes in the blood. These protruding electrodes could also kill the cancer cells bygenerating an electric current, and heating the cells up to death.  4. Lasers- These lasers could burn the harmful materiallike arterial plaque, blood clots or cancer cells 5. Ultra sonic signal generators- These generators are used when theNanobots are used to target and destroy kidney stones. 6. Swimming tail- The Nanobots will require a means ofpropulsion to get into the body as they travel against the flow of blood in the body.  The Nanobots will have motors formovement and manipulator arms or mechanical leg for mobility. The two main approaches followed in construction ofNanobots are Positional assembly and Self-assembly. In self-assembly, the arm of a miniature robot or a microscopic setis used to pick the molecules and assemble manually. In positional assembly, the investigators will put billions of
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molecules together and let them automatically assemble based on their natural affinities into the desired configurationNanobots Control Design is the software developed for simulating Nanobots in environment with fluids which isdominated by Brownian motion. The Nanobots have chemical sensors which can detect the target molecules. TheNanobots are provided with swarm intelligence for decentralization activity. Swarm intelligence techniques are thealgorithms designed for artificial intelligence of the Nanobots. The swarm intelligence technique is been inspired by thebehaviour of social animals such as ants, bees and termites which work collaboratively without a centralized control.The three main types of swarm intelligence techniques deigned are ant colony optimization (ACO), artificial bee colony(ABC) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [8].
VI. Types of Nanobots:The types of Nanobots designed by Robert A. Freitas Jr as artificial blood are:Respirocytes.Microbivores.Clottocytes.
Reciprocytes are the Nanobots designed as artificial mechanical red blood cells which are blood borne spherical 1 µmdiameter sized. The outer shell is made of diamonded 1000 atm pressure vessel with reversible molecule-selectivepumps. Respirocytes carry oxygen and carbon dioxide molecules throughout the body.  The respirocyte is constructed of18 billion atoms which are precisely arranged in a diamondoid pressure tanks that can store up to 3 billion oxygen andcarbon dioxide molecules. The respirocyte would deliver 236 times more oxygen to the body tissues when compared tonatural red blood cells.  The respirocyte could manage the carbonic acidity which will be controlled by gas concentrationsensors and an on-boardNano computer. The stored gases are released from the tank in a controlled manner throughmolecular pumps. The respirocytes exchange gases via molecular rotors. The rotors have special tips for particular typeof molecule.An artificial red cell—the respirocyte designed by Robert A.Freitas Jr Each respirocyte consists of 3 types ofrotors. One rotor releases the stored oxygen while travelling through the body. The second type of rotor captures all thecarbon dioxide in the blood stream and release at the lungs while the third rotor takes in the glucose from blood streamas fuel source. There are 12 identical pumps which are laid around the equator; oxygen rotors on the left, water rotors inthe middle and carbon dioxide rotors in the left. There are gas concentration sensors on the surface of respirocyte. Whenthe respirocyte passes through the lung capillaries, O2 partial pressure will be high and CO2 partial pressure will be low,therefore the on-boardNano computer commands the sorting rotors to load in oxygen and release the carbon dioxidemolecules. The water ballast chambers aid in maintaining buoyancy. The respirocytes can be programmed to scavengecarbon monoxide and other poisonous gases from the body.  The respirocyte works as an artificial erythrocyte bymimicking the oxygen and carbon dioxide transport functions. A 5 cc therapeutic dose of 50% respirocyte salinesuspension containing 5 trillion Nanobots would exactly replace the gas carrying capacity of the patient’s entire 5.4 litresof blood.
Microbivores are the Nanobots which functions as artificial white blood cell and also known as nanobotic phagocytes.The microbivore is a spheroid device made up of diamond and sapphire which measures 3.4 µm in diameter along itsmajor axis and 2.0 µm diameter along minor axis and consists of 610 billion precisely arranged structural atoms. It trapsin the pathogens present in the blood stream and break down to smaller molecules. The main function of microbivore isto absorb and digest the pathogens in the blood stream by the process of phagocytosis. The microbivore consist of 4fundamental components: i. An array of reversible binding sites. ii. An array of telescoping grapples. iii. A morcellationchamber. iv. Digestion chamber. During the cycle of operation, the target bacterium binds to the microbivore surface viaspecies-specific reversible binding site. A collision between the bacterium and the microbivore brings in the surface intointimate contact, allowing the reversible binding site to recognize and weakly bind to the bacterium. A set of 9 differentantigenic markers should be specific and confirm the positive binding event confirming the presence target microbe.There would be 20,000 copies of the 9 marker sets distributed in 275 disk shaped regions across microbivore. When thebacterium is bound to the binding.
Clottocytes Haemostasis is the process of blood clotting when there is damage to the endothelium cells of blood vesselsby platelets. These platelets can be activated by collision of exposed collagen from damaged blood vessels to theBiomedical Science and Engineering 45 platelets. The whole process of natural blood clotting can take 2-5 minutes. Thenanotechnology has shown the capabilities of reducing the clotting time and reducing the blood loss. In certain patients,the blood clots are found to occur irregularly. This abnormality is treated using drugs such corticosteroids. Thetreatment with corticosteroids is associated with side effects such as hormonal secretions; blood/platelet could damagelungs and allergic reactions. The theoretically designed clottocyte describes artificial mechanical platelet or clottocytethat would complete haemostasis in approximately 1. It is spherical Nanobots powered by serum-ox glucoseapproximately 2 µm in diameter containing a fibre mesh that is compactly folded on-board. The response time ofclottocyte is 1001000 times faster than the natural haemostatic system. The fibre mesh would be biodegradable andupon release, a soluble film coating of the mesh would dissolve in contact with the plasma to expose sticky mesh.Reliable communication protocols would be required to control the coordinated mesh release from neighbouringclottocytes and also to regulate multidevice-activation radius within the local clottocyte population. As clottocyte-richblood enters the injured blood vessel, the on-board sensors of clottocyte rapidly detects the change in partial pressure,
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often indicating that it is bled out of body. If the first clottocyte is 75 µm away from air-serum interface, oxygenmolecules from the air diffuse through serum at human body temperature. This detection would be broadcasted rapidlyto the neighbouring clottocytes through acoustic pulses. This allows rapid propagation of a carefully controlled device-enablement cascade. The stickiness in the fibre mesh would be blood group specific to trap blood cells by binding to theantigens present on blood cells (Figure 4). Each mesh would overlap on the neighbouring mesh and attract the red bloodcells to immediately stop bleeding [22].Blood clotting mechanism of clottocytes The clotting function by clottocyte is essentially equivalent to that of naturalplatelets at about 1/10,000th the concentration in the blood stream i.e. 20 clottocytes per cubic millimetre ofblood. Themajor risk associated with the clottocytes is that the additional activity of the mechanical platelets could trigger thedisseminated intravascular coagulation resulting in multiple micro thrombi [6].

Figure4.Types of Nanobots

VII. Enzymes used in Nanobots to Treat Cancer:

RED65:This is an herbal formulation that uses an extract of Hirudin molecule from the salivary gland of Hiruorientalis,An Asian Medicinal Leech. The most effective anticoagulant agent for clearing toxins from blood streams and cleaningthe blood fibrin so that it flows better.
P-A-L PLUS DIGESTIVE ENZYMES:A stack of digestive enzymes will get into blood stream and clean it up.
Papaya pro:This is Green Papaya powder and this is more aggressive than Pancreatic Enzymes in treating anddestroying Cancer cells.
Endocarp Elixir:It stimulates cells to repair themselves and supports the body in several ways.
Foliate:This is second most important supplement you need to reverse catabolic waste and start gaining some weight.
VI. Statistics taken for Nanobots Treatment:If the Cancer cells in patient are high the usage of Nanobots reduce cancercells by exactly treating the cancer cells alone with the enzymes. Whereas in normal therapy the rate of destroying theCancer cells is very slow and not precise when compared to Nanobots .The graph below clearly states those Nanobotsactivating enzymes and its effective killing of tumour cells.It gives clear view of Nanobots compared to othertechnology.[1]

VIII. Various Medical applications of Nanobots:Nanobots in drug deliveryNanobots in surgeryDiagnosis and testing
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Nanobots in gene TherapyParasite removalBreaking up of kidney stones
IX.Conclusion:Use of Nanobots in cancer treatment has a wider scope. It can be used anywhere in terms of human physiology. Thiswould lead to new revolution in terms of medicine. With a swarm of Nanobots protecting from inside, we couldrealistically be free from diseases I the next few decades. [1] The Nano robots used in medicine are predicted to providea wealth of promise. When the severe side effects of the existing therapies are been considered, the Nanobots are foundto be more innovative, supportive to the treatment and diagnosis of vital diseases. The respirocytes would be 236 timesquicker when compared to normal red blood cells. The Nanobots are found to exhibit strong potential to diagnose andtreat various medical conditions like cancer, heart attack, diabetes, arteriosclerosis, kidney stones etc. The Nanobots canallow us a personalized treatment, hence achieving high efficacy against many diseases.[6].
Reference:[1] Anjinkya Bhatt Nanobots,” The Future Medicine”.[2] Brandon Tomlin,”Journal of a new method of treating cancer”[3] Cambridge Network: Synthetic organs, Nanobots and DNA Scissors[4] Cosmos01/18 – Super –strong cell size Origami Robots[5] D.Karthick Raaja, V.Ajay, S.G.Jeyadev, Kumar, Karthikeyan, C.Ravi Chandra,”A Mini Review of Nanobots in Human Surgery handcancer Therapy”.[6] Apoorva Manjunath, Vijay Kishore*Department of Biotechnology, Sapthagiri College of Engineering, Bangalore, India the Promising Future in Medicine: Nanobots[7] En.m.wikipedia.org.[8] www.iflscience.com[9] www.futureforall.org[10] www.techopedia.com[11] https://singulrityhub.com
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Predictive Analytics: A Case Study on Multivariate Data
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ABSTRACTB Connectivity ensured data accumulation and eventually produced Big data. This data is high in volume, variety

and travels with higher velocity bearing unforeseen opportunities for knowledge discovery. Among other possibilities, the capability
to predict an occurrence or probability is named as ‘Predictive Analytics’ (PA). Moreover, nowadays ‘present’ is only used to see the
future. This aspect changed the perception of activities in all domains, Business, Education, Healthcare, Government, Entertainment
and Banking to name a few. This paper discusses the usage of  PA while handling unstructured data, it compares various techniques
on a single dataset and describes the performance of each technique.
Keywords: Prediction, Machine learning, NLP, titanic data.

IntroductionPredictive analytics is a highly scientific process that analyses past/current data to predict the future behavior of anentity based on the hypothesis, ‘history has a tendency to repeat’. It comes under the field of “Advanced Analytics” of bigdata analytics. Advanced analytics is the superior adaptation of “Business Analytics”, as the former uses more eleganttools like Machine Learning (ML). PA deals with the extraction of knowledge by identifying relationship between theentities from previous occurrences and utilizing the acquired knowledge to predict unknown trends. When the outcomeis spread over a wider temporal span, such as, population over a period of five years or rainfall in the next ten years it iscalled “Forecasting”. As the occurrence is a ‘transition / evolution’ of one from the other, it becomes safe to conclude thatall forecastings are predictions but all predictions are not forecastings.Data mining (DM) and PA intersect at their ability to deal with observable variables. The former uses variables todiscover hidden-associations and the latter uses the same to invent outcomes. PA employs Statistical techniques toperform mathematical operations and test hypotheses on the data. Predictive analytics has its roots in many fields likedata mining, statistics, modeling, machine learning and artificial intelligence. The combination of two or more of thesetechniques becomes the base for any prediction.  This study aims to describe the predictive model building processesand its scope in various existing knowledge discovery approaches, particularly text analytics to investigate the existingproblems and suggest directions for future exploration.
Related ResearchPredictive analytics is an area of data mining that deals with extracting information from data and using it to predicttrends and behavior patterns [4]. The core of predictive analytics relies on capturing relationships between explanatoryvariables and the predicted variables from past occurrences, and exploiting them to predict the unknown outcome. It isimportant to note, however, that the accuracy and usability of results will depend greatly on the level of data analysisand the quality of assumptions.Predictive analytics is often defined as predicting at a more detailed level of granularity, i.e., generating predictivescores (probabilities) for each individual organizational element. It has various applications Analytical customerrelationship management (CRM), clinical decision support systems, customer retention, marketing, fraud detection,project risk management etc [5]. Deep learning is a branch of machine learning based on a set of algorithms that attemptto model high-level abstractions in data by using a deep graph with multiple processing layers, composed of multiplelinear and non-linear transformations [6].Research in this area attempts to make better representations and create models to learn these representations fromlarge-scale unlabeled data. Some of the representations are inspired by advances in neuroscience and are loosely basedon interpretation of information processing and communication patterns in a nervous system, such as neural codingwhich attempts to define a relationship between various stimuli and associated neuronal responses in the brain [7].When combined this model gains the capability to adopt the human learning handling with uncertainties in theexamples. Stock market prediction has a very long research record in financial economics [1]. It is the act of predictingfuture price of a stock traded on an exchange.When predicted correctly, it may result in a very high profit to the investors. There are various economics and statisticalmethods used by the analysts in the past to predict the price of stocks on the basis of market movements [20]. Variousmachine learning as well as deep learning concepts are used in data analytics for better predictive analytics. Deep neuralnetworks are very successful models and are being popularly applied in the domain of machine learning. They havegiven better result in predictive analytics, however they have limitation in adapting the human reasoning process asthey work at the low level of human thinking.
Predictive ModelingThe analytics processes could be generalized in two phases as given in figure 1. First phase deals with processingassociated with raw data. Second phase deals with operations or techniques to learn the existing behavior of variables in
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the data. The work flow is the same for all kind of analytical processes such as prescriptive, predictive and descriptiveanalytics. However, the techniques used to achieve ‘Prediction’ are entirely different from that of ‘Prescription’.

Figure 1 Predictive Modeling

First PhaseData processing has reached a new level called ‘specialized’ extract, transform, load(s-ETL) operations [11] with thearrival of big data. Wherever the data source is unstructured or semi-structured, extraction/spidering undertaken togather required data from a repository. Of the two approaches, [13]Full extraction (complete data) and incrementalextraction (recently modified data) the latter is extensively followed. Transformation is appending metadata to theextracted data to give it a structure/classification. Normalization, Standardization, Scaling and Pivoting[12][14][15] arevarious forms [1] of transformation. Effective Feature selection and feature extraction [3] is mandatory for accurateclassification. Loading is accumulating (copy-pasting) data in a database from various sources. When the data is largeand distributed, experts suggest in-situ data analysis, external tables, selective tokenization and positional map indexing,multi-threads and speculative loading. According to Wähner other techniques to achieve high quality data include, batchprocessing[8], streaming ingestion[10] and data wrangling/data munging[5].
Second PhaseThis is the stage of model building. Distributed analytical systems are adopted to analyze big datasets to reduce memoryleakages. Social network analysis, Business analytics, Social media analytics, Business Impact analysis are various formsof analysis operations widely followed [2]. Data visualization is the abstraction of data to comprehend its behaviorthrough visual aids. Multidimensional, Temporal and Tree map are some of the techniques used for visual analysis. JensRasmussen's abstraction-aggregation hierarchy [7] is used for interactive visualization. Major advantages of theanalytic-pipeline are Multi-level analysis, Data integration and Model building. These models play an important rolethrough extract-transform-analyze-visualize-loop until the optimal insight is attained. Misinterpretation of the resultsand subjective analysis are crucial problems to be solved in this regard [9].
MethodologyThe experiments undertaken for this study were achieved using multivariate Titanic dataset from UCI repository. Thedatasets consist of  517 instances and 13 attributes. Based on the observations made, the  following inferences have beenobtainedWithin multiple types of regression models, it is important to choose the best suited technique based on type ofindependent and dependent variables, dimensionality in the data and other essential characteristics of the data. Beloware the key factors that helps to select the right regression model:Data exploration - identify the relationship and impact of variablesgoodness of fit for different models - different metrics like statistical significance of parameters, R-square, Adjusted r-square, AIC, BIC and error term. Another one is the Mallow’s Cp criterion. This checks for possible bias in model, bycomparing the model with all possible submodels.Cross-validation -to evaluate models used for prediction. It divides data set into two group (train and validate). A simplemean squared difference between the observed and predicted values give a measure for the prediction accuracy.If data set has multiple confounding variables, it is not advisable to choose automatic model selection method becausedo not want to put these in a model at the same time.It’ll also depend on our objective. It can occur that a less powerful model is easy to implement as compared to ahighly statistically significant model.Regression regularization methods(Lasso, Ridge and ElasticNet) works well in case of high dimensionality andmulticollinearity among the variables in the data set.
ObservationsIn the titanic dataset, various algorithms where applied for various functions, mentioned in table 1. It gives a clearinformation about what were the algorithms employed for this empirical research.
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Table 1. Techniques applied for analyzing the dataset
Algorithm Mining FunctionNaive Bayes ClassificationGeneralized Linear Models Classification, RegressionSupport Vector Machine Classification, Regression, Anomaly Detection
k-Means ClusteringNon-Negative Matrix Factorization Feature ExtractionApriori Association RulesMinimum Descriptor Length Attribute Importance

Performance Metrics of Various AlgorithmsA confusion matrix is a table that is often used to describe the performance of a classification model on a set of test datafor which the true values are known. All the measures except AUC can be calculated by using four parameters such astrue positives, true negatives, false positves and false negatives. True positive and true negatives are the observationsthat are correctly predicted. We have to minimize false positives and false negatives as they are the errors inclassification.
True Positives (TP) - These are the correctly predicted positive values which means that the value of actual class is yesand the value of predicted class is also yes. E.g. if actual class value indicates that this passenger survived and predictedclass tells you the same thing.
True Negatives (TN) - These are the correctly predicted negative values which means that the value of actual class is noand value of predicted class is also no. E.g. if actual class says this passenger did not survive and predicted class tells youthe same thing.False positives and false negatives, these values occur when actual class contradicts with the predicted class.
False Positives (FP) – When actual class is no and predicted class is yes. E.g. if actual class says this passenger did notsurvive but predicted class tells hat this passenger will survive.
False Negatives (FN) – When actual class is yes but predicted class is no. E.g. if actual class value indicates that thispassenger survived and predicted class tells that passenger will die.
Accuracy - Accuracy is the most intuitive performance measure and it is simply a ratio of correctly predictedobservation to the total observations. One may think that, if higher the accuracy then the model is best. A good, accuracyis a great measure but only when we use symmetric datasets where values of false positive and false negatives arealmost same. Therefore, it is safer to look at other parameters to evaluate the correct  performance of the models. Forour various models, the accuracy levels  vary from  0.80 to 0.56  which means our models  can be ranked in descendingorder starting from the k-means to minimum descriptor length .Accuracy = TP+TN/TP+FP+FN+TN
Precision - Precision is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the total predicted positiveobservations. The question that this metric answer is of all passengers that labeled as survived, how many actuallysurvived?. High precision relates to the low false positive rate. According to figure 2, the precision of k-means is 0.9which is a better score when compared to the value of non-negative matrix factorization.Precision = TP/TP+FP
Recall (Sensitivity) - Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the all observations in actual class.The question recall answers is: Of all the passengers that truly survived, how many were labeled?. According to figure 3,the recall value of  naive bayes is above 80% which describes the goodness of this model for this kind of binaryclassification problems.Recall = TP/TP+FN
F1 score - F1 Score is the weighted average of Precision and Recall. Therefore, this score takes both false positives andfalse negatives into account. F1 is usually more useful than accuracy, especially if the class distribution uneven. Accuracyworks best if false positives and false negatives have similar cost. If the cost of false positives and false negatives are verydifferent, it’s better to look at both Precision and Recall. In our case, F1 score is 0.6 for SVMs whereas that of generalizedlinear models if 0.9 indicating a better Fmeasure and goodness of fitF1 Score = 2*(Recall * Precision) / (Recall + Precision)
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Figure 2 Precision Graph of various algorithms tested

Figure 3 Recall values of various algorithms tested

Figure 4 F-measure chart of various algorithms tested
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Based on the performance of various algorithms on the given titanic dataset. It is concluded that for multivariate analysisk-means and generalized linear models are better options when compared to naive bayes and SVMs. Their precision,recall as well as f-measure scores show a better picture than other algorithms taken for consideration.
ConclusionThe existing ML/AI/Statistical algorithms have been showing conflicting results in different scenarios, stating that theperformance of algorithms is relative, irrespective of its complexity and sophistication. By 2020 there will be 200 billionconnected devices, hence, better frameworks for synchronizing data from multiple sources is required. Data collectionwill always be inconsistent, given the constant updation and search engine tweaks. Fetching only the relevant data for aparticular analysis is another problem yet to be solved. Nevertheless, human intervention is still considered significantfactor in prediction.
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CLINICAL GAIT ANALYSIS ON AUTISM WITH CHILDREN
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ABSTRACTB The manner of moving disorders of persons with an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) have been gaining greater
notice over modern lifetime. The paper has to be investigating gait patterns of children with autism using foot pressure
variables.The main assessment of gait and upper-body postural types in autism. Abnormal and normal children are going to be
compared according to age, height, weight, performance, and IQ and cadence, step length, step width will be wider, while cycle time,
double support time, stance time is longer for the experimental group. The result of children with autism having abnormal gait
compared with that of  normal groups
Keywords: Gait recognition, Gait analysis, Autism spectrum disorders,  GAITRite  system.

IntroductionGait recognition is a famous technique for different field such as computer vision, machine learning, biomedical,forensic studying and robotics. Dr.M.Pushpa Rani, et al.,[1] described a similar pattern of  gait recognition system forindividual identification using Modified Independent Component Analysis (MICA).Gait model of autism children can befeel  to pain, weakness, extra joint stress, which can affect a child's functional capabilities and an overall reduction inquality of life [3].The purpose of study, to build up an effective treatment specific to autistic children. At first, thebackground modeling is done from a video sequence. Then , the moving foreground objects in the individual imageframes are segmented using the background subtraction algorithm [5].As a Final Point , when a video sequence is fed,the proposed system recognizes the gait features and thereby humans, based on same pattern of gait cyclemeasurements.
Review On Recent Literature On Gait AnalysisBiometric systems are important identification in various significant applications. Many biometric sources, forinstance iris, fingerprint, palm print, hand geometry have been analytically studied and employed in many systems.These recognition suffer from two main disadvantages: 1) Failure to match in low resolution images, pictures taken at adistance and 2) Necessitates user support for accurate results [5]. For these reasons, innovative biometric recognitionmethods for human identification at a distance have been an urgent need for surveillance applications and gainedimmense attention most of  the  computer vision community researchers in recent years, the integration of humanmotion analysis and biometrics has fascinated several security sensitive environments such as military, banks, parks andairports etc and has turned out to be a popular research direction.This paper deals with analysis of autism has to be investigated gait in newly diagnosed children. In early stage of childrenare hypothesized that motor symptoms indicative of basal ganglia and cerebella dysfunction would appear a cross thedevelopmental trajectory of autism. The GAIT Rite gait way used to calculate the mean of gait and intra-walk measurements.Experienced physiotherapists define gait qualitatively based on the age, height, weight, and IQ; although not significant, IQ isminimum children with autism The children with autism of gait datas are compatible with results of  autism with cerebellarataxia: The greater difficulty walking along a straight line, and the coexistence of variable stride length and duration. Childrenwith autismare lesscoordinatedandratedasmorevariableandinconsistent(i.e. reducedsmoothness)relativetothecomparisongroup. Disease on gait functions: only one study using instrumented measures focuses on this region in autism (see also[6]). The qualitative neurological assessment of individuals with autism by Hallet et al.[7] revealed irregular gait infour of the five participants, a finding imputed to cerebellar rather than basal ganglia dys-function. Consistent withqualitative observations, quantitative measures indicated elevated coefficient of variation (CoV; a quantitative measureof increased variability and irregularity in gait) scores for velocity and step length. Our more recent study of gait of 10normally intelligent young people (6–14y) with autism indicated that although postural features of the upper body ofchildren with autism resembled the pattern seen in early Parkinson’s disease, the variable, rather than reduced, stridelength suggested cerebellar involvement. While variable stride length has also been reported in patients with Parkinson’sdisease [8] , Ebersbach et al.[9] demonstrated that variability in stride length is more defining of cerebellar ataxia.Furthermore, unlike patients with Parkinson’s disease, cerebellar ataxic patients also show increased variability in strideduration (also known as ‘stride time’).[9] Ebersbach et al. postulated that the coexistence of variable stride length withvariable stride duration may underpin the clinical features of cerebellar disease, in particular the deficiencies in adjustingthe relative movement of multiple joints (see also Stolze et al.[10] ).The aim of the present study was to explore further the extent to which the gait characteristics of newlydiagnosed children with autism (i.e. 4–6y) may be consistent with the clinical features of cerebellar ataxia. This wasachieved by using a more advanced gait analysis system (cf the Clinical Stride Analyzer used in Rinehart et al.[11] to assesswhether individuals with autism show variable stride length together with variable stride duration. The GAITRitetechnology also enabled us to investigate whether individuals with autism showed deficits on a tandem walking task
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similar to those reported for patients with cerebellar ataxia.[9] Stolze et al.[11] reported an increased number ofmissteps, increased step width, and higher ataxia ratios (i.e. the pathway of the foot during tandem walking was veryvariable) when patients with cerebellar disease tandemwalk.A two phase algorithm is proposed and implemented to detect the abnormal gait. In the first phase, ranking isperformed to determine the top gait features. This paper uses T-Test techniques for this purpose. In the second phase,Machine learning algorithms are used for training and testing the occurrence of abnormal gait. For this purpose, thispaper uses a modified version of Extreme Learning Machine called Hybrid Extreme Learning Machine (HELM). HELMuses the Analytical Network Process (ANP) for choosing the input weights and hidden biases. The proposed technique isevaluated using CGA Normative Gait database. Experimental results prove that the proposed technique for gaitclassification results in better accuracy compared to the existing techniques.[2]
METHODComparison participants were children of the authors’ colleagues, but not known to the research staff involved in datacollection and analysis. Groups were matched according to sex, age, and IQ (Table I). Clinical patients were recruited throughtheir involvement in a Monash University Early Intervention Parent Education Program.[12] Children were recruited duringthe month after diagnosis from consecutive referrals to two metropolitan and two rural regional assessment services foryoung children suspected of having autism. The children had a strict Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,4th edition (DSM-IV) diagnosis of autistic disorder [17] based on a standardized clinical interview, the DevelopmentalBehavior Checklist [13] for children with developmental disability, and the Autism Diagnostic Interview – Revised.[14] Eachdiagnosis was confirmed using a screen observation or video record of the interview by an independent clinician. Inter-raterreliability of the diagnosis of autis- tic disorder was high: percentage of agreement 0.98 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.93–0.99), calculated on thesample of 108 initially referred to the Early Intervention Program.
PROCEDUREThe GAITRite is an electronic walkway, 830cm long and 89cm wide, with pressure sensors embedded in ahorizontal grid. The recordable area of the mat is approximately 732cm long X 61cm wide. Sensors are separated at adistance of 1.27cm, with a frequency of 80Hz and temporal resolutions of 11ms. The walkway is connected by a serialinterface cable to a desktop computer running MS Windows XP.

Graph I: Gait Features: Autism Vs Normal [17]For each individual trial, the participant walked along the length of the GAITRite walkway. Participants completed fivetrials of preferred gait followed by tandem walking. For each condition, participants were given a demonstration andwere then required to show their understanding of the instructions by walking down the mat. No participant requiredmore than one demonstration and practice trial.
Preferred gaitParticipants walked using their preferred (normal) gait. Participants were instructed to ‘walk to the line at the endof the mat, keeping in the middle as you go’ and told to ‘keep in the middle of the pink mat’.
Tandem walkingA white strip of elastic (width 20mm) was placed along the centre of the mat, from beginning to end. Participantswere instructed to walk along the line, placing one foot in front of the other.All participants completed the preferred gait condition. The data for one comparison participant were removedfrom the final analysis of the Tandem walking condition after it was ascertained that their data represented an extreme
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similar to those reported for patients with cerebellar ataxia.[9] Stolze et al.[11] reported an increased number ofmissteps, increased step width, and higher ataxia ratios (i.e. the pathway of the foot during tandem walking was veryvariable) when patients with cerebellar disease tandemwalk.A two phase algorithm is proposed and implemented to detect the abnormal gait. In the first phase, ranking isperformed to determine the top gait features. This paper uses T-Test techniques for this purpose. In the second phase,Machine learning algorithms are used for training and testing the occurrence of abnormal gait. For this purpose, thispaper uses a modified version of Extreme Learning Machine called Hybrid Extreme Learning Machine (HELM). HELMuses the Analytical Network Process (ANP) for choosing the input weights and hidden biases. The proposed technique isevaluated using CGA Normative Gait database. Experimental results prove that the proposed technique for gaitclassification results in better accuracy compared to the existing techniques.[2]
METHODComparison participants were children of the authors’ colleagues, but not known to the research staff involved in datacollection and analysis. Groups were matched according to sex, age, and IQ (Table I). Clinical patients were recruited throughtheir involvement in a Monash University Early Intervention Parent Education Program.[12] Children were recruited duringthe month after diagnosis from consecutive referrals to two metropolitan and two rural regional assessment services foryoung children suspected of having autism. The children had a strict Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,4th edition (DSM-IV) diagnosis of autistic disorder [17] based on a standardized clinical interview, the DevelopmentalBehavior Checklist [13] for children with developmental disability, and the Autism Diagnostic Interview – Revised.[14] Eachdiagnosis was confirmed using a screen observation or video record of the interview by an independent clinician. Inter-raterreliability of the diagnosis of autis- tic disorder was high: percentage of agreement 0.98 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.93–0.99), calculated on thesample of 108 initially referred to the Early Intervention Program.
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outlier (e.g. above three SDs from the mean); however, re-analysis of the demographic data showed that there was nogroup differenceafterthis participant’sdata werewithdrawnfromthis condition.In addition to the GAITRite quantitative gait measures, walking trials were videotaped (sagittal and coronal planeviews), to allow qualitative observational analysis of gait motion.. A sub-group of six children from each group were selectedfor the qualitative analysis based on tape availability (e.g. not all parents consented to their children being videotaped andvideo recording malfunctioned on two occasions).Three videotaped walks at their preferred pace from each of the 12 children were edited onto a single videotapewith the participants presented in random order.Three experienced physiotherapists with experience in gait analysis were recruited as observers to evaluate keyqualitative movement characteristics during walking (clinical experience 10–20y; mean 16y). Observers were blind toparticipant diagnosis. Like our previous study,[18] specific aspects of qualitative movement and postural control duringwalking were observed and rated. Observed variables included coordination, smoothness, consistency, and head and trunkposture. These items were derived from previous descriptions of gait abnormalities associated with autism and Asperger’sdisorder. Observers scored the gait characteristics on visual analogue scales (VAS) similar to those used for observationalmovement analysis by Bernhardt et al.,[17] and reported in our earlier study.[18] Data were extracted from each VAS, andmean scores derived from the three observer scores for each item (see Graph II). Inter-rater reliability was high (meaninterclass correlation coefficient [ICC; 2,1]=0.73; two-way random effects).
Results

INTER-WALK ANALYSESThe variables are compared between groups by using independent samples t-tests: velocity (cm walked per sec),cadence (steps taken per min), stride length (combined length ofleft and right steps in full gait cycle), double sup- port (% of time that both feet are grounded in a complete gait cycle), andheel-to-heel base of support (width [cm] between grounded left and right heel during gait cycle). Average values arepresented in Graph II.

Graph II : Gait Characteristics : Autism Vs Normal [17]Consistent with our research examining gait function in older children with autism,[17] there is no significantdifference between the mean values for the autism and comparison groups across velocity, cadence, stride length, doublesupport, and heel-to-heel base of support. In our inter-walk analyses, we were also interested in the ability of childrenwith autism to walk in a straight line; some components of ataxic gait, including lateral veering, might be indicative ofcerebellar dysfunction.[18] .
We examined three variables:(1) Missteps in the tandem line walking condition;(2) Range of sensors activated on the y-axis (width)of the gait  mat during each walk; and(3) An adjusted ataxia ratio.[11]

MisstepsMissteps (i.e. footsteps that did not fall on the line) were calculated across all trials for the line condition. As allparticipants took a different number of steps, the percentage of missteps across all line trials was calculated. A misstepwas defined as a step in which the midpoint for both the heel and toe placement was further away from the edge of theline than half of an average child’s shoe width. There was a strong statistical trend for individuals with autism to have agreater percentage of missteps (mean 10.91% [SD 8.10]) than participants in the comparison group (mean 4.52% [SD4.89]; t[18]=2.07, p=0.052).
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y-axis rangeThe GAIT Rite provides an index of where each footfall occurred in relation to the length and width (x- and y-axis) ofthe mat. The sensors along the y-axis number sequentially from 1 (left edge of mat) to 48 (right edge of mat).The Averagerange of sensors activated on the y-axis (width) of the gait mat during a walk was calculated for each individual. This is ameasure of an individual’s ability to maintain a straight line when walking, with a higher value indicating that more of themat’s width was covered by an individual (i.e. deviation from a straight-line walking pattern). By contrast, a smaller range isanalytical of less lateral veering (i.e. walking in a straight line). The range of sensors covered on the y-axis was converted tocentimeters. Participants with autism demonstrated a greater y-axis range (mean 27.21cm [SD 3.93]) than comparison groupparticipants (mean 22.42cm [SD 4.32]; t[20]=2.73, p=0.013), suggesting a compromised ability to walk in a straight line.
Ataxia ratioStolze et al.[16] calculated an ataxia ratio, which provided a measure of three-dimensional (length, width, andheight) stride regularity: (SD of step length + SD of step width + SD of step height)/3. As GAIT Rite only allows for two-dimensional measurement, we calculated an adjusted ataxia ratio: (SD of step length + SD of step width)/2. Participantswith autism had a significantly larger adjusted ataxia ratio (mean 19.98 [SD 8.07]) than comparison group participants(mean 13.35 [SD 3.93]; t[20]=2.45,p=0.024).
INTRA-WALK ANALYSESThe GAITRite enables us to compute CoV using within-trial Standard deviation values. Thus, the final CoV value foreach condition is the mean of the five CoV values from each of the five trials for that condition. CoV  compared betweengroups, using independent samples t-tests, for the following variables: velocity, stride time (time taken to complete fullgait cycle), stride length, double support, and heel-to-heel base of support.Children with autism display greater CoV thanparticipants in the comparison group for velocity (t[20]=2.08, p=0.05), stride time (t[14]= 3.27, p=0.033), and stride length(t[14]= 2.30, p=0.037) for the preferred gait condition. No differences in gait variability emerged for the line condition.The subjects started barefoot walking 5 m before they stepped onto the GAITRite pressure mat and finished 5 mbeyond. Each trial the subjects were encouraged by the coach to maintain their most natural gait pattern and speed. Fortwo subjects who didn't have a consistent gait pattern the coach held their hand lightly and walked beside them. Theaverage of three trials for the right foot was calculated for analysis. The temporal-spatial and pressure distributionvariables were calculated by the GAITRite software (version 3.2b).All dependent temporal- spatial and pressure distribution variables were entered into SPSS (version 18.0). Toinvestigate the differences between the two groups means an independent t-test was performed with a significance levelof 0.05 applied. The outcome of statistical implications of the temporal-spatial variables are shown in the Graph 1 .
Abnormal Children Gait ClassificationAnalyzing human gait has earned significant interest in recent computer vision researches, as it has enormous usein deducing the physical well-being of people[19]. Detection of unusual movement patterns can be performed usingSupport Vector Machines classification with T-Test pre-normalization. Support Vector Machine classifiers are powerfultools, specifically designed to solve large-scale classification problems. Almost all recent works broadly uses SVMmethod for gait analysis because of its remarkable learning ability. But when dealing with time complexity there exists alimitation with the SVM. As the computation cost for the SVM is high, the recently developed Extreme Learning Machine(ELM) is being used for the gait classification as a better option in this paper . ELM ignore the problems like  improperlearning rate and over fitting commonly faced by previous iterative learning methods and completes the training veryfast. The multi category classification performance of ELM with T-Test is evaluated with the Virginia gait dataset.The conclusion of ELM produces better classification accuracies with reduced training time and implementationcomplexity when compared to SVM.
CONCLUSIONWe analyzed that Children with autism can be very problematic, It is important to improve socialcommunication between the children and their caretakers.The portable GAITRite system can be advantageous as it canbe transported to where the subjects are in a familiar environment. The paper has to be investigating gait patterns ofchildren with autism using temporal-spatial and foot pressure variables.The gait has similar characteristics with elderly gait i.e. a reduction in cadence, gait velocity, step length and anincrease in step width. Any implement of the treatment prescribe for autistic children should focus on improving thecontrol and strength of the plantar flexors. Even though, it may do well to perform more studies focusing on the otherfactors such as age and fitness level that affect autistic children’s gait.
REFERENCES[1] M. Pushpa Rani 1 and G.Arumugam, An efficient gait recognition system for human identification using modified ICA,International Journal of Computer Science     and Information Technology[2] MP Rani , Abnormal GAIT classification using hybrid ELM , Electrical and Computer Engineering (CCECE), 2014  IEEE Canadian27th[3] Calhoun, M., Longworth, M., & Chester, V. L. (2011). Gait patterns in children with autism. Clinical  Biomechanics, 26 (2), 200-206.
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Ontology Based Healthcare System for Dengue Awareness
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ABSTRACTB The need for knowledge integration in an era of big data popularized the concept of ontology in data mining.

Nowadays, by virtue of its data assimilation capabilities ontologies act as a template for knowledge representation aiding both the
practitioner and the machine in various application domains such as education, healthcare, banking, security etc., This work intend
to utilize the expertise of ontology in the healthcare domain with respect to the effects of 'dengue fever', given the difficulty of
communicating medical knowledge and patient related information in layman terms. Tamilnadu registered the most number of
dengue cases among other Indian states in the year 2017 with more than 50 dengue related deaths in a period of 30 days. It has been
found that ninety percent of deaths resulted due to late referrals. The aim of this paper is to educate the user about the genuine
nature of dengue fever and necessary precautions to be followed by constructing dengue ontology for tamilnadu scenario. This
ontology reflects the various effects of dengue fever, its types, vulnerability criteria, critical factors and appropriate remedies put
together to equip the citizens for a better future.
Keywords: Ontology, dengue, inference, data mining.

IntroductionOntology is the explicit representation of concepts related to a particular domain [1]. Knowledge representationand integration are two main applications of ontology in the field of data mining. It follows a logical structure to establishknowledge in the format understandable by the machines and men. Knowledge integration in the biomedical field is theneed of the hour, given the enormity of technical terms and necessity of critical information among lay users. Accordingto the WHO report 2015 Dengue is the highly contagious mosquito-borne viral disease in the world. It is estimated thatone third of world population lives in dengue endemic countries. In India three states such as, Karnataka, Kerala andTamilnadu account for 87,018 confirmed dengue cases and 151 deaths in 2017 alone.People’s ignorance towards importance of cleanliness, viral complexity, complicated epidemiology throughvector and the opportunities available to prevent infection unlike other fevers like zika and chikungunya are some of themotivation behind this work to carry out a dengue knowledge representation framework for the Tamilnaduscenario.This dengue fever ontology will provide a platform to access information regarding the epidemiologicalcharacteristics of the disease, which enlighten an ordinary person about the remedies and precautions available, in caseof infection. One can identify the dengue hotspots effortlessly and stay prepared for the impending outbreak.The rest of the paper is organized as follows, section 2 provides an overview of related research on dengueontologies, section 3 explains the methods used in developing the dengue ontology, section 4 describes the contents andinferences of the ontology and finally section 5 concludes the study with suggestions for future research.
2. Related ResearchAutomated reasoning through ontology is an active area of research [3]. Initially, the role of printed dictionariescontaining vocabularies and terminologies was to assist education. The introduction of biomedical research againrequired the support of dictionaries, for undertaking bibliographic searches, coding public health data and integratingdatabases.  For example, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) vocabulary for indexing MEDLINE database, InternationalClassification of Diseases (ICD) for coding diagnostic information for billing, SNOMED for documenting pathology, GeneOntology (GO) for annotating gene and gene-product data to help interoperability between diverse databases, etc. Thisintegrated knowledge helps in decision support for pathogen surveillance, text mining on various diseases to obtainquick diagnostic information and disease evolution pattern mining.ENVO represents environments in biomedical fields, based on respective communities [4]. It is developed inOBO-Format using the OBO-Edit ontology development tool an alternative for Web Ontology Language (OWL). Denguehas unpredictable clinical evolution [5]. In some serious cases ordinary fever worsens to plasma leakage results in deathof individuals.  Undifferentiated fever, dengue fever (DF) and dengue haemorrhagic fever (DHF) are three variants ofdengue based on different symptoms [7]. A structural representation of knowledge about dengue will be helpful carryout clinical management and disease control, especially when it became a global threat [6].In the absence of a standard vaccination, deeper knowledge about the disease can also encourage researchtowards discovering/inventing appropriate vaccines. The dengue virus is of four types of serotypes such as, DENV-1,DENV-2, DENV-3, and DENV-4 [7]. This kind of translational research on infectious diseases offers unified query accessaggregated content and semantic indexing of the models. In Tamilnadu, the infection is due to the antigen DENV-1, amoderate variant compared to other types, however, untreated cases prove to be fatal. Ontologies enhanceinteroperability and optimized search engines [2]. IDODEN, ontology describes dengue fever, enabling better decisionmaking support independent of software architecture.
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3. MethodologyThe aim of this work is to utilize the role of ontology in knowledge extraction to attain disease intelligence. Theprime motive of ontologies is to model real world concepts explicitly known as domain conceptualization. The dengueontology constructed for this work is named as DOTAM, Dengue Ontology for Tamilnadu. It consists of the genericconcepts such as ‘Disease’, ‘ImpactArea’, ‘DiseaseRemedies’, ‘DiseasePrecautions’ and ‘DiseaseSymtpoms’. This conceptarticulates the knowledge of the domain in reality through a process called domain abstraction. For eg., taking in lot offluids is one of the details under the concept DiseaseRemedies. To represent all such details in an unambiguous mannerontology language are used. Predicate Calculus, KIF, Ontolingua, UML, EER, LINGO, ORM, CML, DAML+OIL, F-Logic, OWLare some of the languages to represent ontologies [8]. This work is carried out using the language OWL 2 using protégé-4.3. Final stage in preparing for building any ontology is selecting the best practices for ontology engineering. DOTAM isbuilt in four phases, these phases are common to all kind of ontolgies.
3.1 First phase – This is the phase of ‘Purpose Identification’, where the clear-cut plans of the ontology aredecided based on the intended usage. In this study, creating awareness about the dengue fever is primary aim andeducating the masses is the intended usage. Therefore, the ontology should reflect the domain information in a formsuitable to be understood by both the machine and man.
3.2 Second Phase - It deals with constructing the ontology and is achieved through ‘ontology capture’procedures. Ontology capture identifies important concepts and relationship between them in dengue fever data. Formaldefinitions are articulated for each concept, relationships and other technical terms to refer to them. The concepts areanalysed and the most important ones are selected for generic representation and others are hierarchically placed toimitate the reality through the model. The generic concepts used here are, ‘Disease’, ‘ImpactArea’, ‘DiseaseRemedies’,‘DiseasePrecautions’ and ‘DiseaseSymtpoms’. There is vast amount of data related to dengue fever infections, its impacton endemic areas, remedial and preventive measures in various databases, medical blogs, scientific reports, andinfectious diseases statistics. However, they are not coded or formally structured and standardized among them, so as toextract the complete information by linking the data.
3.3 Third Phase – The requirement specification and competency questions are formulated for the ontology sothat the resulting ontology fulfils the aim of the study. The fact plus plus (fact ++) pluggin imported to Protege 4.3software accomplishes the task of classification and derives the inference model. Inferred ontology is the formalstructure with relationships belonging to the disease information identified by the reasoner.
4. Fourth Phase – The constructed ontology is documented according to their resources and type. For thiswork, the entity annotations in other words, the human-readable comments made on the entity are implemented tosome extent.

Fig.1 Dengue fever ontologyFollowing naming convention is used. Class names are capitalized and when there is more than one word, thewords are run together and capitalize each new word. All class names are singular. Properties have prefix “has” or “is”before property name or “of” after property name when a verb is not used for a property. All properties begin with asimple letter and when there are more than one words, words are run together with capitalized first letter from secondword. This DOTAM ontology clarifies the user regarding causes of dengue, primary part of infection, earlyidentification, home remedies for prevention, effect of drugs and other environmental effects of dengue.Autoimmune and Infectious are two catgories of disease variants identified. Disease symptoms are alsoidentified and results of diagnosis are recorded to confirm disease existence. These information may be used by differenttypes of users such as patients and doctors. It can also be updated based on new records and also exceptional cases are
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identified. DiseasePrevention class stores data about the preventive methods and measures of diseases. OWL classes areinterpreted as sets of individuals (or sets of objects). The class Thing is the class that represents the set containing allindividuals. Because of this all classes are subclasses of Thing. The proposed Disease ontology has the following treestructure shown in Figure 1. Figure 1: is a class hierarchical structure of the DOTAM,  physicalexamination class tellsabout the cause of the disease based on symptoms on human body. Thus that is interconnected withdisgnosticprocedure by 'is-a' relationship. So this relationship makes it possible to map disease symptoms to disease.
4. Results and DiscussionFrom the implementation of ontology the following findings have been made and discussions have beenexpressed. The Disease class has the most important place in this ontology and it is named with intention that otherdisease ontologies exist in the web may be imported to this ontology in future. It contains information regarding originof the disease and all its data are logically arranged. It has two sub classes called infectious and autoimmune. Underinfectious the diseases related to five most common infectious organisms/ agents namely Virus, Fungus, Prion, Bacteriaand Protozoa are placed as sub classes. OrganismStructure subclass has Micro level details of organisms related todiseases by creating the relationship hasStructure between DiseaseStructure class and Disease class. It is a uniquefeature of this ontology because this disease ontology has molecular level details of both humans and most of otherorganisms.The other sub class of Disease class is Autoimmune class and it has three sub-classes called Debilitating, Chronicand Lifethreatening. Among these, the most successful candidate for having other ontologies incorporated into it isChronic class. The reason behind this is the mostly discussed topic among these three categories on the web is chronicdisease. Then the class DiseaseStructure has two sub concepts/ classes called AreaStructure and OrganismStructure.AreaStructure class is for describing the affected area of the disease. Here only the details regarding structural changesat cellular level and below (molecular and sub molecular level) and functional changes are stored. So it shows aboutwhat kind of disease occur in that place.There may be issue regarding placing such a kind of class here and separate DiseaseArea class. There exist somesubtle and vital difference between those two classes and it is better to have them as separate classes rather than as asingle class. Once ontology has been fully developed, the two classes can be merged, without difficulty. The reasonbehind the class to be allowing to be existed as a separate class is that it provides a unique way to represent micro leveldetails of the humans in separate place. It is not necessary to identify the disease to place such details in this class as it isnot directly derived from Disease class. The OrganismStructure contains details about the organism structure both inmicro and macro level. Even the details available about organisms which are not yet associated with disease would alsobe placed with this class. DiseaseArea has two sub classes called Internal and External. Internal has details aboutdiseased internal parts of human body describing the internal parts both with respect to disease and not with respect todisease, if disease details are not available.This is basically about the human body parts and not the micro structure of the disease area. This identifieswhere the disease attacks and how sensitive the disease to that particular area of human body. Even statements given bypatients about those areas can be stored here. So this class can be considered as some general class to store informationabout the disease. External class is same, except that it discusses external body parts of humans such as surface of skin,limbs, face, and hair and so on. Internal class and External classes are not disjoint as some parts may be discussed bothin Internal and External classes. DiseaseSymptoms class is responsible for explicitly storing whatever symptoms thereregarding a disease. In real world, cause of the disease can be found only by its symptoms on human body. Disease classinterconnected with DiseaseSymptoms class (by hasSymptoms relationship) makes it possible to map disease symptomsto disease. Sometimes disease may not be known but identify the abnormality in body as a kind of disease symptoms.So this class which is not under Disease class and act as separate class facilitates information regarding suchkind of symptoms to make its way through to this class. DiseaseSymptoms has two classes called Inside and Outside.They are responsible for symptoms of inside and outside of the human body respectively. Other class isDiseasePrevention and it contains information regarding disease prevention. It will have most results out of researchwork carried out by doctors, scientists, researchers, individuals etc. all over the world about disease prevention. InInfectious class, all subclasses are made disjoint to each other as no organism is fall into more than one class in thisdomain, i.e. the Infectious class cannot have any instances in common. The same is done for subclasses of Autoimmune,subclasses of DiseaseArea and subclasses of DiseaseStructure.The proposed Disease ontology has some notable properties / slots / relations. Two of them are hasStructureand hasSymptoms with inverse properties isStructureOf and isSymptomsOf respectively. Although storing theinformation 'in both directions' or with inverse properties is redundant from the knowledge acquisition perspective, it isconvenient to have both pieces of information explicitly available. This approach allows users to fill in the Disease in onecase and the DiseaseStructure in another. When disease is not known disease structure can still be stored and describedin relation to unknown disease. Also the knowledge-acquisition system could automatically fill in the value for theinverse relation ensuring consistency of the knowledge base, if the other value exists. There are sub properties as well inthe proposed Disease ontology. The hasOrganismStructure is a sub property of hasStructure. The hasAreaStructure is asub property of hasStructure. The proposed Disease ontology has defined domains and relevant ranges as well. Forexample, the domain and range for the hasSymptoms property are Disease and DiseaseSymptoms classes respectively.The domain and range for isSymptomsOf is the domain and range for hasSymptoms swapped over. Although the
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domains and ranges of hasSymptoms and isSymptomsOf properties are specified, it is not advisable to doi it over otherproperties of the Disease ontology without further studying those properties and classes covered by them. The reasonbehind this is that domain and range conditions do not behave as constraints. So they can cause 'unexpected'classification results which lead problems and unexpected side effects. Also the proposed Disease ontology hasrestrictions. If a disease is there, at least a symptom should be there to indicate that the disease exists. Here an'existential restrictions’ is used to describe individuals in Disease class that participate in at least one relationship alonga hasSymptoms (some) property with individuals that are members of the DiseaseSymptoms class. These restrictionsare applied to the properties depicted by the dotted arrows in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Class Hierarchy with Properties of the DiseaseThe proposed Disease ontology has primitive classes as well as defined classes to enable the reasoner to classifythe ontology. For example, OrganismStructure class under DiseaseStructure class has the individual Giardia lamblia withdata property 'locomotion' with the value 'Flagellates'. So this individual has some relation to a disease which is anindividual assigned to the Disease class and so acquired by the hasOrganismStructure sub-relationship between thedisease and the organism. #Giardia_lamblia'. It should be noted that all the members of the OrganismStructure class arealso the members of other super classes of it namely DiseaseStructure and Thing. OrganismStructure class should beused to populate the proposed disease ontology with millions of organisms existing in the world either by importingontologies which contain those individuals or adding those individuals by communities under the OrganismStructureclass. If the Disease ontology designed here is helps to assist in natural language processing of articles in healthcare,health research and medical magazines / journals, it may be important to include synonyms and part-of-speechinformation for concepts in the Disease intelligence. This is little bit discussed when naming conventions are discussed.In addition to that, annotation which can be incorporated with the concepts will facilitate this.
ConclusionDisease intelligence is the core aim of this work carried out with regard to dengue impacts. The proposedDOTAM ontology, provides information about rapidly spreading and changing diseases in the tamilnadu area. Theproposed Disease ontology should be further developed by the community, updating with new information at regularintervals. This system should be made available for lay users to make them aware of effects of dengue beforehand andenable minimizing fatal cases. As a future work this ontology could be further extended to include concepts like otherdefects of patients, hereditary information, and if possible genetic data. This new ontology will be effective for otherdisease intelligence tools in healthcare domain.
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ABSTRACTB Cloud computing is an infrastructure which is suitable for handling large sizes tasks. Scheduling becomes

challenging issue in cloud computing. Task scheduling is one of the types of scheduling. To improve overall performance of the
system, task scheduling must be done effectively. In this paper, we discuss on several task scheduling algorithms available in the
cloud. We have compared our proposed Task scheduling algorithm with existing Heuristics algorithms Improved Max-Min and
Enhanced Max-Min algorithms using metrics of waiting time, Throughput and Turnaround time. We have found that our algorithm
performs well when compared to other scheduling algorithms.
Keywords: Cloud computing; Task scheduling; Heuristics algorithms; Enhanced Task Scheduling Algorithm; Performance analysis

Introduction Cloud computing is a distributed computing Environment which handles a large amount of data. Cloudcomputing is used to store, manage and process data. The three service models available for cloud are Infrastructure as aService (IaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS). The characteristics, service models anddeployment models of cloud are shown as in figure1.

Figure 1.Cloud computing modelThere are several issues in cloud computing. One of them is cloud load balancing. Load Balancing is the processof allocating incoming tasks to available resources such that no node can be overloaded or under loaded. In order tobalance the load for cloud, we need scheduling methods. Scheduling algorithms are required to improve CPU utilization,to increase turnaround time and to improve throughput of the system. There are three common scheduling methodsavailable. Resource scheduling, workflow scheduling and Task scheduling, Resource scheduling is mapping of virtualresources among machines, Workflow scheduling is scheduling of workflow in suitable order and task scheduling isscheduling of available tasks to virtual machines.A Task is a piece of work executed in a unit of time. The task can be of independent or dependent. Independenttasks are those whose execution time is known in advance before execution starts. Dependent tasks are those whoseexecution time is known during run time. Task scheduling can be done in homogeneous or heterogeneous environments.Task Scheduling can be static or dynamic in nature. Static scheduling is done in a homogeneous environment. In staticscheduling, we can schedule the task which is known in prior and assign to virtual resources. Dynamic scheduling can bedone in heterogeneous environments. Here the task is scheduled instantly as they arrive on the system. [1] Dynamicscheduling mechanism performs better than static mechanism.Dynamic task Scheduling algorithms can be Centralized or Distributed. In centralized, Scheduling decisions aremade by the single node called central node. In this type of scheduling, time gets reduced as decisions are made by singlenode, but it creates overhead on centralized node. There is no fault tolerance. In Distributed scheduling, no node isresponsible for scheduling therefore no overhead occurs. It is fault tolerance and load is balanced. The Types ofscheduling algorithms are shown in Figure 2 as
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In Next section we present the study of various task scheduling algorithms in the cloud. In next section, existingHeuristic methodologies are discussed. Then, a new Enhanced Algorithm for Task scheduling is proposed and in nextsection performance analysis of scheduling algorithms is made.
Survey of Related WorksTask scheduling is performed on different parameters in different ways. The tasks can be allocated to availableresources at compile time or at run time. The scheduling algorithms are needed to achieve Quality of Service betweencloud providers and cloud users, to balance the load in the cloud and to increase the throughput of the system. There aremany algorithms developed by researchers for scheduling based on different parameters. They areAarti Singh et al [2] proposed an Autonomous Agent Based Load Balancing algorithm for dynamic loadbalancing. This algorithm has maximum resource utilization, throughput and minimum response time. But theyconsidered only scalability and reliability. Medhat A et al [3] proposed an algorithm to improve cloud task scheduling.This algorithm is used to find the optimal resource allocation. It considers tasks in batch in the dynamic cloud system.This algorithm results in minimizing the make span of the tasks on the entire system. In this algorithm performance isimproved but it has low load balancing.Gziqian Dong et al [4] proposed a greedy scheduling of tasks with time constraints for energy-efficient cloudcomputing data center. They used Greedy-task scheduling scheme, most efficient-server-first scheduling to reduceenergy consumption of DC servers. This algorithm minimizes average response time and server related energyexpenditure. This algorithm has high response time. Jay Patel et al [5] proposed an algorithm which is the combinedapproach in the improvement of load balancing techniques. It compares clustered algorithm, Throttled algorithm andEqually Spread Current Execution algorithms. This algorithm produced improved response time and the load isdistributed and handled in a more efficient way. But it lacks performance.Santanu Dam [6] proposed an Ant colony based Load Balancing in which an Ant is created to find the under loadVM to allocate job. This algorithm results in better response time. But fault tolerance is not considered and all jobs arepredicted with same priority. Yingchi Mao et al [7] proposed Max-Min scheduling algorithm where they select task withlongest execution time and assign it to VM with minimum completion time. It results in improved resource utilizationand reduce response time of tasks. Here starvation occurs for longer tasks. Siva Theja Maguluri et al [8] proposed a loadbalancing and scheduling algorithm that is throughput optimal. But here job sizes are not considered. Shaowei Liu et al[9] proposed a task backfill based scientific overflow scheduling algorithm with reduced cost effectively bit reliability isnot considered here.Amir Nahir et al [10] proposed a Replication based scheme for distributed load balancing in the context of largedata centers. This algorithm improves the expected queuing overhead, but there occurs inter-server signal propagationdelay. In [11] Genetic algorithm is used to improve resource allocation. The Genetic Algorithm is an optimizationalgorithm which uses the computerized searching technique which is based on natural selection and genetics. It reducesthe execution time by handling vertical elasticity of resources. In [12]  the public cloud is divided into partitions and usesswitch mechanism for selecting different strategies for different situations. This algorithm improves throughput,response time and latency, but suffers from deadlock problem.In [13] Bio-inspired algorithms Honey Bee Optimization (HBO), Ant colony Optimization (ACO) and Randombiased are analyzed for scheduling. ACO is better that HBO with minimal processing cost and there is no specified keyelement to select a specific behavior of scheduling. In [14] Probabilistic provisioning and scheduling in uncertain cloud,an Optimization problem is formulated whose object is to identify scheduling patterns that minimize overall monetary
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cost. In this with given probability, deadline associated with  the application is satisfied. But it handled only fluctuatingworkload patterns.In [15] an algorithm is proposed based on estimating end of service time in heterogeneous cloud. This results inimproved processing time and response time, but there occurs a power consumption problem. In [16] a DPSO algorithmis proposed which altered the task selection of PSO for ensuring deterministic load balancing and combined withORCHID algorithm, this algorithm outperforms in naïve and classical Load Balancing approach but lacks scalability.
Existing Heuristics Methodologies for Task Scheduling

Max-Min AlgorithmYingchi Mao et al[7] proposed a Max-Min algorithm where a task with maximum execution time is selected andis assigned to resource with minimum execution time. The priority is given to larger tasks. It first assigns timeconsuming jobs to resources. The early execution of the larger task increases the total response time of the system.
Improved Max-Min AlgorithmO. M. Elzeki et al [10] proposed an Improved Max-Min algorithm which selects a task with maximum executiontime and assign it to resource with minimum completion time. This algorithm is an improvement of Max-Min algorithm.In Max-Min algorithm always largest task will be assigned to best available resource and do not consider the completiontime. In improved Max-Min algorithm completion time is considered.  This reduces overall make span of tasks.
Enhanced Max-Min AlgorithmUpendra Bhio et al [11] proposed an Enhanced Max-Min algorithm which is a modification of Improved Max-Min algorithm. Here we find the average of execution time of jobs. Then select task greater than the average executiontime and assign it to slowest resource and then execute improved max-min algorithm. Selecting average sized tasksresults in better make span and average utilization of resources.
An Enhanced Task Scheduling Algorithm (Proposed)In order to improve the performance of the system, we need to increase the response of the tasks (i.e. thewaiting time of tasks is reduced) which in turn improves the turnaround time of the tasks. We have proposed analgorithm which increases the response time and turnaround time of tasks without increasing the make span of tasks.In this algorithm we are finding the mean of execution time of tasks. We are dividing the tasks into two lists asL1 and L2. The first list L1 has tasks which are less than themean value of tasks and other list L2 has tasks which aregreater than or equal to the mean value of tasks. The two lists are sorted in ascending order of execution time. If thenumber of tasks is odd, then the largest value from L1 are selected. If number of tasks are even then smallest value fromL2 are selected and is assigned to minimum completion time resource. Once the task completes its execution, it isremoved from the list. This process is repeated until all the tasks from the L2 list are executed. Select the maximumexecution time task from L1 and is assigned to available resource. Once the tasks complete its execution, it is removedfrom the list. This process is repeated until all the tasks are executed. The algorithms are shown as
Algorithm :

1. For all submitted tasks Ti in Meta tasks   list
2. Calculate Arithmetic mean M of   Execution Time Ei for all Tasks in Tasks  list.
3. Divide the tasks into two lists L1 and L2.
4. L1 has Ti<M and L2 has Ti>=M
5. For all tasks in L2 execute the algorithm2
6. For all tasks in L1 execute the algorithm1

Algorithm 1:

1. For all submitted Tasks Ti in L1
2. Arrange Ti such that Ti>Ti+1 >Ti+2...Tn  for    i=1 to n.
3. For all resources  Rj

4. Compute Cij
5. While tasks in L1 not empty
6. select first task from L1
7. assign to available resource Rj
8.  Remove the task Tk from L1
9. Update Rj and Cij

10. Update L1
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Algorithm 2:

1. For all submitted Tasks Ti in L2
2. Arrange Ti such that Ti<Ti+1 <Ti+2..Tn for    i=1 to n.
3. for all resources Rj
4. Compute Cij

5. While tasks in L2 not empty
6. Select first task from L2
7. Assign to minimum completion time  Resource Rj

8.  Remove the task Tk from L2
9. Update Rj , Cij .
10. Update L2

Performance Evaluation of Scheduling AlgorithmsThe main aim of scheduling algorithm is to improve the overall performance of the system. In order to improvethe performance of the system some metrics are to be considered. They are1. Cost:   To improve performance of the system, the cost of resources used to be reduced.2. Make span: It is the total time taken to complete all tasks in the system. It should be minimized.3. Waiting Time: It is the difference between Start time of task and submitted time of task.4. Turnaround Time: It is the time taken for task to complete its execution. It is calculated asTurnaround Time= Ci-Ai where Ci–Completion time of Tasks ,Ai – Arrival time of Tasks5. Resource Utilization :    It is keeping the resource as busy as possible.Average Resource Utilization=( ∑time taken to finish all jobs)/( Makespan * n)   Where n is a numberof resources6. Throughput: It is the number of jobs completed per unit time. It should be high.In order to have Quality of Service ,we need to consider the Execution cost, deadline, Performance,Cost,Makespan,etc.Consider there are 5 tasks with Instruction Volume (in MI) and Data Volume (in Mb) as shown in TaskSpecification Table Table 1. Task Specification TableTasks Instruction Volume(MI) Data Volume(Mb)T1 200 400T2 1000 1500T3 500 800T4 400 1000T5 100 500The resources R1 and R2 with their processing speed (in MIPS) and Bandwidth (in Mbps) are shown in table asTable 2. Resource Specification TableResource Processing Speed (inMIPS) Bandwidth(in Mbps)R1 100 70R2 200 100The Execution time of task on each resource is shown asTable 3. Execution of Tasks on each ResourceTask ResourcesR1 R2T1 2.0 1.0T2 10.0 5.0T3 5.0 2.5T4 4.0 2.0T5 1.0 0.5
The results of proposed algorithm is shown graphically as
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of Enhanced Task Scheduling Algorithm (Proposed)In proposed algorithm, average waiting time of Tasks are 2.5ms and Average Turnaround Time are 5.4ms.The Results of using Improved Max-min and Enhanced Max-Min algorithm for the same data are shown graphically as

Figure 4. Graphical Representation of Improved Max-Min Algorithm.

Figure 5. Graphical Representation of Enhanced Max-Min AlgorithmThe comparison of these three Heuristics algorithms are as follows
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Table 4. Comparison of Algorithms
Algorithm/Metrics Average

Waiting Time
Resource
Utilization

Throughput

Improved Max-Min 3.2 0.86 0.322Enhanced Max-Min 3.2 0.86 0.322Enhanced Task Scheduling 2.5 1.03 0.344
From these results it is clear that   in proposed algorithm, the average waiting time of tasks are reduced whichincreases the response time of tasks. The resource Utilization increases and also throughput are increased. This in turnincreases the performance of the overall system. When the number of tasks increases, the waiting time of tasks aredecreased and throughput is increased. This shows that the algorithm is scalable.The results of Average Waiting time of tasks using 5 Tasks, 10 Tasks and 20 tasks in 2 resources are shown as

Figure 6. Graphical representation of Average Waiting time of tasks when executed in 2 resources.From the graph it is clear that average waiting time is reduced when the number of tasks are increased.The average Turnaround time of 5 tasks, 10 tasks and 20 tasks when executed in 2 resources are shown as

Figure 7. Graphical representation of Average turnaround time of tasks when executed in 2 resourcesFrom the graph it is clear that average turnaround time is reduced when the number of tasks are increased.
ConclusionThere are a number of algorithms that exist for scheduling the task to balance the load in cloud computing. Theaim of good scheduling algorithm is to increase CPU utilization, increase throughput of the system. The scheduling is tobe said to be effective when it reduces the operational costs of the system, reduce queue waiting time, and decreaseturnaround time and to increase resource utilization. In this paper, we have compared Improved Max-Min and EnhancedMax-Min algorithm with our proposed algorithm and observed that our Enhanced Task Scheduling algorithm performswell when compared to other two algorithms.
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Future EnhancementAccording to our manual calculations our algorithm performs well compared to Improved Max-Min andEnhanced Max-Min algorithm. Our future plan is to simulate it using cloudsim in cloud environment to check for thedesired results.
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Human Abnormality Detection using Iris Features based on Fuzzy Support
Vector Machine Classifier and Genetic Algorithm
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ABSTRACT Abnormality detection in human beings play an important role in many health care applications. A significant
deviation from the well-known standards in human nature is regarded as abnormal. An accurate and reliable method of
abnormality detection in biometric feature will helps improving the health-care screening process. Existing efforts in abnormality
detection of human beings have been focused on several algorithms databases and had some limitation. Iris is one of the major
unique identifier and stable biometric trait is employed. In this paper a new classifier is implemented for abnormality detection of
human beings using iris features. The proposed Genetic Algorithm and Support Vector Machine classifier detects the human
abnormalities based on the obtained result, the proposed classifiers identify the normal and abnormal conditions of humans. The
performances of the proposed classifier are analyzed and compared with the traditional classifiers.
Keywords:Iris Recognition, Abnormality Detection, Feature Extraction, Fuzzy Logic andSupport Vector Machine

.
IntroductionBiometrics which refers to identifying an individual by his or her physiological or behavioral characteristics hasthe capability to distinguish between authorized user and an imposter. Biometric used many methods of recognizing aperson based on the characteristic such as eye, iris, fingerprint, hand gesture, face detection, iris detection, and vein. Inwhich eye is the most significant features in a human face and it is mostly preferred to find the abnormality detectioneasier. This paper aims to develop a detection system that automatically detects the iris to show the human condition asnormal or abnormal condition.The iris is ensured securable organ and externally visible whose pattern will be steady for the duration of thelife. The  iris is unique because of the many-sided quality of the fundamental ecological with hereditary autonomy,contains to a great degree data-rich physical structure and  one of a kind surface example and in this way is verysufficiently unpredictable to be utilized as a biometric  signature. Since the iris patterns don't modify essentially amid aperson‘s lifetime, it is thought to be a standout amongst the most stable and precise personal identification biometric.Statistical analysis reveals that irises have an outstandingly high-level of-flexibility up to 266 (fingerprints appeararound 78) and consequently are the most scientifically extraordinary component of the human body, more one of akind than fingerprints. Henceforth, the human iris guarantees to convey an abnormal state of uniqueness to confirmationapplications that different biometrics can't coordinate.
Problem StatementThe unpredictability of iris patterns has higher dimensionality, recognition, decisions are made with highcertainty levels enough to support reliable and large database. Detecting abnormal activities is a vital assignment insecurity checking and medicinal services applications. The Support Vector Machine suffer from certain flaws such as ifthe points on the boundaries are not informative (e.g., due to noise) and computationally expensive. So it is important topresent the hybrid classifiers for investigating the feature extraction and classifier to identify the abnormalities inhuman beings. It provides a good tradeoff for abnormality detection and allows abnormal activity models to beautomatically derived by scanning iris pattern.The outline of the paper is as follows.  Section 2, deals Related work in the areas of abnormality detection andvarious classifiers. Section 3 gives methodology to solve this problem. Section 4 shows the experiment results. Finally,conclude in Section 5.
Related WorksGalbally et.al proposed novel probabilistic approach based on genetic algorithms to reconstruct iris images frombinary templates and analyzes the similarity between the reconstructed synthetic iris image and the original one. Agenetic search algorithm are the nature of the search space is unknown. Mainly this method is employed to minimize theprobability of a successful attack even when a template is compromised. This could be accomplished by using biometric-based countermeasures to distinguish synthetic images from real iris images or to employ liveness-detection techniques.The performance results indicate that an eventual attack against iris matchers using such reconstructed images wouldhave a very high chance of success.Chenet.al (2016) assessed another structure for Detection of Diabetic from Iris image. For clinical featureanalysis, enhancement is essential for extraction of deep layer features. An eye image is procures and stored into
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database, filtered that image of eye by using median filter, found iris pattern from eye image, normalized and enhancedthat iris pattern and extracted some features like mean, variance, standard deviation etc. Several classification methodscan be used for training and classification purpose.Yu et.al (2004) concentrated on the usage of MultipleInstance Learning (MIL) in the area of medical imagemining, especially to hard exudates detection in retinal pictures from diabetic patients. To extract relevant imagefeatures, utilize the algorithm described in that naturally finds relative invariant connections among objects in anarrangement of pictures. This approach deals with the highly noisy images that are common in the medical area,improving the detection specificity while keeping the sensitivity as high as possible. Experiments on real-life data set ofdiabetic retinal screening images show that we are able to achieve some improvement upon a previous system withoutany additional time cost.Recently, a human-in-the-loop iris recognition system was created, in view of detecting and matching iris crypts.Chen et.al (2016) proposed a detection method to catch iris crypts of different sizes consequently.Menyhartet.al (2016) gives a short depiction of the historical backdrop of the Support Vector Machine (SVM)method and fuzzy logic and their main parameters. The main focus of this method is to find the most optimal hyperplane.It is possible to find solutions to different types of classification problems with these methods. The system has to checkthe telemetry data in real time and it is supposed to be able to define which hyperplane is the best in practice, indifferent real situations.
Proposed MethodologyAbnormality in human beings can be detected by the classifying the various abnormal regions based on theirseverity.This paper basically engaged, to identify abnormalities of human beings by automatic detection of iris crypts.The fundamental point is to recognize the human abnormalities by iris scanning. The procedure of iris processincorporates following steps and the extracted iris images are identified by proposed Genetic Algorithm with SVM todistinguish the abnormalities.At first, a subset of the images is prepared to get the relevant features for learning thecharacteristics of the abnormalities in the images and makes the observation that in images, more often than not, it is therelative relationships among the image features that are meaningful for interpretation. The following are the stepsinvolved in iris-based abnormality detection. It starts from mage acquisition, preprocessing, feature extraction, featureselection and abnormality classification.
A. ClassifiersCertain classification using a single visual descriptor fails to achieve satisfactory and robust results since acertain feature may be present and dominant in more than one classes.The Support Vector Machine have somelimitations such as due to the large data set the required training time is higher and  also it doesn’t perform  well, whenthe data set has more noise i.e. target classes are overlapping to overcome this flaws Fuzzy SVM areimplemented.Support Vector Machines are learning machines based on statistical learning theory that can be used forpattern classification or regression. They provide high generalization performance without the need to add a prioriknowledge, even when the dimension of the input space is very high. Fuzzy Systems are those systems whose variableshave as domain fuzzy sets. They encode structured, empirical (heuristic) or linguistic knowledge in a numericalframework . They are able to describe the operation of the system in natural language with the aid of human-like IF-THEN rules. However, they do not provide the highly desired characteristics of learning and adaptation.The abnormality detection of human beingsbased on iris pattern is implemented by hybrid classifiers as GeneticAlgorithm with SVM classifier.
B. Proposed GA/SVM ClassifierThe popular classification technique as hybrid classifiers combination of Genetic Algorithm and Support VectorMachine is employed. To sum up, the GA selects some features as an individual and SVM evaluates them by classification,and the result is used for estimating the fitness of the individual and to determine the abnormality detection of iris. Thepossible choices of feature pools FPidefine the evolutionary search space.  Figure 1 shows the flowchart for Proposed GAand SVM. This is carried out separately on each FPi. At the start of the search, a population of individuals (i.e., featuresubsets) is randomly initialized from the feature pool FPi. Each individual of the current population is evaluatedaccording to a fitness function. Each time the fitness is evaluated, an SVM classifier is built and tested on the featuresubset under investigation. Then, a new population is generated by applying genetic operations (selection, crossover andmutation) and the fitness is again evaluated until a pre-specified number of generations G is reached. This evolutionprocess results in a best individual that further refine by initializing from it a new population that is used as a startingpoint of a new evolution process. The refinement is iterated until a pre-specified stopping criterion is met. When theentire round of search is completed, the final feature subset is returned. The basic components of our GA are as follows.
C. Representation of IndividualsGenerally, a Genetic Algorithm represents the individual as a string or a binary array. Considering the largenumber of iris pattern and it is represent as a binary vector, this results in a verylong chromosome. Since the pre-processing step reduces the dimensionality of initial iris set, to limit the maximum size of each individual, that is, thelength of chromosome, to a predetermined parameter size M ∗T that denotes the maximum cardinality of a feature pool.
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The individuals are encoded by n-bit binary vectors. If a bit is “1” it means that the corresponding feature is included inthe gene subset, while the bits with value 0 mean the opposite.

Figure 1 Proposed GA/SVM
Fitness FunctionThe fitness function is a key factor which affects the performance of GAs. The main aim is to define a function toscale the merit of a feature subset in terms of both classification accuracy and degree of dimensionality. The main idea isto achieve a tradeoff between the accuracy and the size of the obtained feature subsets. As a compromise between thesetwo evaluation criteria, the fitness is defined as follows:F = w. C(x) + 1 − wS(x)where w is a parameter between 0 and 1, x is a feature vector representing an individual, C(x) is theclassification accuracy of a classifier built on x, and S(x) is the x size, that is, the number of genes included into x. Here,the first term measures the weighted classification accuracy from a classifier and the second one evaluates the weightedsize of the feature subset x. The parameter w is a fitness scaling mechanism for assessing the relevance of each term.Increasing the value of w will give more relevance to accuracy and reducing it will set more penalties on the size. Thismulti-objective fitness makes it possible to obtain diverse solutions of high accuracy, while conventional approachestend to be converged to a local optimum.The obtained output shows the automatic recognition of normal and abnormality of iris pattern and it is usedfor further process. The performance of proposed GA/SVM are evaluated by certain performance metrics to achieves agood classification accuracy.Experimental ResultsThe performance results of Proposed Genetic Algorithm - SVM are evaluated using MATLAB. The iris databaseare derived from The Chinese Academy of Sciences - Institute of Automation (CASIA) eye image dataset of (version 1.0)consist of total 115 images.The abnormality detection of human beings can be identified from the obtained classifier results based on iriswhich shows the normal and abnormal datasets. Table 1 shows overall detection rate which is a sufficient result forabnormality detection system.Table 1Abnormality DetectionNumber of Images Detection RateNormal 40 (35/40)  87.5%Abnormal 75 (75/75) 100%Total 115 93.5% (Total Abnormality Detection)
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Figure 2 Abnormality DetectionFrom the Figure 2 it is clear that the abnormality detection rate is high for implemented proposed GA/SVMClassifier. It shows 93.5% for total number of images. The overall sufficient detection rate is sufficient for proposedabnormality detection system.To validate the efficient performance of proposed GA/SVM, it is necessary to compare itsperformance with other classifiers such as K-Nearest Neighbor , Navies Bayes, Back Propagation Network (BPN) ,Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) ,Support Vector Machine and Fuzzy SVM in terms of accuracy, sensitivity andspecificity.Table 2 shows the performance comparison of Various Classifiers for abnormality Detection.Table 2 Comparison of Various Classifiers for Abnormality DetectionClassifiers Accuracy (%) Sensitivity(%) Specificity(%)KNN 73 62 89.5Navies Bayes 79 68.5 83.2BPN 82 73.5 81.4PNN 87.5 76.5 78.6SVM 94.7 86.1 74.2Fuzzy SVM 96.4 92.3 72.6GA-SVM 98.6 95.4 71.6Table 3 EER Comparison of Various ClassifiersClassifiers Equal Error Rate(%)KNN 1.47Navies Bayes 1.22BPN 1.10PNN 1.02SVM 0.86Fuzzy SVM 0.77GA-SVM 0.75Table 3 shows the Equal Error Rate for different classifiers. It is the measurement parameter to monitoring theabnormality detection. In general, the smaller the EER is, the more accurate the proposed method. It shows that theproposed GA-SVM has less EER when compared to various classifiers.It shows that Proposed GA-SVM has less EER whencompared to various classifiers.The Abnormal detection for 75 images based proposed GA-SVM shows error rate of 0.75.The performance results classify the iris dataset as normal and abnormal and further it is used to find the abnormalitydetection in human health condition. The experimental results prove that the proposed GA-SVM outperforms well inclassification accuracy when compared to other classifiers.
ConclusionThe iris has a fine texture and it remains stable as protected internal organ. So it used for detection of humanabnormalities. A new approach for human abnormality detection based iris are described. The Genetic Algorithm andSupport Vector Machine classifier are employed to identify the abnormality detection in human beings. In this paper irisimage is acquired, stored into database, preprocessed, normalized, enhanced that iris pattern and extracted some
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features. These features are forwarded to proposeGA-SVM for abnormality detection. The performance results showsthat the proposed GA-SVM outperforms well when compared to other techniques. The obtained results are used invarious applications to identify the human abnormalities.
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